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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Overview

Unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings account for a significant portion of the United States
(US) building stock. Many of these structures are located in highly seismic regions of the US,
such as California and the Pacific Northwest. In the City of Portland, Oregon alone there are
approximately 1,800 URM buildings (Bugni et al., 2015). In 2015 it was estimated that less than
20% of these buildings had been seismically retrofitted (Bugni et al., 2015). In other words,
approximately 80% of the Portland URM building stock is unprepared for the impending M9.0
Cascadia Subduction Zone (CSZ) earthquake. Major cities in both Washington and California
face similar issues. In Seattle, Washington there are approximately 1,164 URM buildings (Graff,
n.d.) and in the state of California there are an estimated 8,000 URM buildings (Becerra,
Barragan, & Lin II, 2014). URM buildings are also prevalent in both the Midwestern and Eastern
US. Although these regions generally experience lower levels of seismic activity between major
shocks, the risks posed by URM buildings remains (Bruneau, 1994).
In the event of an earthquake, URM structures are especially vulnerable, because they
lack the ductility and strength required to resist lateral earthquake forces (FEMA, 2009). As
earthquake ground motions are bidirectional, URM walls experience both in-plane and out-ofplane loading (Bruneau, 1994). In-plane loading causes URM walls to deform mainly in shear
with some in-plane bending, while out-of-plane loading causes URM walls to bend (Bruneau,
1994; FEMA, 2009). Shear failure is characterized by the appearance of cracks in a URM
bearing wall. Flexural (or bending) failure often results in the falling of bricks or the partial or
complete collapse of a building. In addition to posing safety risks to occupants and passerby,
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URM buildings present the risk of property damage and loss of use (FEMA, 2009), thus limiting
the viability for sheltering-in-place during and after a major seismic event (Bonowitz, 2009;
OSSPAC, 2013; Soti & Barbosa, 2019).
To prepare for the imminent M9.0 CSZ earthquake, it is imperative for the Western US
and Canada to seismically retrofit the URM building stock. Although effective, many existing
URM retrofit solutions are expensive, time-consuming to implement, and negatively alter a
building’s appearance. In recent years, the use of cross-laminated timber (CLT) for seismic
applications has become increasingly common. Examples of buildings with CLT lateral force
resisting systems (LFRS) include Peavy Hall at Oregon State University (OSU) and the John W.
Oliver Design Building at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Peavy Hall contains posttensioned CLT shear walls, while the John W. Oliver Design Building contains a combination of
CLT shear walls and glulam braced frames (Structurecraft, 2018; UMass, 2017). CLT is
becoming increasingly attractive for seismic applications, because it possesses a high strength-toweight ratio, is renewable, promotes fast installation, and is cost effective, making it attractive
for seismic applications.
In this research, a CLT pier-and-spandrel solution was developed for the seismic retrofit
of URM buildings. The pier-and-spandrel system is essentially a moment frame lateral force
resisting system, composed of CLT panels, yield-link connections, steel shear key plates, and
post-tensioned threaded rods. The retrofit will consist of fastening the prefabricated pier-andspandrel system to the vulnerable URM bearing wall(s) and existing diaphragm system. In the
event of an earthquake, inertial forces will be developed at the diaphragm to pier-and-spandrel
system interface. The yield-link connections are designed to yield before the CLT panels incur
damage and the threaded rods yield. If required, these connections can be easily replaced post-
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earthquake, allowing for speedy restoration of a building’s full functionality. The pier-andspandrel solution developed can be modified to fit any building; however, it is especially wellsuited for mixed-use URM buildings with weak first stories, such as those existing in URM
buildings with commercial storefronts.

1.2

Background

The CLT pier-and-spandrel seismic retrofit solution developed in this thesis was designed for the
Harding Building, shown in
Figure 1.1. The Harding Building is a mixed-use URM building that was constructed in 1910. The
building is located on the corner of Southwest Third Street and Madison Avenue in Corvallis,
Oregon and currently houses the Footwise shoe store. The experimental portion of this project
involved the testing of a 2/3-scale version of the pier-and-spandrel system designed for the Harding
Building. The system was designed in coordination with KPFF Consulting Engineers.

Figure 1.1: The Harding Building, located in Corvallis, Oregon
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1.3

Research Objectives

The objective of this research was to design, test, and model a CLT pier-and-spandrel seismic
retrofit solution for URM buildings. The research objectives are summarized in the bulleted list
below.


Develop a low-damage CLT pier-and-spandrel prototype design for the seismic
retrofit of URM buildings.



Construct and test a 2/3-scale model of the CLT pier-and-spandrel system.



Systematically document the seismic response of the CLT pier-and-spandrel system.



Develop and calibrate a numerical model in OpenSees for predicting the seismic
behavior of the CLT pier-and-spandrel system.



1.4

Provide recommendations for additional research and/or design modifications.

Organization of Thesis

The organization of Chapters 2 through 8 and Appendices A through E are listed below:


Chapter 2 contains an overview of seismic hazards associated with URM buildings
and existing in-plane and out-of-plane seismic retrofit solutions for these buildings.
Additionally, the behavior and benefits of CLT will be discussed along with previous
CLT rocking wall research.



Chapter 3 contains information pertaining to the design and construction of the 2/3scale CLT pier-and-spandrel test specimen.



Chapter 4 contains a description of the test setup and testing procedure for the 2/3scale CLT pier-and-spandrel test at OSU.
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Chapter 5 contains results from the CLT pier-and-spandrel test. Adjustments to the
gathered data, the overall behavior of the specimen, and behavior of the yield-links,
threaded rods, and CLT panels will be discussed.



Chapter 6 contains a description of the numerical pier-and-spandrel model developed
using OpenSeesPy as well as a brief comparison of the experimental and numerical
results.



Chapter 7 contains conclusions from this research project and the future work
required prior to the implementation of the CLT pier-and-spandrel system.



Chapter 8 contains a list of the references used in this thesis.



Appendix A contains design calculations for the CLT pier-and-spandrel system from
KPFF Consulting Engineers.



Appendix B contains steel plate shop drawings.



Appendix C contains construction drawings for the pier-and-spandrel test specimen.



Appendix D contains design calculations for the reinforced concrete foundation
beams.



Appendix E contains the OpenSeesPy script developed for the pier-and-spandrel
system. This appendix also contains calculations for the parameters used when
defining the CLT panels and yield-links.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Unreinforced Masonry Buildings

Over the past several decades, thousands of URM buildings were constructed in the US, many in
highly seismic regions, such as the Pacific Northwest. URM was a popular building material,
because of its architectural appeal, durability, and fire resistance (FEMA, 2009). Thus, many
historically and architecturally significant buildings in the US are made of URM (FEMA, 2009).
Unfortunately, the majority of URM buildings were built prior to the development or
enforcement of regional seismic design standards. As a result, URM structures are susceptible to
damage and/or collapse in the event of an earthquake (Bugni et al., 2015; FEMA, 2009;
Shahzada et al., 2012).
URM is masonry that does not contain steel or any other type of reinforcement (FEMA,
2009). The term masonry can refer to a number of different building materials, including; brick,
stone, and adobe. In the US, a typical URM building consists of brick and mortar bearing walls
with wood-frame floor and roof systems. The majority of URM buildings in the US possess a
brick pattern called “American bond”, also referred to as “Common bond” (FEMA, 2009; Harris,
1998). This pattern, shown in Figure 2.1, consists of three to seven rows of stretchers between
each row of headers. Stretchers are bricks that are placed so that the long face is visible, while
headers are placed so that the short face is visible (FEMA, 2009; Harris, 1998). Headers extend
into the cross-section of the wall and often indicate that reinforcement is not present (FEMA,
2009).
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Headers

Stretchers

Figure 2.1: "American Bond" Brick Pattern

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Out-of-plane Loading (b) In-plane Loading (Giaretton, 2016)

URM walls perform well when compressed under gravity loads, however they are
extremely weak when resisting lateral loads (e.g. earthquake loads and wind loads), due to their
lack of ductility and strength (Brando et al., 2017; FEMA, 2009). Because earthquake forces are
bidirectional, URM walls experience both in-plane and out-of-plane loading, as shown in Figure
2.2 (Bruneau, 1994). URM structures can experience in-plane failure, out-of-plane failure, or a
combination of the two (Bruneau, 1994). Additionally, the pounding of a building against
neighboring structures often accelerates combined failure modes (Bruneau, 1994).
The in-plane behavior of a wall is dependent upon its aspect ratio (Bruneau, 1994). Inplane flexural failure is associated with slender structural members and low vertical compression
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stress (Balasubramanian et al., 2006). In-plane shear failures are more common than in-plane
flexural failures (Bruneau, 1994). Shear failure is often the result of inadequate bond between the
brick and mortar, which overtime is reduced as the strength of the mortar decreases, increasing
the vulnerability of the building (FEMA, 2009). Additionally, the strength of the brick and
mortar used in URM construction is variable and often does not meet current building code
requirements (FEMA, 2009). Physical indications of shear failure include diagonal or doublediagonal (X-shape) cracking, either along mortar joints, as shown in Figure 2.3(a) and (c), or
through brick, as shown in Figure 2.3(b). Cracking along mortar joints occurs when the strength
of the brick exceeds the strength of the mortar. Cracking through brick occurs when the mortar is
stronger than the brick. Sliding shear failure, shown in Figure 2.3(c), occurs in stocky piers,
when the vertical compression stress is low (Balasubramanian et al., 2006). The gravity load
carrying capacity of masonry walls is not compromised until shear cracks become severe
(Bruneau, 1994).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Modes of URM Shear Failure: (a) Cracking along Mortar Joints, (b) Cracking
Through Brick, (c) Sliding Along Mortar Bed Joints.
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Out-of-plane flexural failures severely endanger the gravity load carrying capacity of
URM buildings (Bruneau, 1994). Out-of-plane failures tend to be more explosive and
unpredictable than in-plane failures. Because most URM buildings were not designed to resist
seismic loads, joist-to-wall anchor failure is common. Joist-to-wall anchors connect floor and
roof diaphragms to exterior masonry walls. When anchor failure (e.g. yielding/rupture, shear,
withdrawal) occurs, the brittle masonry wall behaves as a cantilever over the height of the
building.
Depending on the severity of the earthquake, the strength of the URM walls and
diaphragm-to-wall connections, and the flexibility of the diaphragms, sections of brick may fall
or the building may collapse completely (FEMA, 2009). Figure 2.4 (Swanson, 2011) displays
structures in Christchurch, New Zealand (NZ) that experienced out-of-plane failure during the
M7.1 2010 Canterbury earthquake (i.e. Darfield earthquake). More recently, during the 2014
M6.0 South Napa earthquake, many historical URM buildings in downtown Napa sustained
damage. Figure 2.5 displays damage sustained to the Alexandria Square building (ABAG, 2014).
The historical URM building was built in 1910 and seismically retrofitted between 1984 and
1986 (Adan, 2017). The retrofit included the installation of steel moment and braced frames and
installation of diaphragm-to-wall anchors (Adan, 2017). From Figure 2.5, it appears that this
retrofit was not entirely effective. During the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (M6.9) in Northern
California, 52% of the historic brick buildings were damaged beyond repair (FEMA, 2009).
These buildings were demolished and the Pacific Avenue Historic District in the City of Santa
Cruz was removed from the National Register of Historic Places (FEMA, 2009). According to
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), in previous US earthquakes, five out of
six URM building have been damaged, so that potentially fatal amounts of brick fell. One-fifth
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of these buildings either partially or completely collapsed (FEMA, 2009). In addition to posing
safety risks to occupants and passerby, URM buildings present the risk of property damage and
loss of use (FEMA, 2009). To combat these concerns, URM buildings must be seismically
retrofitted or demolished (Ismail, Schultz, & Ingham, 2012). Because the majority of URM
buildings are of historical significance, seismic rehabilitation is preferred (Ismail et al., 2012).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: (a) Out-of-plane failure of a URM church in Christchurch, NZ from the 2010 M7.1
Canterbury earthquake, (b) Collapse of a commercial URM building in Christchurch, NZ from
the 2010 M7.1 Canterbury earthquake (Swanson, 2011)
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Figure 2.5: Out-of-plane failure of the Alexandria Square Building in Napa, California from the
2014 M6.0 South Napa earthquake (ABAG, 2014)

2.2

Existing Seismic Retrofit Solutions for Unreinforced Masonry Buildings

2.2.1 Background
Seismic retrofitting (i.e. rehabilitation) is the process of increasing the earthquake resistance of
an existing building. Effective URM retrofit solutions improve both the in-plane and out-ofplane seismic performance of a building. Depending on the type and scope, a retrofit can affect a
building’s owner, occupants, and the surrounding community. Retrofits can negatively alter a
building’s appearance (external and/or internal) and historic value. Additionally, retrofits are
often expensive and time-consuming to implement. Because of the invasive nature of retrofits,
business owners are often forced to stop operating and/or evacuate during a retrofit. This results
in loss of revenue and inconvenience for the owner and tenants. Thus, in addition to being
structurally effective, it is important that retrofit solutions are inexpensive, quick and easy to
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implement, minimally alter a building’s appearance, and pose little disruption to occupants. The
following section provides an overview of a few common URM retrofit solutions.
2.2.2 Steel Moment Frames
Adding steel moment frames to a URM structure increases the strength of the structure and
reduces the seismic demands on existing URM walls (FEMA, 2006). Additionally, depending
upon the location of the new moment frame, demands on the diaphragms are potentially reduced
(FEMA, 2006). The use of moment frame retrofit solutions is ideal for soft-story buildings (e.g.
commercial buildings with large windows or doors). Moment frames can be placed either along
the perimeter or within the interior of a URM building (FEMA, 2006). For the perimeter case,
the moment frame is connected to both the URM wall and diaphragms (FEMA, 2006). Steel
moment frames are relatively expensive and as the example in Figure 2.6 displays, alter the
interior appearance of a building (FEMA, 2006).

Figure 2.6: Steel Moment Frame Retrofit Solution (Dizhur et al., 2011)
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2.2.3 Cast-in-place Concrete & Shotcrete
The in-plane capacity of a URM wall can be improved by adding a layer of concrete to the face
of the wall. This layer is either cast-in-place or more commonly, applied as a surface treatment
(FEMA, 2006). The concrete layer is secured to the URM wall via adhesive or plate anchors. A
surface treatment retrofit solution consists of applying shotcrete or another cement-based
material (e.g. cement mortar, cement plaster) in combination with reinforcement to the face of a
URM wall (Amiraslanzadeh, Ikemoto, Miyajima, & Fallahi, 2012; Elgawady, Lestuzzi, &
Badoux, 2004).
Prior to applying shotcrete, holes are drilled into the existing masonry wall and dowels
are embedded using grout or epoxy (ElGawady, Lestuzzi, & Badoux, 2006). These dowels
transfer shear forces from the URM wall to the shotcrete (ElGawady et al., 2006). After
installing the dowels, shotcrete is sprayed onto the masonry wall over a mesh of steel
reinforcement, as shown in Figure 2.7 (ElGawady et al., 2006). The thickness of the shotcrete
layer and quantity of reinforcement is based on the expected seismic demand of the structure
(ElGawady et al., 2006). Shotcrete can be applied on one or both sides of a masonry wall
(ElGawady et al., 2006).
Applying shotcrete to a URM wall can significantly increase the lateral load resistance
and ductility of a building (ElGawady et al., 2006; Smith & Redman, 2009). Retrofitting URM
walls using shotcrete increases the in-plane strength by a factor of approximately 3.6
(Amiraslanzadeh et al., 2012; ElGawady et al., 2006). Additionally, the out-of-plane stability and
energy dissipation are improved (Amiraslanzadeh et al., 2012). Although effective, applying a
layer of concrete to URM walls takes up valuable space, alters the building’s appearance, and
significantly increases the mass of the structure, thus increasing seismic demands
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(Amiraslanzadeh et al., 2012). Additionally, installing a cast-in-place layer or applying shotcrete
is disruptive to the building’s occupants (FEMA, 2006).

Figure 2.7: Shotcrete Application (ElGawady et al., 2006)

2.2.4 Strong-backs
Vertical braces, known as strong-backs, transfer out-of-plane loads from URM wall to the
diaphragms (Giaretton, Ingham, & Dizhur, 2017). Strong-backs are generally attached to the
interior face of a URM wall, as shown in Figure 2.8, however they can also be attached
externally (Giaretton et al., 2017). Strong-backs can be made of steel, concrete, or wood (FEMA,
2006). They are spaced to ensure that the un-braced portion of the URM wall can resist the
expected out-of-plane loading (Giaretton et al., 2017). Strong-backs are attached to the adjacent
diaphragms and URM wall. The installation of strong-backs is disruptive to a building’s
occupants, because it involves drilling into the URM wall and creating strong-back-to-diaphragm
connections along the entire URM wall (FEMA, 2006). Additionally, strong-backs significantly
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alter either the interior or exterior appearance of a building, making them less than ideal for
historic buildings.

Figure 2.8: Steel Strong-back Retrofit Solution (Dizhur et al., 2011)

2.2.3 Wall-to-Diaphragm Anchorage
The out-of-plane failure of URM structures is often attributed to deficient or non-existent
anchorage between the masonry bearing walls and floor and roof diaphragms (Ismail, 2016).
Anchors, or ties as they are commonly referred to, are separated into two categories: shear ties
and tension ties (FEMA, 2006). Shear ties transfer in-plane earthquake loads from the diaphragm
to the bearing wall, while tension ties return out-of-plane loads to the diaphragm (FEMA, 2006).
In the US and New Zealand, adhesive anchors and plate anchors are the most common types of
anchorage (Ismail, 2016).
The installation of adhesive anchors consists of drilling a hole into the URM wall,
cleaning the hole, installing a screen tube, and securing a threaded rod using either grout or
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epoxy (FEMA, 2006; Ismail, 2016). Screen tubes are typically made of stainless-steel or nylon
and are installed to prevent adhesive from leaking into the wall (FEMA, 2006). Adhesive
anchors are typically installed either perpendicular to the face of the URM wall or bent at a 22.5°
angle, as shown in Figure 2.9 (Ismail, 2016). Bent anchors resist both tension and shear forces,
while straight anchors resist only shear forces (FEMA, 2006). Bent anchors are more reliable,
because they engage multiple wythes (i.e. vertical brick layers) (FEMA, 2006; Ismail, 2016). The
installation of plate anchors, such as the one shown in Figure 2.10, is similar to that of adhesive
anchors, however the threaded rod extends through the width of the URM wall and is secured at
the exterior face of the wall using an anchor plate. Plate anchors possess a greater pull out
capacity (POC) and are lower cost than adhesive anchors, however they are less desirable for
architectural reasons (Ismail, 2016). Anchor installation is disruptive to a building’s occupants,
because drilling into the URM wall is loud and installing the anchor often requires the temporary
removal of either the floor or ceiling.

Figure 2.9: Bent Adhesive Anchor (FEMA, 2006)
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Figure 2.10: Plate Anchor (FEMA, 2006)

2.2.2 Parapet Bracing & Removal
As previously mentioned, parapets are vulnerable during earthquakes, because they lack ductility
and bending strength and often experience large earthquake forces (FEMA, 2006, 2009). When
parapets experience out-of-plane loading, they behave as cantilevers and often fall onto adjacent
buildings and/or walkways (FEMA, 2006). To reduce the falling risk, parapets are either braced
or removed (FEMA, 2006). Angles, often made of steel, are anchored to the top of the parapet
and roof diaphragm, as shown in Figure 2.11 (Chidiac & Foo, 2002; FEMA, 2006). Bracing
parapets is relatively low cost and effectively reduces life safety risks (FEMA, 2006). The partial
or complete removal of parapets is not ideal for most historic buildings, because it significantly
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alters their external appearance. Parapet bracing is often paired with other in-plane and out-ofplane retrofit solutions to optimize the seismic performance of the entire building.

Figure 2.11: Parapet Bracing Example (Chidiac & Foo, 2002)

2.3

Cross-Laminated Timber

Cross-laminated timber (CLT) is an engineered wood product that was first introduced in Europe
in the 1990s. CLT panels consist of layers of laminated timber boards. The layers are glued
together, with each layer oriented perpendicular to the adjacent layer(s), as shown in Figure
2.12:. CLT panels typically consist of an odd number of layers, three to seven layers being the
most common. The timber boards that make up each layer, are typically 5/8-inch to 2 inches (16
mm to 51 mm) in thickness and 2.4 inches to 9.5 inches (60 mm - 240 mm) in width. Common
CLT panel lengths range from 10 feet to 16 feet (3 m to 4.8 m) in length, however they can be as
long as 60 feet (18 m). The lumber used to create the CLT panels is either visually graded or
machine stress rated, before being kiln dried to a moisture content of 12% (+/- 3%). Next the
lumber is planed, adhesive is applied, and the layers are pressed together with either a hydraulic
or vacuum press. After this, the panels are cut to size using computer numerical controlled
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(CNC) routers (Karacabeyli & Douglas, 2013). Although the use of CLT in Europe has increased
exponentially since the 1990s, CLT has only recently gained popularity in the US (Brandner,
Flatscher, Ringhofer, Schickhofer, & Thiel, 2016; Mallo & Espinoza, 2014).

Figure 2.12: CLT Panel Composition (Mallo & Espinoza, 2014)

CLT panels are able to bear in-plane and out-of-plane loads, because of the alternating
orientation of the layers. As a result, CLT is a suitable building material for both wall and floor
elements. For wall elements, the outer layers are oriented parallel to the gravity loads, thus
maximizing the gravity load carrying capacity of the wall. For floor elements, the outer layers
are oriented parallel to the major span direction (Karacabeyli & Douglas, 2013). The
dimensional stability and rigidity of CLT panels, make it effective in resisting lateral forces.
Additionally, when combined with steel, nailed, or screwed connections, CLT structures are
ductile and effective in dissipating energy (Woodworks, 2012).
In addition to being structurally effective, CLT provides a multitude of benefits over
alternate building materials, such as concrete and steel. CLT is made of wood—a completely
renewable material. Additionally, the CLT manufacturing process requires less energy and
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produces fewer greenhouse gas emissions than alternatives. Because of the prefabricated nature
of CLT, no waste is produced at the job site. This allows for faster installation and reduces the
number of skilled workers required on site. If in-field modifications are required, they can be
made using simple tools, because of the flexible nature of wood (Popovski & Karacabeyli, 2012;
Woodworks, 2012). Additionally, wood is relatively light weight, therefore smaller cranes are
needed for transportation and smaller building foundations are required. Lastly, reduced
construction time and lower foundation costs, make CLT cost effective (Karacabeyli & Douglas,
2013).

2.4

Previous Cross-Laminated Timber Rocking Wall Research & Numerical Modeling

2.4.1 Ganey (2015)
Ganey (2015) conducted a series of tests to understand the behavior of a CLT rocking wall
design that combined the self-centering capabilities of post-tensioned (PT) connections with the
energy dissipation capabilities of U-shaped flexural plate energy dissipation devices (UFPs). Six
rocking wall specimens were tested using a quasi-static reverse-cyclic loading procedure. Five of
the specimens were single walls, shown in Figure 2.13 (a) and (b), and one was a coupled wall.
The wall thickness, wall height, and load application remained constant for all specimens. The
PT bar size, initial PT force, CLT panel composition, and wall configuration were modified to
systematically document the damage progression and limit states. Two types of CLT walls were
tested—a 5-ply CLT wall and a CLT wall with a structural composite lumber (SCL) core. The
walls were made of Douglas Fir-Larch No.2 or better. Two different floor diaphragms were
simulated—a flexible CLT diaphragm and a rigid concrete diaphragm. The “concrete” floor was
simulated using steel.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: (a) Single Wall Test Schematic, (b) Photograph from Single Wall Test
(Ganey, 2015)

From the six tests, results from Ganey (2015) indicated that the rocking walls had a
ductile response. The higher the initial force in the PT bar, the larger the decompression moment,
and the smaller the lateral drift at which CLT damage occurred. Additionally, the larger the PT
bar, the greater the lateral strength and post-decompression stiffness of the wall. Ganey (2015)
noted that the initial PT force should be large enough to provide the desired capacity, but small
enough to limit CLT damage and prevent the PT bar from yielding prematurely.
In addition to conducting physical tests, Ganey (2015) developed a numerical model to
simulate the behavior of a rocking CLT wall and calibrated this model using experimental
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results. The numerical model, shown in Figure 2.14, was created using OpenSees. The PT bars
were modeled as truss elements and assigned an Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Gap (ElasticPP Gap in
OpenSees) material model. This material model was defined to prevent the bars from going into
compression (positive strain). The initial PT strain was specified to replicate the strain in the PT
bars after prestressing and losses. The UFPs were modeled using zero-length spring elements
assigned a Guiffre-Menegotto-Pinto material model. The elastic portion of the CLT wall was
modeled using Elastic Timoshenko Beam Column elements. These elements accounted for axial,
shear, and flexural deformations. The inelastic portion of the walls were modeled using
multispring contact elements developed by Spieth et al. (2004). The springs were assigned
ElasticPP Gap materials to simulate the behavior of the CLT in compression and simulate the
gap formation at the base of the wall. Gauss Lobatto integration was used to assign each spring a
weighted contact stiffness. The springs were also assigned a yield strength, weighted using the
tributary area of the spring. Diagonal springs were used to transfer shear forces.

Figure 2.14: Schematic of Rocking Wall Numerical Model (Ganey, 2015)
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2.4.2 Massari (2017)
Massari (2017) studied the seismic response of a two story, two-third scale hybrid CLT rocking
wall. The hybrid system consisted of post-tensioned (PT) bars and external buckling resistant
unbonded brace (BRB) steel dissipaters. The PT bars allowed the wall to re-center postearthquake and the steel buckling restraints assisted with energy dissipation (Kramer, Barbosa, &
Sinha, 2016). The dissipaters were pinned to the wall and to restraints at the base of the CLT
panel, which acted as shear keys. The CLT panel was 5-ply and made of Douglas Fir. The height
of the panel was 4.88 meters (16 feet), the width was 2.44 meters (8 feet), and the thickness was
0.18 meters (0.6 feet). An actuator in combination with a steel beam was used to impose a
triangular distribution of lateral forces in the form of two-point loads at each floor height, as
shown in Figure 2.15:. The wall specimen was pushed and pulled to predetermined lateral drift
ratios to simulate quasi-static cyclic loading. The specimen was braced to prevent out-of-plane
motion.

Figure 2.15: Hybrid Rocking Wall Test Setup (Massari, 2017)
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Massari (2017) developed a numerical model of the hybrid rocking wall using SAP2000.
The CLT panel was modeling using a 1D beam element, defined using isotropic timber material.
The PT bars were modeled using tendon elements. A PT force was induced through load
application. The base-to-foundation interface was simulated using zero-length nonlinear friction
elements that resist only compression. The stiffness of each friction element was defined as a
function of the global axial stiffness. The shear keys located at either side of the CLT panel base,
were modeled using multilinear elastic links. The links replicated the initial horizontal gap
between the panel and the shear keys. The steel dissipators were modeled as multilinear plastic
non-linear elements.
The CLT rocking wall reached a drift ratio of 2.5%, however unexpected damages
occurred to the panel-dissipator connection after a drift ratio of 1%. Massari (2017) found this
connection to be unsuitable for this test due to an under prediction of over-strength factors in the
connection, leading to a prying failure in the steel connection, shortly after yielding of the
buckling restrained braces. The PT bars re-centered the wall as expected. No damage was
observed at the CLT panel-foundation interface or at the location of the shear keys. The
numerical model was validated using results from the physical test.
2.4.3 Wichman (2018)
Wichman (2018) examined the behavior two CLT rocking walls that formed the lateral force
resisting system for a full-scale two-story mass timber building. The building was tested at the
NHERI@UCSD shake table at the University of California San Diego. The building, shown in
Figure 2.16:, imitates that of a mixed-use residential or commercial building, with an open floor
plan. The two identical CLT rocking walls consisted of two 5-ply grade E2-M1 panels coupled
together with five UFP energy dissipating devices (Lindt et al., 2018; Pei et al., 2019). Each
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rocking wall was also post-tensioned with four ATS high-strength, fully threaded bars. The CLT
rocking walls were 24 feet tall and each panel (2 per wall) was 5 feet wide. The walls were
balloon framed and extended 2 feet above the roof level. This allowed for easy post-tensioning.
Shear forces were transferred from the rocking walls to the base beam via shear transfer angles
located at either side of the wall base. Additionally, angles were used to prevent out-of-plane
movement.

Figure 2.16: A full-scale two-story mass timber building tested at the University of California
San Diego (Wichman, 2018)

According to results collected by Wichman (2018), the CLT rocking walls provided the
building system with adequate strength, energy dissipation, and re-centering. The 2% drift limit
for design-based earthquakes was exceeded. Additionally, the rocking wall fully re-centered at
all of the hazard levels. No CLT crushing occurred at the wall base-to-foundation interface
(Lindt et al., 2018; Pei et al., 2019) .
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2.4.4 Sato et al. (2019)
Sato et al. (2019) conducted shake table tests on a five-story CLT building, composed of narrow
shear walls connected with CLT spandrels, in what can be called a pier-and-spandrel design
solution, at least in the shorter direction of the building, shown in Figure 2.17. Results showed
that the structural system was ductile and effective in dissipating energy if their boundary
conditions allowed for rocking behavior of the wall, even though in this case the structural walls
were not post-tensioned. Walls were constructed using 5-ply CLT panels. The walls were 10002000 mm (39.4-78.7 inches) wide and 150 mm (5.9 inches) thick. The CLT panels were made of
Japanese cedar, with an elastic modulus between 5000 N/mm2 to 6000 N/mm2 (725-870 ksi).
The seismic portion of the building’s design was done in accordance with allowable stress and
ultimate strength design. High performance tensile bolts were used to provide moment-resisting
connections at the wall-to-foundation and wall-to-wall connections. The shake table simulated
two different waves of ground motion—one to simulate the response spectrum provided by the
Building Standard Law (BSL) of Japan and another to replicate the 1995 Kobe Earthquake.
During the test, steel weights were added to the building to simulate the seismic mass present in
an actual 5-story building. In addition to conducting shake table tests, Sato et al. (2019) created a
numerical model for the structure. The CLT panels were modeled using anisotropic shell
elements. Tension and compression spring elements were used to model the connections between
the CLT panels.
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Figure 2.17: A 5-Story CLT building composed of narrow shear walls (Sato et al., 2019)

During the BSL ground motions, two tensile bolts yielded at the CLT wall panel-tofoundation interface. Additionally, the steel plates experienced slight deformation, gaps formed
between wall panels, and CLT embedment occurred at the corner of the openings. During the
Kobe Earthquake simulation, all of the tensile bolts between the walls and foundations reached
yield. The maximum panel uplift during these ground motions was 30 mm (1.18 inches).
Additionally, compressive rupture occurred at the corners of the wall panels. From this test, Sato
et al. (2019) found that the structure behaved well during the BSL ground motions and survived
the Kobe Earthquake ground motions.
2.4.5 Spieth et al. (2004)
Spieth et al. (2004) developed a multi-spring contact element to model the contact region of two
precast concrete members, jointed together by an unbonded post-tensioned cable or bar. As the
system rocks, the joint opens and the portion of the contact region in compression decreases. The
springs used to model the contact region were assigned a compression stiffness and zero tension
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stiffness. Spieth et al. (2004) compared two different integration methods for weighting and
distributing the springs along the contact region. Gauss Integration was deemed inferior to
Lobatto Integration, because it did not place springs at the edges of the contact region. Spieth et
al. (2004) compared the behavior of 2 and 10 contact springs and found that increasing the
number of contact springs, improved the ability of the model to capture the neutral axis shift and
the force-drift behavior of the structure. A schematic of the 10-spring multispring contact
element is shown in Figure 2.18. Spieth et al. (2004) also determined that using an influence
height equal to 1/4 or 1/5 of the contact region height, to determine the overall joint stiffness,
provided force-drift behavior that most closely matched that of the experimental results.
Spieth et al. (2004) modeled the precast beams and columns using linear elastic Giberson
frame members. The unbonded post-tensioned rods were modeled using linear elastic prestressed
spring elements. Friction elements were created to model the friction between the post-tensioned
rods and their ducts. Spieth et al. (2004) determined that assuming constant friction along the
length of the rod provided the most accurate results.

Figure 2.18: Multispring Contact Element (Spieth et al., 2004)
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2.5

Conclusions & Research Needs

From the literature presented in this section, the following can be concluded:


In the event of an earthquake, URM buildings are extremely susceptible to damage,
because they lack the ductility and strength necessary to resist lateral loads. URM
buildings are prone to falling bricks and/or collapse—posing life safety risks not only to
occupants, but to neighboring structures and passerby.



In addition to being structurally effective, seismic retrofit solutions should be
inexpensive, quick to implement, minimally alter a building’s appearance, and exhibit
minimal disruption to business activities during the retrofit process.



CLT panels are dimensionally stable and strong in both the in-plane and out-of-plane
directions, with an appealing weight-to-strength ratio. Additionally, timber is renewable,
and CLT structures are quick to install (because of their prefabricated nature) and
lightweight and thus can potentially save money (smaller foundations, quicker
installation, etc.).



The post-tensioning of CLT rocking systems can provide adequate strength, energy
dissipation, and re-centering capabilities. The damage to the CLT rocking wall systems
tested was generally confined to the wall-to-foundation or wall-to-wall interfaces.



Non-posttensioned rocking wall systems were also shown to behave in a ductile manner
and exhibit adequate energy dissipation.



The behavior of CLT rocking walls can be successfully modeled using elastic elements
for the elastic portion of the CLT panels, multi-spring contact elements for wall-tofoundation interfaces and joints, and elastic tension-only truss elements for the PT bars.
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As the use of CLT for lateral force resisting systems (LFRS) becomes increasingly common, it is
important to explore the use of CLT LFRSs for the seismic retrofit of historic URM buildings.
The use of CLT for the retrofit of URM buildings has not been previously explored or tested.
Additionally, the use of yield-links in combination with CLT panels has not been tested. This
research will provide data from the in-plane testing of a CLT pier-and-spandrel system, designed
to retrofit historic mixed-use URM buildings.
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3. SPECIMEN DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
3.1

Harding Building Seismic Retrofit Design Overview

As stated previously, the CLT pier-and-spandrel system was designed for the Harding Building,
a historic mixed-use URM building located in downtown Corvallis, Oregon. The design of both
the Harding Building prototype and the 2/3-scale test specimen were completed in coordination
with KPFF Consulting Engineers. Figure 3.1 displays a sketch of the pier-and-spandrel system
within the Harding Building. The system will be anchored to the interior face of the existing
URM bearing walls, the wood diaphragms, and concrete foundation.

Figure 3.1: The CLT pier-and-spandrel system attached to the interior face of an existing URM
bearing wall.
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Main features of the design include: pier and spandrel CLT panels, yield-link moment
connections, post-tensioned threaded rods, and steel shear-key plates. Two (2) yield-links are
located at each pier-to-spandrel and pier-to-foundation connection, as shown in Figure 3.2 and
Figure 3.3, respectively. The pier-spandrel and pier-foundation yield-links were designed for a
target drift ratio of 1%. The pier-spandrel yield-links were designed to resist 70% of the bending
moment at the pier-to-spandrel connection and the pier-foundation yield-links were designed to
resist 100% of the bending moment at the pier-to-foundation connection. Threaded rods were
threaded through the pier and spandrel panels at the center of each spandrel panel and posttensioned to encourage re-centering and ensure that the shear-key plates would remain in
position during a seismic event. The threaded rods were designed to resist 30% of the bending
moment at the pier-to-spandrel connection and were designed for a target drift ratio of 1.5%. The
shear-keys were designed to remain undamaged and transfer shear forces from the pier-andspandrel system to the foundation.

Figure 3.2: Detail A – The Pier-to-Spandrel Connection
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Figure 3.3: Detail B – The Pier-to-Foundation Connection

The CLT pier-and-spandrel system will be fastened to the interior faces of the two streetfacing URM bearing walls, shown in Figure 1.1. The system will be secured to each URM wall
using screws and/or anchors. Steel collectors will transfer load from the roof-level and second
floor-level diaphragms to the pier-and-spandrel system. The design and testing of the fasteners
and collectors is not in the scope of this project and will require additional research and testing
prior to implementation. Shotcrete will be placed on the existing basement-level concrete walls
to allow for the embedment of threaded rods and shear keys at the pier-to-foundation interfaces,
as shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3.
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3.2

Specimen Design

3.2.1 Introduction
To systematically document the structural behavior and performance of the novel CLT pier-andspandrel seismic retrofit solution designed for a historic URM building located in downtown
Corvallis, a 2/3-scale test specimen was constructed and tested at the Structural Engineering
Research Laboratory (SERL) located in the Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory at Oregon State
University (OSU) in Corvallis, Oregon. The following sections will detail the design,
construction, and testing phases of this experimental program.
3.2.1 Design Overview
The CLT pier-and-spandrel retrofit solution was designed to develop sufficient lateral strength
before loss of gravity-load-carrying capacity in the URM bearing wall structural systems. To
ensure that the pier-and-spandrel solution is reliable during the inelastic range of seismic
response, the elements that constitute the system are categorized as either having deformationcontrolled (i.e. displacement-based) or force-controlled capacities and sized accordingly. The
sizing of the deformation-controlled elements was accomplished using linear analysis with
response modification factors or through nonlinear analysis. Force-controlled elements were
designed for the ultimate capacity of the deformation-controlled elements, or in other words were
“capacity designed”. The following sections describe different components of the pier-andspandrel test specimen. Detailed design calculations can be found in Appendix A, Section A.1.
Nonetheless, for improved readability, the main features of the design are described in the
following section.
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Figure 3.4: A schematic displaying the CLT pier-and-spandrel system configuration. Section AA displays a cross-section of the CLT spandrel panel, while Section B-B displays a cross-section
of the CLT pier panel. The numbers (1-12) correspond to the yield-links.
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N

Figure 3.5: A schematic displaying the fasteners used to construct the CLT pier-and-spandrel
system. The screws, threaded, rods and bolts are internal.
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3.2.2 Cross-Laminated Timber Panel Design
The geometry of the pier-and-spandrel test specimen was controlled by the current configuration
of the historic Harding Building. The length of the CLT panels and location of the pier-tospandrel connections were controlled by window locations, diaphragm and roof heights, and useable space for URM wall-to-CLT pier-and-spandrel retrofit connection. Due to space (height)
limitations at the OSU SERL, a 2/3-scale version of the CLT pier-and-spandrel system was
designed for testing. The specimen was 19’-5 1/2” (5.93 m) tall and 17’ (5.18 m) wide. The CLT
panels were designed to resist moment and shear demands corresponding to a drift ratio of 1%.
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 contain sketches of the pier-and-spandrel specimen. The wood screws,
bolts, and threaded rods shown in Figure 3.5 reside within the CLT panels; however, they have
been drawn to better convey the design.
The CLT panels used for the pier-and-spandrel design were 5-ply Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF)
175 E, grade E1M5 (ANSI PRG 320, 2018). These panels were manufactured by Structurlam.
Reference design values from Structurlam are shown in Figure 3.6. The pier panels possessed a
cross-section of 2’-9” x 6 7/8” (83.8 cm x 17.5 cm) and a length of 19’-5 ½” (5.93 m). The
spandrel panels possessed a cross-section of 3’-3” x 6 7/8” (99.1 cm x 17.5 cm) and a length of
11’-4” (3.45 m). Dimensioned drawings of the CLT panels can be found in Appendix B, Section
B.1. The remaining portion of this section (Section 3.2.2) contains an overview of the CLT panel
design.
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Figure 3.6: ASD Reference Design Values for Lumber Laminations Used in Structurlam CLT.
The design values for E1M5 CLT is circled in red (APA, 2018).

CLT Pier Panel Design:
When designing the pier panel for bending, there are two conditions that must be checked—
bending of the pier panel at the spandrel panel centerline and the maximum overall bending
moment experienced along the height of the pier panel. From the moment diagram in Appendix
A, Section A.1, the maximum expected moment at the spandrel panel centerline is 1,490 k-in at
the top (roof) spandrel and the maximum overall expected moment is 1,690 k-in at the bottom
edge of the top spandrel. Using Equation 3.1, the expected tension stress parallel to the grain (ft)
at both locations was determined (Breyer, Cobeen, Fridley, & Pollock, 2015).

𝑓𝑡 =

𝑀×𝑐
𝐼

(3.1)

In Equation 3.1, M is the expected moment, c is the distance from the neutral axis to the extreme
fiber, and I is the second moment of inertia about the axis of bending. For the centerline
condition, it was conservatively assumed that the center ply would not behave effectively, due to
the 1 ¼ inch diameter hole drilled through the center ply at this location for the threaded rod.
Therefore, only two of the major-strength laminations were used to determine I, instead of three.
The distance from the neutral axis to the extreme fiber (c) was taken as half the unreduced pier
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panel width (16 ½ in. or 41.9 cm). The spandrel centerline location controlled, and the expected
bending stress was calculated to be 2.99 ksi.
After determining the maximum tension stress experienced by the pier panel, the adjusted
LRFD tension design value parallel to the grain (F’t) was determined using Equation 3.2
(American Wood Council, 2017). The reference design value (Ft) for Structurlam E1M5 CLT is
1.575 ksi (APA, 2018). The wet service factor (CM), temperature factor (Ct), and time effect
factor (λ) were all taken as 1.0 per the National Design Specification for Wood Construction
(NDS), Section 10.3 (American Wood Council, 2017). The format conversion factor (KF) was
taken as 2.70 per NDS Table 10.3.1 (American Wood Council, 2017). In addition to multiplying
Ft by the adjustment factors mentioned above, the design value was converted from an average
value to a mean value, where Ft exceeds 95% of the sample. This was done by multiplying Ft by
1.2. The adjusted reference design value was calculated to be 5.1 ksi, and the demand/capacity
ratio was found to be 0.58.

𝐹𝑡′ = 1.2 × 𝐹𝑡 × (𝐶𝑀 × 𝐶𝑡 × 𝐾𝐹 × 𝜆)

(3.2)

The pier panel was designed to resist a maximum expected shear force (V) of 76.3 kips,
which occurs at the top spandrel. The expected shear stress in the pier panel (fv) was determined
to be 1.26 ksi using Equation 3.3 (Breyer et al., 2015). Only the two major-strength laminations
were accounted for when determining the cross-sectional area (A) of the pier panel. An LRFD
adjusted shear design value (Fv) of 1.4 ksi was used. The demand/capacity ratio was determined
to be 0.30.
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𝑓𝑣 =

1.5 × 𝑉
𝐴

(3.3)

CLT Spandrel Panel Design:
The CLT spandrel panel experiences a maximum moment of 2,080 k-in, per the diagram in
Appendix A, Section A.1. The expected compression stress parallel to the grain (fc) was
computed using Equation 3.4.

𝑓𝑐 =

𝑃 𝑀×𝑐
+
𝐴
𝐼

(3.4)

In Equation 3.4, P is the axial force, A is the cross-sectional area, M is the expected moment at
the pier-to-spandrel connection, c is the distance from the neutral axis to the extreme fibers, and I
is the second moment of inertia about the axis of bending. The distance from the neutral axis to
the extreme fibers (c) was taken as half the unreduced width of the spandrel panel (19 ½ in. or
49.5 cm). The second moment of inertia (I) was determined using the three major-strength
laminations. Based on Equation 3.4, the expected compression stress parallel to the grain was
found to be 2.11 ksi.
The adjusted LRFD compression design value parallel to grain (F’c) for the spandrel
panel was determined using Equation 3.5 (American Wood Council, 2017).

𝐹𝑐′ = 1.2 × 𝐹𝑐 × (𝐶𝑀 × 𝐶𝑡 × 𝐶𝑃 × 𝐾𝐹 × 𝜆)
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(3.5)

In this equation, the reference compression design value parallel to grain (Fc) for Structurlam
E1M5 CLT is 1.875 ksi (APA, 2018). The wet service factor (CM), temperature factor (Ct),
column stability factor (CP), and time effect factor (λ) were all taken as 1.0 per NDS, Section
10.3 (American Wood Council, 2017) and a format conversion factor (KF) of 2.40 was used per
NDS, Table 10.3.1 (American Wood Council, 2017). Fc was also multiplied by 1.2 to account for
5% exclusion to the mean value. Using Equation 3.5, F’c was determined to be 5.4 ksi and the
computed demand/capacity ratio was 0.39.
The expected shear stress parallel to grain (fv) for the spandrel panel was tabulated in the
same manner as the shear stress in the pier panel, using Equation 3.3. The expected shear stress
was found to be 0.42 ksi. Using the same value of Fv, the demand/capacity ratio was computed to
be 0.30.
3.2.3 Yield-Link Design
For the pier-and-spandrel system, the yield-links were designed to resist 70% of the bending
moment at the pier-to-spandrel connection, while the threaded rods were designed to resist the
remaining 30%. The threaded rod design governed this ratio and an explanation will be provided
in Section 3.2.4. The pier-spandrel and pier-foundation yield-links were designed following
concepts provided in the Simpson Strong-Frame pre-qualified steel moment connection design
procedure in Section 12.9 of AISC 358-16. The procedure in Section 12.9 was modified to
account for a target drift ratio of 1% and a point of rotation at either the top or bottom fiber of the
spandrel cross-section, as compared to the point of rotation assumed for the spandrel in AISC
358-16, which is a centerline rotation. A plan and elevation view of a generic yield-link plate
from AISC 358-16, Section 12.7, can be seen in Figure 3.7.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.7: Yield-link plan and elevation view from AISC 358, Section 12.7 for use in beams: (a)
yield-link plan view (top), (b) yield-link elevation view (side).
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The required yield-link yield strength (P’y-link) was estimated using Equation 3.6.

′
𝑃𝑦−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘
=

𝑀𝑢
(𝜙𝑏 × 𝑑)

(3.6)

In this equation, Mu is the moment demand that was taken as 1,183 k-in, which is 70% of the
1,690 k-in demand at the pier-to-spandrel connection, ϕb is the reduction factor in bending that
was taken as 0.90 per AISC 358, and d is the depth of the beam that was taken as the unreduced
depth of the spandrel panel (39 in. or 99.1 cm). Using Equation 3.6, P’y-link was calculated to be
33.7 kips.
After calculating the required yield-link strength (P’y-link), a yield-link stem width (byield)
of 7/8 in (2.22 cm). and a stem thickness (tstem) of 1/2 in (1.27 cm). were selected for the pierspandrel yield-links. To ensure that the corresponding cross-sectional area of the yield-link, Aylink,

was adequate the maximum tensile strength (Pr-link) of the yield-link was computed and

compared to P’y-link. Equation 3.7 was used to determine Pr-link.

𝑃𝑟−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 = 𝐴𝑦−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 × 𝑅𝑡 × 𝐹𝑢−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘

(3.7)

In this equation, Rt is the ratio of the expected tensile strength to specified minimum tensile
strength and is taken as 1.2. Fu-link is the specified minimum tensile strength of the yield-link. A
value of 65 ksi was used for ASTM A572 Grade 50 steel. A Pr-link of 34.1 kips was calculated.
After verifying that the tensile strength exceeded the yield stress, the length of the yieldlink stem (Ly-link) was determined using Equation 3.8.
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𝐿𝑦−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 =

0.015
𝑑 + 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
×(
) + 2𝑅
0.085
2

(3.8)

In this equation, 0.015 radians is the assumed connection rotation (note that this is adjusted from
the original 0.05 radians in AISC 358-16). The depth of the spandrel, d, is set to 39 inches (99.1
cm), the thickness of the stem is set to ½ inches (1.27 cm), and R, the radius between the reduced
width and nonreduced width at the pier and column sides is taken as ½ inches (1.27 cm). Based
on Equation 3.8, a Ly-link value of 8 inches (20.3 cm) was used for both the pier-spandrel and
pier-foundation yield-links. Additional design check calculations for the yield-link connections
can be found in Appendix A, Section A.1.
For both the pier-foundation and pier-spandrel yield-links, the yield-link stem plate was
manufactured using ASTM A572 Grade 50 ksi steel and the flange plate was manufactured using
ASTM A36 steel. Dimensioned pier-foundation and pier-spandrel yield-links are shown in
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, respectively. Enlarged versions of these figures can be found in
Appendix B, Section B.3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: The pier-foundation yield-link used in the pier-and-spandrel system: (a) Elevation
view, (b) Plan view

(b)
(a)
Figure 3.9: The pier-spandrel yield-link used in the pier-and-spandrel system: (a) Plan view, (b)
Elevation view
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3.2.4 Threaded Rod Design
As mentioned previously, the threaded rods were designed to resist 30% of the bending moment
demand (Mu) at the pier-to-spandrel connection. The yield-links designed in the previous section
(Section 3.2.3), were designed to resist the remaining 70%. This ratio was governed by the shearkey, threaded rod, and CLT interface at the pier-to-spandrel connection. Equation 3.9 was used
to determine the threaded rod force required to prevent the shear key from slipping out of the
shear-key cutout in the spandrel CLT panel.

𝑃𝑃𝑇,𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 =

0.3 × 𝑀𝑢
≥ 𝜇 × 𝑉𝑢
0.4 × 𝑑

(3.9)

Mu was taken as 1,690 k-in. The spandrel depth (d) was taken as 39 inches (99.1 cm). A lever
arm of 0.4d was used because in this scenario the point of interest is just below the spandrel
centerline, where the shear-key slides against and bears into the spandrel CLT panel. The shear
demand (Vu) was calculated to be 30.1 kips and the coefficient of friction for CLT, µ, was
conservatively assumed to be 0.60. PPT,final was calculated to be 32.5 kips, exceeding the demand
of 18 kips.
The post-tensioning force in the threaded rod at 1.5% drift was calculated using Equation
3.10.

𝑃𝑃𝑇,1.5% = (𝐸 × 𝐴 × 𝜀) + 𝑃𝑃𝑇,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

(3.10)

In this equation, E is the Young’s modulus for the steel threaded rod, A is the cross-sectional
area of the threaded rod, and ε is the strain in the threaded rods. E was taken as 29,000 ksi for the
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steel threaded rod. The cross-sectional area (A) was computed based on an assumed diameter of
¾ inch (1.91 cm) for the threaded rods. The strain in the threaded rod (ε) was calculated at a
connection rotation of 0.015 radians. In this design, no post-tensioning was used although a posttensioning of up to 5 kips could be used without loss of generality. Thus, ¾ inch (1.91 cm)
diameter ASTM A449 Type 1 threaded rods with no pre-tensioning were used.
3.2.5 Fastener & Shear-Key Design
The wood screws and bolts used to secure the steel plates to the CLT panels were designed to
resist shear and bearing demands. An additional block shear check was completed for the wood
screws. Detailed calculations can be found in Appendix A, Section A.1.
Because the shear-key plates were expected to experience relatively low levels of shear,
the primary concern was not the strength of the steel plates that made up the shear-key, but the
strength of the steel plate-to-CLT connection. The 90-degree and 45-degree wood screws at the
pier-to-spandrel connection were designed to resist the bending moment and shear demands at
the connection. At the pier-to-foundation interface, the shear-key plates were welded to steel
plates embedded in the reinforced concrete beams. The design of this connection can be found in
Appendix D, Section D.1.
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3.3

Specimen Construction

3.3.1 Material Acquisition
Cross-Laminated Timber Panels:
Two pier and two spandrel CLT panels, composed of 5-ply Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) 175 E, grade
E1M5 (ANSI PRG 320, 2018), were purchased from Structurlam in Penticton, British Columbia,
Canada. The major-strength laminations consisted of 1.8E SPF, while the minor-strength
laminations consisted of SPF #2 or better. The panels were fabricated using 3-D modeling
software in combination with CNC machines (Structurlam, n.d.). Per the shop drawings in
Appendix B, Section B.1, the two pier panels were manufactured to include indents for the A325
heavy hex bolts and nuts, 1 ¼ inch (3.18 cm) diameter pilot holes for the threaded rods, and cutouts at the pier panel base for the shear-key and pier-to-foundation yield-link connections. The
two spandrel panels were manufactured to include indents for the A325 heavy hex bolts and nuts
and cut-outs for pier-to-spandrel yield-link connections. Additionally, the spandrel panels were
manufactured to include a 1 3/8 x 3-inch (3.49 x 7.62 cm) rectangular hole through the center
lamination along the entire length of the spandrel panel. This hole was left for the ¾ inch (1.91
cm) diameter threaded rod. According to Structurlam, this hole was manufactured by stopping
manufacturing after laying the third lamination, removing the required section with the CNC
machine, and laying and pressuring the remaining two laminations afterwards.
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Steel Plates & Fasteners:
The steel plates listed in Table 3.1 were purchased from a local metal fabrication shop in
Corvallis, Oregon. The drawing numbers in Table 3.1 correspond to those listed in Appendix B,
Section B.2. The steel fabrication shop welded the shear key plates to the pier base plates onsite
prior to the erection of the pier-and-spandrel test specimen, which ensured that the specimen was
positioned correctly. The threaded rods and nuts listed in Table 3.2 were provided by an outfit
based out of Portland, Oregon.

Table 3.1: Steel Plates for the Pier-to-Foundation Connection
Type
Pier Base Plate
Yield-Link Bottom Plate

Grade
A36
A36

Drawing
P.1
P.2

Qty.
2
4

Table 3.2: Threaded Rods & Nuts for the Pier-to-Foundation Connection
Type
F1554 Gr. 105 Threaded Rod
A194-2H Heavy Hex Nut

Dimension
5/8 in. x 16 in.
5/8 in.

Qty.
16
48

Simpson Strong-Tie supplied the threaded rods and fasteners listed in Table 3.3 and
Table 3.4, respectively, as well as the yield-links and steel plates listed in Table 3.5. The fastener
quantities in Table 3.4 include extras used to test the yield strength of the screws. The drawing
numbers in Table 3.5 correspond to Appendix B, Section B.3. Two 10-foot (3.05 m) threaded
rods in combination with a 3/4-inch (1.91 cm) high-strength coupler nut were used to span the
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length of the specimen at the elevation of each spandrel. The rectangular hole through the
spandrel was sized to ensure that there was adequate room for the coupler nut.
Countersunk holes were fabricated by a third metal shop based in Albany, Oregon.
Countersunk holes were drilled into the following plates: (1) spandrel-to-yield-link plate (P.8),
(2) pier-spandrel shear key plate (P.9), and (3) pier-to-yield-link plate (P.13). The third metal
shop also welded the built-up shear key plates to the pier-spandrel shear key plates (P.9). Nuts
were welded to these plates (P.8 and P.9) at SERL by OSU technicians. A fourth metal shop
based in Corvallis, Oregon manufactured the steel plates listed in Table 3.6. Shop drawings for
these plates can be found in Appendix B, Section B.4.

Table 3.3: Threaded Rods for the Pier-to-Spandrel Connection
Bar Dia. (in)
3/4
7/8

Type
A449 Type 1
F1554 Gr. 36

Length
10 ft.
40 in.

Qty.
4
16

Table 3.4: Fasteners (See Appendix C drawings for a breakdown of fasteners/connection)
Type
Simpson ESCRFTC Screw

Dimensions
10 mm x 300 mm

Qty.
490

Simpson SDS Screw

¼” x 6”

20

Simpson SDS Screw

¼” x 2 ½”

200

A325 Type 1 Heavy Hex Bolt

¾” x 2 ½”

60

A325 Grade C Heavy Hex Nut

¾” x 3 ¼”

60

A563 Grade C Heavy Hex Nut

3/4”

124

A563 Grade A Heavy Hex Nut

7/8”

32

Connection
Pier-to-Spandrel/Pier-toFoundation
Pier-to-Spandrel/Pier-toFoundation
Pier-to-Spandrel/Pier-toFoundation
Pier-to-Spandrel/Pier-toFoundation
Pier-to-Spandrel/Pier-toFoundation
Pier-to-Spandrel/Pier-toFoundation
Pier-to-Spandrel

¾” High-Strength Coupler (for A449 TR)

3/4”

4

Pier-to-Spandrel
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Table 3.5: Steel Plates for the Pier-to-Spandrel & Pier-to-Foundation Connections
Type
Pier-to-Spandrel Yield Link
Pier-to-Foundation Yield-Link
Pier-to-Spandrel Out-of-Plane Plate
Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link Back Plate
Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link Washer
Pier-Spandrel Buckling Restraint Spacer
Pier-Spandrel Buckling Restraint Plate
Spandrel-to-Yield-Link Plate
Pier-Spandrel Shear Key Plate
Pier-Foundation Yield-Link Washer
Pier-Foundation Buckling Restraint Spacer
Pier-Foundation Buckling Restraint Plate
Pier-to-Yield-Link Plate

Grade
Drawing
A572 Gr. 50 ksi/A36
Y.1
A572 Gr. 50 ksi/A36
Y.2
A36
P.3
A36
P.4
A36
P.5
A36
P.6
A36
P.7
A36
P.8
A36
P.9
A36
P.10
A36
P.11
A36
P.12
A36
P.13

Qty.
8
4
16
8
32
16
8
8
4
16
8
4
4

Table 3.6: Steel Plates for the Actuator-to-Specimen Connections
Type
Push Connection Plate (i.e. Part A, South-side)
U-Plate
Threaded Rod Plate Washer
3” x 3” Plate Washer
Pull Connection Plate (i.e. Part B, North-side)
Pipe Plate
Beveled Plate Washer

Grade
A36
A36
A36
A36
A36
A36
A36

Drawing
A.1
A.4
A.5
A.6
A.7
A.10
A.11

Qty.
2
2
4
8
2
2
8

Reinforced Concrete:
Two reinforced concrete foundation beams were constructed using longitudinal and transverse
reinforcement per the drawings in Appendix D, Section D.2.
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3.3.2 Construction Sequence
Construction of the pier-and-spandrel test specimen was completed by a Corvallis, Oregon based
contractor with assistance from staff, students, and faculty from OSU. The construction methods
used were driven by space and equipment availability, while replicating what may be conceived
on a field site adjacent to the prototype building. This section provides an overview of the
construction process. Detailed construction drawings can be found in Appendix C, Section C.1.

Step 1: Organization of Materials:
Upon arrival, the steel plates and fasteners were inventoried and dimensions verified. Plates were
labeled and fasteners were organized by connection as shown in Figure 3.10. For ease, plates
were referenced by drawing number. For example, a pier-to-spandrel yield-link plate was
referred to as Y.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: (a) Prior to construction, the steel plates were labeled according to their drawing
number. (b) The wood screws, bolts, and nuts were sorted according to connection.
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Step 2: Panel Preparation & Steel Plate Installation
Through holes (1 ¼” or 3.18 cm diameter) were drilled in the pier CLT panels using pilot holes
made by Structurlam. Steel plates and the pier-spandrel yield-links were attached to the pier and
spandrel CLT panels as shown in Figure 3.11. The pier-foundation yield-links were not attached
to the pier panels, to prevent damage to the yield-links during specimen erection. Simpson
ESCRFTC 10 cm x 300 cm fully threaded timber screws were installed using a Milwaukee 3/4
inch. 350 RPM Long Handle Large Drill. It is worth noting that no screws were damaged during
installation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: (a) 1 ¼” through holes were drilled into the pier CLT panels using a 350 RPM Long
Handle Large Drill. This drill was also used to install the ESCRFTC 10 cm x 300 cm wood
screws. (b) Steel plates and pier-spandrel yield-links were fastened onto the CLT panels prior to
erection.
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Step 3: Pier-and-Spandrel Assembly
A SERL 20-ton overhead bridge crane was used to manuever the CLT panels into place, as
shown in Figure 3.12. Extra care was taken to ensure that the spandrel shear key cutouts aligned
with the pier-spandrel shear key plates. Next, a portable, manual jack was used to push the
panels together and hold the panels in position. Once in position, threaded rods and bolts were
inserted and used to connect the panels. Sling hooks were attached to the specimen—one per pier
panel to assist with erection of the specimen. The hooks were placed well above the center-ofmass of the specimen for safety when manuevering the specimen.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12: (a) The pier and spandrel CLT panels were moved into the assembly area using an
overhead bridge crane and sling hooks. (b) The spandrel panels were pushed onto the shearkey
plates attached to the pier panels using a manual jack. (c) Once the panels were assembled,
threaded rods and bolts were installed.
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Step 4: Test Specimen Erection
Two slings in combination with an overhead crane were used to tilt up the frame, as shown in
Figure 3.13. Prior to tilt-up, aluminum L-shaped brackets were attached to the base of both pier
panels to prevent crushing of the CLT. The test specimen was temporarily placed against steel
columns secured to the strong-floor, while a certified welder welded the pier shear-key plates to
the pier shear key base plates that had been embedded in the reinforced concrete foundation
beams. Prior to welding, the distance between the pier panel CLT cut-outs was measured, and the
locations of the shear key plates were marked up to allow for a tight fit between the shear keys
and pier panels.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.13: (a) The pier-and-spandrel specimen was slowly tilted to an upright position using
the overhead bridge crane, (b) Once, mostly upright, a ladder was used to reposition the sling
hooks for the final crane movement. (c) The specimen was temporarily placed against a steel
frame to allow for preparation of the strong floor and reinforced concrete foundation beams.
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Step 5: Test Specimen Positioning
After the shear-keys were in place and components of the out-of-plane restraint system were
installed, the overhead bridge crane was used to align the pier-and-spandrel test specimen with
the embedded shear-key plates, as shown in Figure 3.14. This was an iterative process and a jack
was required to ensure that the specimen was properly aligned. The pier-to-foundation yield-link
plates were only installed after the specimen was in place, immediately before testing, to ensure
that they did not sustain damage during assembly.

Figure 3.14: The overhead bridge crane was used to position the pier-and-spandrel specimen
over the shearkey plates welded to the baseplates embedded into the reinforced concrete
foundation beams.
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4. TEST SETUP & TESTING PROCEDURE
4.1

Experimental Apparatus

The pier-and-spandrel test setup consisted of two reinforced concrete foundation beams
connected to a strong floor, two 150-kip hydraulic actuators connected to a reaction wall (i.e.
strong wall), an actuator-to-specimen push/pull connection, and a steel frame connected to the
strong floor and configured with rollers to prevent out-of-plane motion. A simplified drawing of
the test setup is shown in Figure 3.4. Note that out-of-plane restraints are not shown in this
figure. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show annotated photographs of the test setup from two different
vantage points. The out-of-plane restraints and rollers ensured stability of the test specimen in
the direction perpendicular to the direction of testing (north-south).
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Figure 4.1: Annotated Photograph of Pier-and-Spandrel Test Setup
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Figure 4.2: Annotated Photograph of Alternate View of Pier-and-Spandrel Test Setup
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Reinforced Concrete Foundation Beams:
The pier-and-spandrel test specimen was attached to two reinforced concrete foundation beams.
These beams were used to simulate the connection to a concrete foundation. The specimen was
attached to the foundation beams with the pier-foundation yield-links, as shown in Figure 4.3.
Additionally, the shear-key plate, also shown in Figure 4.3, transferred shear forces from the pier
CLT panels to the foundation. Two foundation beams were used, instead of one, for built-in
geometric tolerance and material efficiency.
Both beams were 13-in. x 16-in. x 14-ft. (33 cm x 40.6 cm x 4.27 m) and consisted of a
mix with 3/8 in. (9.53 mm) maximum diameter aggregate and 4,000 psi nominal strength at 28days. Longitudinal reinforcement consisted of six #7 bars, while transverse reinforcement
consisted of #4 bars with a spacing of 3 to 4 ½ inches, on-center. Stirrup spacing was driven by
the location of plates and holes needed to attach the beams to the strong floor and specimen.
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show pictures of the beam layout at two different phases of
construction—pre- and post-concrete pour. The beams were not symmetric to ensure that the
specimen was located at the correct position relative to the strong floor and reaction wall.
Twelve, 10-inch (25.4 cm) long, #5 HRC 555 headed bars were welded to the base of the pier
base plate (P.1) to ensure adequate shear capacity. A spec sheet for the HRC 555 headed bars can
be found in Appendix D, Section D.1. Four 5/8-inch (1.59 cm) diameter ASTM F1554 Gr. 105
threaded rods were used in combination with the yield-link bottom plate (P.2) to ensure adequate
tension capacity at the location of each pier- foundation yield-link. Eight (8) 1 ¼ inch (3.18 cm)
diameter A193-B7 threaded rods were used to tie-down each beam to the strong floor. Appendix
D, Section D.1 and D.2 contain detailed calculations and drawings for the reinforced concrete
foundation beams.
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PIER-FOUNDATION
YIELD-LINK
CONNECTED TO
FOUNDATION BEAM
AND PIER CLT PANEL

SHEAR-KEY PLATE
WELDED TO PIER
BASE PLATE

Figure 4.3: Annotated photograph of connection between reinforced foundation beam and CLT
pier panel
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PIER BASE PLATE

F1554 GR. 105
THREADED RODS
FOR YIELD-LINK
TIE-DOWN.

PVC PIPE USED TO
CREATE HOLES
FOR STRONG
FLOOR TIE-DOWN

#4 STIRRUPS

PVC PIPE USED TO
CREATE HOLES FOR
LIFTING BEAMS

#7 LONGITUDINAL
REBAR

Figure 4.4: Annotated photograph of foundation beam formwork and rebar layout
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PIER BASE PLATE
WITH SHEAR-KEY
ATTACHED

F1554 GR. 105 THREADED
RODS FOR CONNECTING
YIELD-LINK TO BEAM

BEAM ATTACHED TO
STRONG FLOOR
WITH 1 ¼” DIA.
THREADED RODS

Figure 4.5: Annotated photograph of foundation beam post-concrete cast
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Hydraulic Actuators:
Two 150-kip hydraulic actuators were used to apply lateral loads to the test specimen, as shown
in Figure 3.4. The top (master) and bottom (slave) actuators were mounted at heights of 203
inches (5.16 m) and 91 inches (2.31 m) above the top of the foundation beams, respectively. The
master actuator was aligned with the centerline of the top (roof-level) spandrel and the slave
actuator was aligned with the centerline of the bottom (second floor-level) spandrel. The
actuators were mounted to the reaction wall via the steel cruciform reaction beam shown in
Figure 4.2.
The two actuators were mounted to the pier-and-spandrel test specimen using a
combination of custom steel plates and external 1 ¼ inch (3.18 cm) diameter threaded rods, as
shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. The actuator-to-specimen connections were identical for
both the master and slave actuator. On the south-side (i.e. actuator-side) of the specimen, the Ushaped plate (A.3), shown in Figure 4.6, was fixed to the specimen using the internal ¾ inch
(1.91 cm) diameter threaded rod that spanned the width of the specimen. The pipe plate (A.8),
shown in Figure 4.7, was attached to the north-side of the specimen in the same manner. Two
different plates, one for the north-side and one for the south-side, were manufactured using
MC6x15.3 channels with stiffener plates welded between the webs. The MC6x15.3 plates were
placed over the U-shaped plates and pipe plates, shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9,
respectively. External 1 ¼ inch (3.18 cm) diameter threaded rods were used to connect the south
and north MC6x15.3 plates. The MC6x15.3 plate on the south-side of the specimen was
connected to the actuator using internal 1 ¼ inch diameter threaded rods.
The south-side actuator-to-specimen connection pushed the specimen once the MC6x15.3
plate and actuator made contact (i.e. engage) with the specimen. Once the load reversed (i.e. the
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actuator retracted), and the north-side MC6x15.3 plate engaged with the specimen, the specimen
was pulled toward the reaction wall (i.e. south). Approximately 5 inches (12.7 cm) of slack was
left between the external 1 ¼ inch threaded rods and MC6x15.3 plate on the south-side to ensure
that the external 1 ¼ inch threaded rods would not affect the behavior of the test specimen.
Detailed drawings of the plates mentioned in this section can be found in Appendix B, Section
B.4.

Figure 4.6: U-Shaped plate attached to the south-side of the specimen

Figure 4.7: Pipe plate attached to the north-side of the specimen
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SOUTH-SIDE OF SPECIMEN
150-KIP HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR

1 ¼” THREADED ROD
SOUTH-SIDE
MC6x15.3 PLATE

Figure 4.8: South-side actuator-to-specimen connection at bottom spandrel

NORTH-SIDE OF SPECIMEN
NORTH-SIDE
MC6x15.3 PLATE

PIPE PLATE (A.8)

1 ¼” THREADED ROD

Figure 4.9: North-side actuator-to-specimen connection at bottom spandrel
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Out-of-plane Restraint:
A steel frame was constructed to prevent the pier-and-spandrel test specimen from experiencing
out-of-plane motion during the test. Four steel columns were fixed to the strong floor using 1 ¼
inch (3.18 cm) diameter threaded rods. Three steel beams were used to laterally brace the
columns and prevent them from experiencing torsion or flexure during the test. Two beams were
used to connect the south pair of columns and one was used to connect the north pair. Two
frictionless steel rollers were attached to each column. One roller at the top spandrel and one at
the bottom spandrel, as shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. Thin steel plates were attached to the
CLT panel at the panel-to-roller interface to prevent crushing of the CLT and ensure
unobstructed lateral motion of the specimen.
4.2

Instrumentation

A total of seventy-nine instruments were used for data collection. Table 4.1 contains a list of the
instruments used as well as their corresponding channel number and measured quantity. In
summary, the following quantities of instruments were used: two actuator load cells and linear
variable differential transformers (LVDTs), three strain gauges, fifty-seven string potentiometers,
thirteen Duncan (plunger) potentiometers, and two inclinometers. As shown in Figure 4.10, the
majority of the instrumentation was located on the south pier panel. For this experiment, it was
assumed that the specimen would behave symmetrically and the formation of gaps and
deformation of CLT would be consistent between the two pier CLT panels. Data was collected
using National Instruments (NI) SCXI-1121 Universal Input Module in combination with NIDAQ software. Calibration factors for each of the sensors were input into NI-DAQ to convert
measured quantities from voltage to the desired displacement and strain values. Before starting
the test, all of the instruments were zeroed to ensure that data collected during the construction
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and instrumentation phases of the project were kept separate from test data. The asterisks (*) in
Figure 4.10 denote instruments that were damaged prior to or during the test. Strain Gauge 2
(SG2) is not included in Table 4.1, because it stopped working during the signal check phase,
prior to the test and was therefore disconnected from the data acquisition (DAQ) system. A list
of the ineffective instruments can be found in Table 5.1.

*

Figure 4.10: Schematic of the instrumentation layout for the pier-and-spandrel test. Table 4.1
contains a list of all of the instruments used and their intended purpose. The asterisks (*) denote
sensors that stopped working during or prior to the test.
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The actuator load cells (ALoad-T and ALoad-B) were used to measure the forces being
applied by the actuators. These forces were used to calculate the base shear and overturning
moment experienced by the specimen. The actuator LVDTs (ADisp-T and ADisp-B) were used
to measure displacements, however, as mentioned below string potentiometers were used to
measure the displacement from the specimen to a fixed reference system. The actuator LVDTs
measured relative motion between the strong wall and the specimen.
Strain gauges were used to measure the strain in the upper and lower threaded rods. The
strain gauge model used was the Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd FLA-5-11-5LT model. These
gauges possessed a 5 mm gauge-length and a 2.13 ± 1%-gauge factor. Two strain gauges were
installed per threaded rod, on opposite faces of the rod, as shown in Figure 4.11. The strain
gauges were placed at the midpoint of one of the coupled 10-foot (3.05 m) threaded rods. This
location was selected, because it ensured that the strain gauges were within the CLT spandrel
panels. Before installing each strain gauge, an electric grinder and sandpaper were used to create
a flat application surface. After this, the surface was prepared using alcohol, followed by
conditioner and neutralizer. The strain gauges were then attached to the conditioned surface
using adhesive, as shown in Figure 4.12. Finally, the strain gauges were coated in sealant,
mastic, and aluminum foil. Prior to the test, it was verified that the gauge resistance was within
the desired range of 120 ± 0.5 Ω, as specified by the manufacturer. One of the strain gauges
(SG2) attached to the top threaded rod stopped working between erection and the start of testing.
At this point, the strain gauge was inaccessible and was unable to be replaced prior to testing. As
a result, only SG1, SG3, and SG4 collected data during the test. The strain measured in the
threaded rods, was converted to force, using the nominal cross-sectional area of the threaded rod
and an assumed Young’s modulus of 29,000 ksi.
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STRAIN GAUGE

Figure 4.11: Profile View of Strain Gauge Application

Figure 4.12: Plan View of Strain Gauge Application

A total of fifty-seven string potentiometers were installed on the pier-and-spandrel test
specimen. All string potentiometers were of the UniMeasure LX-PA Series. String
potentiometers with three different ranges (2 inches, 4.7 inches, and 10 inches) were used. The
range for the potentiometers was selected based on expected displacement at location and
availability, where expected displacements were determined using the pre-test numerical model
discussed in Section 6. Each string potentiometer was individually calibrated using a Mitutoyo
Absolute Digimatic Height Gage in combination with the NI-DAQ software program. String
potentiometers were mounted using either steel brackets and wood screws, hot glue in
combination with steel brackets, or threaded rods embedded into the CLT using epoxy.
Examples of these three techniques can be found in Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14, and Figure 4.16,
respectively.
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String Potentiometer 1 (SP1) and String Potentiometer 2 (SP2) were used to measure the
out-of-plane displacement of the specimen. SP1 measured the out-of-plane displacement at the
midpoint of the top spandrel and SP2 took the same measurement at the midpoint of the bottom
spandrel. SP1 was located at a height of 193 3/8 inches (4.91 m) and SP2 was located at a height
of 81 3/8 inches (2.07 m) above the foundation beam. A 2x4 timber board was clamped to the
out-of-plane roller restraints and used as a reference point for these measurements.
String Potentiometer 3 (SP3) and String Potentiometer 4 (SP4) measured the lateral
displacement of the north pier at heights of 191 inches (4.85 m) and 79 inches (2.01 m),
respectively, as shown in Figure 4.13. The lateral displacement measured by SP3 was used to
ensure that the target drift ratios were achieved. Both SP3 and SP4 were attached to the north
pier using aluminum brackets. A steel reference frame located on the north side of the strong
floor was used as the reference point for both string potentiometers.
String potentiometers SP5 through SP10 were used to measure the axial deformation of
the yield-link plates. Each string potentiometer was mounted to the yield-link flange plate using
an aluminum bracket and hot glue, as shown in Figure 4.14. Next, the string potentiometer was
extended and attached to a reference threaded rod using copper wire. The threaded rod was
attached to the center of the unreduced yield-link stem, using a magnet. The distance between the
yield-link flange and the threaded rod was 15 inches (38.1 cm). This configuration was identical
for the pier-to-spandrel and pier-to-foundation yield-links. In addition to this measuring the axial
deformation between the yield-link flange and unreduced stem, the residual strain in the yieldlink plates was calculated by making small indents on the surface of the reduced stem. These
indents were placed at an approximate gauge length of 2 inches (5.08 cm). The initial pre-test
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and post-test gauge lengths were measured, and the residual strain was calculated, as shown in
Figure 4.15. A list of the residual strain values can be found in Table 5.2.

STRING POT. 3

STRING POT. 4

Figure 4.13: String potentiometers SP3 and SP4 were used to measure the lateral displacement of
the north pier. These string potentiometers were attached to a rigid steel frame north of the test
specimen (not shown in this picture).
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STRING POT.

COPPER WIRE

THREADED ROD ATTACHED
TO UNREDUCED YIELD-LINK
STEM WITH MAGNET
YIELD-LINK FLANGE

Figure 4.14: String potentiometer for the measurement of axial deformation in the yield-link
plates

APPROX. 2” INITIAL GAUGE
LENGTH

INDENTS CENTERED ON
REDUCED YIELD-LINK STEM

Figure 4.15: Initial gauge length measurement for the determination of residual strain in the
yield-link plates
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String potentiometers SP11 through SP24 were used to measure deformation of the CLT
panels due to compression and the formation of gaps at the two pier-to-spandrel interfaces.
String potentiometers SP11 through SP17 were located at the top pier-to-spandrel interface,
while string potentiometers SP18 through SP24 were located at the bottom pier-to-spandrel
interface. Figure 4.16 displays a typical sensor layout for the pier-to-spandrel interface. The
seven string potentiometers were placed symmetrically about the spandrel centerline. The
outermost string potentiometers (SP18 and SP24) were located 4 inches (10.2 cm) from the edge
of the unreduced spandrel panel. The next outermost string potentiometers (SP19 and SP 23)
were located 7 inches (17.8 cm) from the edge. SP20 and SP22 were located 12 ¾ inches (32.4
cm) from the edge, and SP21 was located at the spandrel panel centerline, 19.5 inches (49.5 cm)
from the panel edge. A gauge length of 15 ¼ inches (38.7 cm) was used. The string
potentiometers were oriented in the north-to-south direction as shown in Figure 4.16 and Figure
4.17. Threaded rods and epoxy were used to secure sensors to the CLT panel.

Figure 4.16: Typical string potentiometer layout for measuring gap formation and deformation at
the spandrel-to-pier interface
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Figure 4.17: Photograph of the string potentiometer layout at the top pier-to-spandrel interface

String potentiometers SP25 through SP31 were used to measure deformation and gap
formation at the south pier-to-foundation contact surface. Figure 4.18 displays the string
potentiometer layout used. The seven string potentiometers were placed symmetrically about the
pier panel centerline. The outermost string potentiometers (SP25 and SP31) were located 4
inches (10.2 cm) from the edge of the unreduced pier panel. The next outermost string
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potentiometers (SP26 and SP 30) were located 6 inches (15.2 cm) from the edge. SP27 and SP29
were located 11 ¼ inches (28.6 cm) from the edge, and SP28 was located at the pier panel
centerline, 16.5 inches (41.9 cm) from the panel edge. A gauge length of 9 ½ inches (24.1 cm)
was used. String potentiometers SP25 through SP31 possessed a 2-inch (5.08 cm) range and
were not displaced prior to the test, as shown in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.18: String potentiometer layout for measuring gap formation and deformation at the
base of south pier-to-foundation interface

Figure 4.19: Photograph of pier-to-foundation string potentiometer layout
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String potentiometers SP32 through SP37, SP44 through SP49, and SP52 through SP57
were used to measure internal shear deformations in the south CLT pier panel. Figure 4.20 and
Figure 4.21 display the orientation and position of these sensors. Sensors SP32 through SP37
possesed a range of 2 inches (5.08 cm), SP 44 through SP49 a range of 4.7 inches (11.9 cm), and
SP52 through SP57 a range of 10 inches (25.4 cm).
String potentiometers SP38 through SP43 were used to measure the rotations and
curvature of the south CLT pier panel, between the top and bottom spandrels. String
potentiometers SP50 and SP51 were used to measure the curvature of the base of the CLT pier
panel. The orientation and positioning of these sensors can be seen in Figure 4.20 and Figure
4.21. String potentiometers SP50 and SP51 had a range of 2 inches and SP38 through SP44 had a
range of 4.7 inches (11.9 cm).
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Figure 4.20: An annotated photograph of the string potentiometers used to measure internal shear
deformation and curvature at the base of the south CLT pier panel. The yellow arrows
correspond to the orientation of the string potentiometers, i.e. the direction corresponding to
positive recorded displacement.
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*

Figure 4.21: The instrumentation layout for the south CLT pier panel. A list of the sensors in this
schematic can be found in Table 4.1.
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The Duncan potentiometers were used to measure sliding between the pier and spandrel
CLT panels, sliding of the foundation beams relative to the strong floor, sliding of the pier CLT
panels relative to the foundation beams, and sliding of the yield-links relative to the CLT panels.
Duncan Potentiometer 1 (SL1) and Duncan Potentiomer 2 (SL2) were used to measure the
vertical displacement between the pier and spandrel panels at the pier-to-spandrel interfaces, as
shown in Figure 4.22. The sensors were attached to the pier panel with an aluminum bracket and
a reference L-shaped bracket was placed on the spandrel. Duncan potentiometers SL3 and SL4
were used to measure the relative lateral displacement between the reinforced concrete
foundation beams and the strong floor. Duncan potentiometers SL4 and SL6 were used to
measure the lateral displacement of the pier CLT panels relative to the foundation beams. An
example setup is shown in Figure 4.23. In Figure 4.23, SL4 is attached to the reinforced concrete
foundation beam and a reference alumninum bracket is attached to the base of the pier panel.
Lastly, Duncan potentiometers SL7 through SL13 were used to measure the displacement of the
yield-link panels relative to the CLT pier and spandrel panels. Each Duncan potentiometer was
attached to the CLT panel using adhesive and oriented toward the center of the unreduced
portion of the yield-link stem, as shown in Figure 4.24. All Duncan potentiometers possessed a
range between 1 and 1.5 inches (2.54 – 3.81 cm) and were positioned to have an initial
displacement of approximately half the total range.
Two inclinometers, Rot-T and Rot-B were used to measure the rotation of the CLT
spandrel panels relative to the strong floor. The inclinometers were positioned at the center of the
top and bottom spandrel panels, as shown in Figure 4.10.
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DUNCAN POT.
REFERENCE
BRACKET

Figure 4.22: Duncan potentiometer measuring the relative displacement between the pier and
spandrel CLT panels at the pier-to-spandrel interface

DUNCAN POT.

RC FOUNDATION BEAM

Figure 4.23: Duncan potentiometer measuring the lateral displacement of the pier CLT panel
relative to the reinforced concrete foundation beam
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DUNCAN POT.
YIELD-LINK

Figure 4.24: Duncan potentiometer measuring the relative displacement between the yield-link
plate and CLT panel
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Table 4.1: Instrumentation Assignments
Instrument
ADisp-T
ALoad-T
ADisp-B
ALoad-B
SG 1
SG 3
SG 4
SP 1
SP 2
SP 3
SP 4
SP 5
SP 6
SP 7
SP 8
SP 9
SP 10
SP11
SP12
SP13
SP14
SP15
SP16
SP17
SP18
SP19
SP20
SP21
SP22
SP23
SP24
SP25
SP26

Instrument Type
Actuator
Actuator
Actuator
Actuator
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.

Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
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Measurement
Top Actuator Displacement
Top Actuator Load
Bottom Actuator Displacement
Bottom Actuator Load
Strain in Top Threaded Rod
Strain in Bottom Threaded Rod
Strain in Bottom Threaded Rod
Out-of-plane Displacement
Out-of-plane Displacement
Lateral Displacement of North Pier
Lateral Displacement of North Pier
Displacement of Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link
Displacement of Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link
Displacement of Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link
Displacement of Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link
Displacement of Pier-Foundation Yield-Link
Displacement of Pier-Foundation Yield-Link
Gap Between Pier & Top Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Top Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Top Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Top Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Top Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Top Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Top Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Bottom Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Bottom Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Bottom Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Bottom Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Bottom Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Bottom Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Bottom Spandrel
Gap Between Pier & Foundation
Gap Between Pier & Foundation

Table 4.1: Instrumentation Assignments (Continued)
Instrument
SP27
SP28
SP29
SP30
SP31
SP32
SP33
SP34
SP35
SP36
SP37
SP38
SP39
SP40
SP41
SP42
SP43
SP44
SP45
SP46
SP47
SP48
SP49
SP50
SP51
SP52
SP53
SP54
SP55
SP56
SP57
SL1
SL2
SL3

Instrument Type
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.

Channel
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
84

Measurement
Gap Between Pier & Foundation
Gap Between Pier & Foundation
Gap Between Pier & Foundation
Gap Between Pier & Foundation
Gap Between Pier & Foundation
Upper Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Upper Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Upper Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Upper Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Upper Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Upper Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Curvature of Pier Between Spandrels
Curvature of Pier Between Spandrels
Curvature of Pier Between Spandrels
Curvature of Pier Between Spandrels
Curvature of Pier Between Spandrels
Curvature of Pier Between Spandrels
Lower Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Lower Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Lower Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Lower Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Lower Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Lower Spandrel Internal Pier Deformations
Curvature of Pier at Base
Curvature of Pier at Base
Internal Pier Deformations at Base
Internal Pier Deformations at Base
Internal Pier Deformations at Base
Internal Pier Deformations at Base
Internal Pier Deformations at Base
Internal Pier Deformations at Base
Sliding Between Pier & Spandrel
Sliding Between Pier & Spandrel
Sliding of South Foundation Beam

Table 4.1: Instrumentation Assignments (Continued)
Instrument
SL4
SL5
SL6
SL7
SL8
SL9
SL10
SL11
SL12
SL13
Rot-T
Rot-B

4.3

Instrument Type
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
Inclinometer
Inclinometer

Channel
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Measurement
Sliding Between South Pier & Foundation
Sliding of North Foundation Beam
Sliding Between North Pier & Foundation
Sliding of Yield-Link Relative to Spandrel
Sliding of Yield-Link Relative to Spandrel
Sliding of Yield-Link Relative to Spandrel
Sliding of Yield-Link Relative to Spandrel
Sliding of Yield-Link Relative to Pier
Sliding of Yield-Link Relative to Pier
Sliding of Yield-Link Relative to Pier
Rotation of Top Spandrel
Rotation of Bottom Spandrel

Loading Protocol

The pier-and-spandrel test specimen was subjected to displacement-controlled quasi-static
reverse-cyclic loading. The displacement of the specimen was controlled by tracking the
displacement of string potentiometer SP3 via the NI-DAQ software program. Target
displacements for SP3 were calculated by multiplying the target drift ratios by the vertical
position of SP3 (191 inches). The loading profile for this test, shown in Table 4.2, followed the
Simplified Basic Loading History for Ordinary Ground Motions developed by the Consortium of
Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering (CUREE) (Krawinkler et al. 2001). A
deformation (CUREE Δ) of 1% was used. This deformation represented the expected maximum
displacement the specimen could sustain at yield (Krawinkler et al., 2001).
The loading protocol consisted of 11 steps, where multiple cycles were executed per step.
Each step corresponded to one of the target drift ratios listed in Table 4.2. Because a Simplified
Basic Loading History was assumed, the primary and trailing cycles possessed equivalent
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amplitudes, as shown in Figure 4.25. A load rate of 0.006 inches per second (0.152 mm/s) was
used for the first two steps, 0.012 inches per second (0.305 mm/s) for steps three through five,
0.024 inches per second (0.610 mm/s) for step six, and 0.048 inches per second (1.22 mm/s) for
the remaining steps.
While the displacement of SP3 was actively controlled as mentioned above, the two 150kip hydraulic actuators were setup in a master-slave configuration and used to apply quasi-static
reverse-cyclic loading. The top (master) actuator applied loads to the top, roof level spandrel,
while the bottom (slave) actuator applied loads to the bottom, first-floor level spandrel. The
actuators were identical and possessed a maximum allowable working pressure of 3,000 psi and
a total stroke of 36 inches (91.4 cm). For this test, the actuators were elongated to an initial
stroke of approximately 18 inches (45.7 cm). The slave actuator was programmed to apply
44.5% of the load applied by the master actuator. This percentage was calculated using the ratio
of the actuator heights. A triangular load distribution was used to trigger the first-mode
response of the system.
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Table 4.2: Loading Profile of Pier-and-Spandrel Test Specimen

Target Drift Ratio (%)
0.05
0.075
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.7
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5

Number of Cycles
6
7
7
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Loading Rate, in/s (mm/s)
0.006 (0.152)
0.006 (0.152)
0.012 (0.305)
0.012 (0.305)
0.012 (0.305)
0.024 (0.610)
0.048 (1.22)
0.048 (1.22)
0.048 (1.22)
0.048 (1.22)
0.048 (1.22)

Figure 4.25: Loading History for Pier-and-Spandrel Test
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5. TEST RESULTS & DISCUSSION
5.1

Introduction

In this section, results from the pier-and-spandrel test are presented and discussed. Section 5.2
summarizes the post-processing portion of the data analysis process. In Section 5.3, the overall
behavior of the test specimen is presented, followed by the behavior of the yield-links, threaded
rods, and CLT panels.
5.2

Data Post-processing

During the test, seven instruments—two Duncan potentiometers (SL4 and SL6), four string
potentiometers (SP5, SP7, SP9, and SP10), and one inclinometer (ROT-B) stopped collecting
useable data. The data collected using these instruments was discarded and not used for analysis.
Table 5.1 contains a list of the above instruments and includes the associated channel number
and purpose of measurement.
The sign convention of data collected using the string and Duncan potentiometers was
adjusted to reflect the global sign convention of the test specimen. During the test, global
displacement in the north and upward directions was considered positive and displacement in the
south and downward directions negative. The initial orientation of the string potentiometers is
denoted with arrows in Figure 4.10. For example, the initial orientation of SP3 was negative
(south), therefore the sign associated with data collected using this instrument was reversed.
Although the instruments were zeroed before the start of the test, the initial values
recorded by the instruments were not exactly equal to zero. To adjust for this offset, the first
twenty data points collected were averaged to create a new “zero”. This value was then
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subtracted from the data collected. This action was performed for each of the instruments prior to
analysis.
Table 5.1: Ineffective Instruments (stopped working during the test)
Instrument
SL4
SL6
SP 5
SP 7
SP 9
SP 10
Rot-B

5.3

Instrument Type
Duncan Pot.
Duncan Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
String Pot.
Inclinometer

Channel
Measurement
68
Sliding Between South Pier & Foundation
70
Sliding Between North Pier & Foundation
12
Displacement of Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link
14
Displacement of Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link
16
Displacement of Pier-Foundation Yield-Link
17
Displacement of Pier-Foundation Yield-Link
79
Rotation of Bottom Spandrel

Overall Behavior

To understand the overall behavior of the pier-and-spandrel test specimen, the base shear and
overturning moment were plotted relative to the drift ratio. The drift ratio of the test specimen
was calculated by dividing the displacement measured by string potentiometer SP3 by the height
of SP3 (191 inches). The base shear of the specimen was calculated by summing the load values
of the master and slave actuator load cells. The overturning moment was calculated by
multiplying each actuator load cell value by the corresponding actuator height and summing
together these quantities.
From the hysteretic curves shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, it can be seen that the
greatest drift experienced by the specimen was 2.03% drift in the north direction (positive drift)
and 2.07% drift in the south direction (negative drift). In both directions, the specimen was able
to endure a drift more than twice the 1% drift ratio specified during design. At 2% drift, only two
of the three desired target cycles were achieved. The test was stopped prior to the completion of
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the 2% and 2.5% drift cycles, because the alignment of the top actuator and specimen were
compromised, due to deformation at the connections and it was deemed unsafe to proceed.
During the second cycle at 2% drift, the south pier-to-foundation yield-link fractured at
approximately 1.3% drift in the north direction. This resulted in a 21% loss of strength in the
north direction and a 16% loss of strength in the south direction. The maximum base shear and
overturning moment experienced by the specimen prior to this loss were 96 kips and 13,378 kipfeet, respectively. Afterwards, the maximum base shear and overturning moment experienced by
the specimen were 81 kips and 11,205 kip-feet, respectively. From the shape of the hysteretic
curve, it can be concluded that the pier-and-spandrel specimen possesses good energy dissipation
capacity. The system also has some level of residual drift.

Figure 5.1: Pier-and-spandrel test specimen overturning moment vs. drift ratio
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Figure 5.2: Pier-and-spandrel test specimen overturning moment vs. drift ratio

5.4

Yield-Link Behavior

In this section, individual yield-links will be referenced using the numbers shown in Figure 5.3.
Yield-links 1 through 4 were located at the pier-to-foundation interfaces and yield-links 5
through 12 at the pier-to-spandrel interfaces.
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 display the axial deformation of Yield-Link 5 and Yield-Link
9, respectively. The axial deformation has been plotted relative to the drift ratio of the specimen,
calculated using SP3. The axial deformation of the yield-links was measured as the displacement
of the unreduced region of the yield-link relative to the flange plate. Yield-Link 5 experienced a
maximum axial displacement of 0.395 inches (10.0 mm), while Yield-Link 9 experienced a
maximum axial displacement of 0.246 inches (6.25 mm). Both yield-links experienced larger
axial deformations when the pier-and-spandrel specimen was loaded in the north direction
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(positive drift). Positive drift corresponded to these yield-links acting in tension, while negative
drift corresponded to them acting in compression.
A complete list of residual strains for the yield-links can be found in Table 5.2. Yield-link
4 possessed the greatest residual strain (0.0906 in/in), followed by Yield-Link 1 (0.0819 in/in).
Although the residual strain in Yield-Link 1 was less than that of Yield-Link 4, Yield-Link 1, the
south-most pier-foundation yield-link, experienced the most deformation during the test. YieldLink 1, shown in Figure 5.6, experienced necking at the reduced region of the stem, out-of-plane
deformation, and ultimately fractured into two pieces. The residual strain for this yield-link was
measured after fitting the two pieces together. Thus, this measurement fails to completely
capture the post-test state of this yield-link. Yield-Link 1 failed in tension, however based on the
curved shape of the reduced section, it appears that the yield-link experienced in-plane buckling.
Yield-Link 2 and Yield-Link 3, the interior pier-foundation yield-links did not display
visible necking or buckling, as shown in Figure 5.7. Yield-Link 4, the north-most pierfoundation yield-link, experienced visible necking of the reduced region, as shown in Figure 5.8
(a) and (b). Pictures of yield-links 5 through 12 can be found in Figure 5.8 (c) and (d) through
Figure 5.12. These yield-links experienced less visible forms of deformation, however from the
residual strain values calculated, all yield-links experienced some form of axial deformation,
whether elongation or shortening. During the test, the unreduced portion of Yield-Link 7 buckled
in-plane.
The mean residual strains for the pier-foundation and pier-spandrel yield-links were
computed using data from Table 5.2. The mean residual strain in the pier-foundation yield-links
(0.0622 in/in) was significantly higher than the one recorded for the pier-spandrel yield-links
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(0.0229 in/in). Additionally, it is worth noting that the average residual strain in a pier-spandrel
yield-link located at the top spandrel (0.0140 in/in) was less than that of a pier-spandrel yieldlink located at the bottom spandrel (0.0318 in/in).

N

1

11

12

9

10

7

8

5

6
2

3

4

Figure 5.3: Each of the numbers in this photograph correspond to one of the twelve yield-links.
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Figure 5.4: Axial Deformation of Yield-Link 5 vs. Drift Ratio

Figure 5.5: Axial Deformation of Yield-Link 9 vs. Drit Ratio
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.6: (a) Front-view of Yield-Link 1 deformation, (b) Side-view of Yield-Link 1
deformation, (c) Rupture of Yield-Link 1 at reduced region
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.7: (a) Front-view of Yield-Link 2 deformation, (b) Side-view of Yield-Link 2
deformation, (c) Front-view of Yield-Link 3 deformation, (d) Side-view of Yield-Link 3
deformation
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.8: (a) Front-view of Yield-Link 4 deformation, (b) Side-view of Yield-Link 4
deformation, (c) Front-view of Yield-Link 5 deformation, (d) Side-view of Yield-Link 5
deformation
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.9: (a) Front-view of Yield-Link 6 deformation, (b) Side-view of Yield-Link 6
deformation, (c) Front-view of Yield-Link 7 deformation, (d) Side-view of Yield-Link 7
deformation
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: (a) Front-view of Yield-Link 8 deformation, (b) Side-view of Yield-Link 8
deformation, (c) Front-view of Yield-Link 9 deformation, (d) Side-view of Yield-Link 9
deformation
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.11: (a) Front-view of Yield-Link 10 deformation, (b) Side-view of Yield-Link 10
deformation, (c) Front-view of Yield-Link 11 deformation, (d) Side-view of Yield-Link 11
deformation
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: (a) Front-view of Yield-Link 12 deformation, (b) Side-view of Yield-Link 12
deformation

Table 5.2: Yield-Link Residual Strain
Yield-Link
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Residual Strain (in/in)
0.0819
0.0346
0.0415
0.0906
0.010
0.0540
0.0560
0.0070
0.0028
0.0300
0.0123
0.0107
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5.5

Threaded Rod Behavior

The strain in the top and bottom threaded rods was measured using strain gauges. Strain was
measured for the duration of the test and subsequently converted to force, as mentioned
previously. The force in the top threaded rod relative to the drift ratio is displayed in Figure 5.13.
The maximum force experienced by the top threaded rod was 6.64 kips. The force in the bottom
threaded rod is displayed in Figure 5.14. Two strain gauges, SG3 and SG4, were used to measure
strain in the bottom threaded rod and have been plotted together. The maximum force in the
bottom threaded rod was 16.6 kips, measured by SG3. Strain gauge SG4 measured a maximum
force of 16.0 kips. Thus, the average peak force in the bottom threaded rod is taken as 16.3 kips.
From Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14, it can be seen that the behavior of both the top and
bottom threaded rods is moderately symmetric, especially at low levels of drift. The lack of
symmetry at higher levels of drift may be partially due to the actuator-to-pier connection. At
larger drifts, the actuator-to-pier connection took longer to engage. Additionally, after YieldLink 1 yielded, the threaded rods were responsible for resisting a greater percentage of the
overturning moment experienced by the pier-and-spandrel specimen, especially as residual
displacements increased under zero force. This likely led to the large jump in threaded rod force
during the 1% and 2% drift cycles.
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Figure 5.13: Force in Top Threaded Rod vs. Drift Ratio

Figure 5.14: Force in Bottom Threaded Rod vs. Drift Ratio
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5.6

CLT Panel Behavior

String potentiometers SP25, SP26, SP27, SP28, SP29, and SP30 were used to monitor potential
uplift and neutral axis depth of the CLT pier panel base. String potentiometers SP18, SP19,
SP20, SP21, SP22, SP23, and SP24 were used to track the neutral axis depth of the bottom CLT
spandrel panel relative to the south pier panel. String potentiometers SP11, SP12, SP13, SP14,
SP15, SP16, and SP17 were used to track the neutral axis depth of the top CLT spandrel panel
relative to the south pier panel. For each cycle of imposed drift, a neutral axis depth ratio (γ) was
calculated using Equation 5.1.

𝛾=

𝑐
𝑏𝑤

(5.1)

In Equation 5.1, c is the neutral axis depth, estimated by interpolating between positive and
negative string potentiometer readings and bw is the width of the panel base, taken as 27 inches
(68.6 cm) and 33 inches (83.8 cm), for the pier and spandrel panels, respectively.
In Figure 5.15 through Figure 5.19, the uplift of the pier panel base is plotted relative to
the location of the string potentiometer along the panel base. As expected, the uplift experienced
by the panel increases as the drift ratio and cycle increase. In Figure 5.19, during the second
cycle of 2% drift in the north direction (positive drift), the uplift values recorded by the string
potentiometers jumped quickly from negative to positive and did not display the expected shape
based on observation of the specimen and results from previous cycles. Although it is uncertain,
this anomaly may be attributed to the malfunction of one or more of the string potentiometers. A
list of neutral axis depth ratios for the pier panel can be found in Table 5.3. When all string
potentiometers experienced a positive uplift, a neutral axis ratio of zero was tabulated. The
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neutral axis depth (c) is defined as the location where the CLT panel base loses contact with its
bearing surface (Ganey, 2015; Massari, 2017). Because the pier-and-spandrel system is a rocking
wall system, but does not possess post-tensioned rods explicitly for re-centering purposes, the
panel will not necessarily be in contact with its bearing surface at all times, especially as residual
deformations accumulate in the pier-to-foundation yield-links as is clearly observed in Figure
5.15 through Figure 5.19 as the target drift cycles increased.

Figure 5.15: Oscillation of Pier Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 0.4% Drift
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Figure 5.16: Oscillation of Pier Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 0.7% Drift

Figure 5.17: Oscillation of Pier Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 1.0% Drift
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Figure 5.18: Oscillation of Pier Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 1.5% Drift

Figure 5.19: Oscillation of Pier Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 2.0% Drift
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Table 5.3: CLT Pier Panel Neutral Axis Depth Ratios
Drift Ratio (%)
0.40
-0.40
0.40
-0.40
0.40
-0.40
0.70
-0.70
0.70
-0.70
0.70
-0.70
1.0
-1.0
1.0
-1.0
1.0
-1.0
1.5
-1.5
1.5
-1.5
1.5
-1.5
2.0
-2.0
2.0
-2.0

Neutral Axis Depth Ratio (γ)
0.118
0.492
0
0.440
0
0.429
0
0.357
0
0.330
0.327
0
0.247
0
0.0803
0
0.0765
0
0.165
0
0
0
0.218
0
0.156
0.403
0

Cycle
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
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The relative displacement of the bottom CLT spandrel panel relative to the south pier
panel is plotted in Figure 5.20 through Figure 5.24. In these figures, the relative displacement has
been plotted along the x-axis to replicate the behavior of the spandrel during the test. When the
pier-and-spandrel system is loaded in the north direction (positive drift), the spandrel rotates
counter-clockwise and a gap forms between the pier and spandrel at the bottom of the spandrel
panel. When the system is loaded in the south direction (negative drift), the spandrel rotates
clockwise and a gap forms between the pier and spandrel at the top of the spandrel panel. When
all string potentiometers recorded negative relative displacement (zero gap), a neutral axis ratio
of one was recorded, signifying that the entire spandrel panel was in contact with the south pier
panel. Table 5.4 contains a list of the neutral axis depth ratios corresponding to different imposed
drifts and cycles.

Figure 5.20: Oscillation of Bottom Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 0.4%
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Figure 5.21: Oscillation of Bottom Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 0.7% Drift

Figure 5.22: Oscillation of Bottom Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 1.0% Drift
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Figure 5.23: Oscillation of Bottom Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 1.5% Drift

Figure 5.24: Oscillation of Bottom Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 2.0% Drift
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Table 5.4: Bottom CLT Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth Ratios
Drift Ratio (%)
0.40
-0.40
0.40
-0.40
0.40
-0.40
0.70
-0.70
0.70
-0.70
0.70
-0.70
1.0
-1.0
1.0
-1.0
1.0
-1.0
1.5
-1.5
1.5
-1.5
1.5
-1.5
2.0
-2.0
2.0
-2.0

Neutral Axis Depth Ratio (γ)
0.132
0.881
0
0.883
0
0.885
0.126
0.449
0
0.548
0
0.578
0
0.371
0
0.424
0
0.418
0
0.251
0
0.212
0
0.243
0
0.172
0
0.142

Cycle
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
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The relative displacement of the top CLT spandrel panel relative to the south pier panel is
plotted in Figure 5.25 through Figure 5.29. For drift ratios of 0.4%, 0.7%, and 1.0%, the spandrel
panel either made complete contact with the south pier panel or no contact, according to the
string potentiometer readings. Zero contact was made at these drift ratios when the pier-andspandrel system experienced positive drift and complete contact was made when the system
experienced negative drift. A list of the neutral axis depth ratios can be found in Table 5.5.

Figure 5.25: Oscillation of Top Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 0.4% Drift
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Figure 5.26: Oscillation of Top Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 0.7% Drift

Figure 5.27: Oscillation of Top Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 1.0% Drift
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Figure 5.28: Oscillation of Top Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 1.5% Drift

Figure 5.29: Oscillation of Top Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth at 2.0% Drift
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Table 5.5: Top CLT Spandrel Panel Neutral Axis Depth Ratios
Drift Ratio (%)
0.40
-0.40
0.40
-0.40
0.40
-0.40
0.70
-0.70
0.70
-0.70
0.70
-0.70
1.0
-1.0
1.0
-1.0
1.0
-1.0
1.5
-1.5
1.5
-1.5
1.5
-1.5
2.0
-2.0
2.0
-2.0

Neutral Axis Depth Ratio (γ)
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0.724
0
0.886
0
0.605
0
0.521
0
0.484

Cycle
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
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6. NUMERICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT
6.1

Introduction

The two-dimensional (2-D) numerical model developed for the pier-and-spandrel system is
described in this chapter. The model was developed using OpenSeesPy, a Python 3 interpreter
for OpenSees (Zhu, McKenna, & Scott, 2018). An annotated version of the script can be found in
Appendix E, Section E.1. A preliminary model was developed prior to the 2/3-scale laboratory
test and then calibrated using experimental data collected during the laboratory test. The purpose
of this simplified model is to predict the seismic response of the full-scale pier-and-spandrel
system intended for the Harding Building. This model can also be used to predict the behavior of
future pier-and-spandrel systems.
6.2

Numerical Model Description

A simplified schematic of the pier-and-spandrel model is shown in Figure 6.1. The model
consists of elastic Timoshenko beam column elements, multi-spring nonlinear contact elements,
truss elements, and “rigid” elastic beam column elements. This figure is not drawn to scale and is
intended to help with the visualization of the different elements and their interaction with one
another.
The CLT pier and spandrel panels were modeled using elastic Timoshenko beam column
elements (ElasticTimoshenkoBeam1). The elastic Timoshenko beam column elements account
for axial, flexural, and shear deformation of the CLT. A list of the properties assigned to the
elastic Timoshenko beam column elements used to model the CLT panels can be found in Table
6.1. Second moment of inertia calculations for the pier and spandrel panels can be found in

1

https://openseespydoc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/src/ElasticTimoshenkoBeam.html
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Appendix E, Section E.2. A Young’s modulus (E) of 2,060 ksi and a shear modulus (G) of 70 ksi
were assigned to the CLT panel elements to model the Structurlam Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF), stress
grade E1M5 CLT. This Young’s modulus value is from Structurlam production data and
provides the expected property, not the characteristic design value. The shear modulus value was
estimated based on another testing project developed at OSU for the Framework project2. The
cross-sectional area and second moment of inertia values were calculated using the three
laminations oriented in the major-strength direction. The two laminations in the minor-strength
direction were neglected for both properties. The shear area was taken as the gross crosssectional area since data from OSU testing reported the reference values as a function of the
gross cross-sectional area.

Figure 6.1: A simplified schematic of the pier-and-spandrel numerical model developed in
OpenSees. This figure is intended to help visualize the modeled system and is not to scale.

2

https://www.frameworkportland.com/
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Table 6.1: CLT Panel Numerical Model Input
Property

Numerical Model Input

Young’s Modulus, E (ksi)

2060.0 ksi

Shear Modulus, G (ksi)

70.0 ksi

Cross-Sectional Area (Pier Panel)

136.125 in2

Cross-Sectional Area (Spandrel Panel)

160.875 in2

Second Moment of Inertia (Pier Panel)

12350.0 in4

Second Moment of Inertia (Spandrel Panel)

1962.0 in4

Shear Area (Pier Panel)

226.875 in2

Shear Area (Spandrel Panel)

268.125 in2
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The inelastic portion(s) of the CLT panels, i.e. the pier-to-spandrel and pier-to-foundation
interfaces were modeled using multi-spring contact elements, following the modeling approach
presented in Spieth et al. (2004) and applied to CLT rocking wall systems in Ganey (2015) and
Massari (2017). In the pier-and-spandrel model, there are six multi-spring contact elements—
four pier-to-spandrel contact elements and two pier-to-foundation contact elements. A simplified
schematic of a pier-to-foundation multi-spring contact element is shown in Figure 6.2. The same
modeling approach was used to create both the pier-to-foundation and pier-to-spandrel contact
elements, therefore for the sake of brevity, only the pier-to-foundation contact element will be
described in detail.

Figure 6.2: A simplified schematic of a pier-to-foundation multi-spring contact element. Note
that in the numerical model there are twenty zero-length compression-only springs instead of
five.

Gauss-Lobatto integration was used to spatially distribute twenty zero-length
compression-only springs along the pier-to-foundation interface. A list of the Gauss-Lobatto
abscissas and weights can be found in Table 6.2. The abscissas were multiplied by half the
reduced width of the pier panel to determine the x-coordinate for each node, relative to the CLT
panel centerline. For each contact element, twenty foundation nodes and twenty pier panel base
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nodes were defined. The foundation nodes were fixed to prevent translation and rotation. The
pier panel base nodes were linked together horizontally, using rigid-links in the form of elastic
beam column elements (elasticBeamColumn3) that were assigned a large Young’s modulus
(1x1010 ksi). The x- and y-coordinates of each foundation node were identical to one of the pier
panel base nodes. Compression-only springs modeled as zero-length elements (zeroLength4)
were used to connect the foundation and pier panel base nodes. The orientation of each spring
element was specified—vertical (1) for pier-to-foundation zero-length spring elements and
horizontal (2) for pier-to-spandrel spring elements. Each zero-length spring element was
assigned an elastic perfectly-plastic compression gap uniaxial material (ElasticPPGap5). As
shown in Figure 6.3, each elastic perfectly-plastic compression gap material was defined using a
force and a stiffness. The overall stiffness of the CLT pier panel was determined using Equation
6.1.

𝑘=

𝐴𝑟 𝐸
𝐿𝑝

(6.1)

In this equation, Ar is the cross-sectional area of the reduced width region of the CLT panel,
calculated using the three laminations oriented in the major-strength direction, E is the Young’s
modulus of the CLT taken as 2,060 ksi, and Lp is the assumed plastic hinge length taken as 4
inches (10.2 cm).

https://openseespydoc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/src/elasticBeamColumn.html
https://openseespydoc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/src/ZeroLength.html
5
https://openseespydoc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/src/ElasticPPGap.html
3
4
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Each zero-length spring element was assigned a stiffness, calculated by multiplying the
overall stiffness of the panel by the Gauss-Lobatto weight corresponding to the abscissa for that
spring. Because the Gauss-Lobatto weights used sum to two, each weighted stiffness was divided
in half to ensure that the total stiffness of the system was correct. The force assigned to each
zero-length element was determined by multiplying the compressive design strength (Fc) of the
SPF E1M5 CLT panel (-1.875 ksi) by the tributary area of the zero-length spring element (the
panel width multiplied by the tributary width of the spring). An initial displacement (gap) of zero
was assumed. Shear transfer springs in the form of truss elements were used to transfer shear
forces from the pier panel to the foundation. The truss elements, shown as dashed lines in Figure
6.2, were used to connect the foundation nodes and pier base nodes located at opposite ends of
the contact element. Because the zero-length elements were defined to act in compression in the
vertical direction, shear springs were necessary to connect the panel to the foundation and ensure
that loads would be correctly transferred.

Figure 6.3: Elastic Perfectly-Plastic Compression Gap Uniaxial Material Model
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Table 6.2: Gauss-Lobatto Integration Nodes and Weights
Node (i)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Normalized Abscissa (xi)
-1
-0.981
-0.936
-0.867
-0.775
-0.664
-0.535
-0.392
-0.240
-0.0805
0.0805
0.240
0.392
0.535
0.664
0.775
0.867
0.936
0.981
1
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Weight (wi)
0.00526
0.0322
0.0572
0.0806
0.102
0.121
0.136
0.148
0.157
0.161
0.161
0.157
0.148
0.136
0.121
0.102
0.0806
0.0572
0.0322
0.00526

The nonlinear yield-links were modeled using truss elements. The pier-foundation yieldlink truss elements spanned from a fixed foundation node located at the edge of the unreduced
portion of the pier panel base to a node, attached to the pier panel element, using a rigid-link, as
shown in Figure 6.1. The truss elements were assigned a uniaxial bilinear hysteretic material
(uniaxialMaterial Hysteretic6). The yield-links were defined using the stress-strain curve shown
in Figure 6.4. This curve is a modified version of the stress-strain curve found in Section 12.9 of
AISC 358-16. A list of the stress and strain values assigned can be found in Table 6.3 and Table
6.4 for the pier-foundation and pier-spandrel yield-links, respectively. For both types of yieldlinks, a pinching factor for strain of 0.2 and a pinching factor for stress of 0.8 were used.
Additionally, zero damage due to ductility and energy were assumed. Because the cross-sectional
area of the reduced portion of the yield-links were accounted for in the stress and strain values, a
unit area was used to define the truss elements. Calculations for the stress and strain values can
be found in Appendix E, Section E.2.

Figure 6.4: Uniaxial Bilinear Hysteretic Material Model

6

https://openseespydoc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/src/Hysteretic.html
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Table 6.3: Pier-FoundationYield-Link Numerical Model Input
Property
Expected Yield Stress (σye-link)
Expected Max. Tensile Stress (σr-link)
Strain at Expected Yield (εy)
Strain at Connection Rotation of 0.04 Radian (ε0.04)
Strain at Connection Rotation of 0.07 Radian (ε0.07)

Model Input
55.0 ksi
78.0 ksi
0.002 in/in
0.084 in/in
0.147 in/in

Table 6.4: Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link Numerical Model Input
Property
Expected Yield Stress (σye-link)
Expected Max. Tensile Stress (σr-link)
Strain at Expected Yield (εy)
Strain at Connection Rotation of 0.04 Radian (ε0.04)
Strain at Connection Rotation of 0.07 Radian (ε0.07)

Model Input
55 ksi
78 ksi
0.002 ksi
0.099 ksi
0.173 ksi

The threaded rods were modeled in OpenSees as truss elements. Each truss element
spanned from the exterior edge of the south pier panel to the exterior edge of the north pier
panel. The nodes placed at the exterior edges of the pier panels were connected to the pier panel
element placed along the panel centerline using rigid-links, as shown in Figure 6.1. The elements
were assigned Steel027 material with isotropic strain hardening. A stress-strain curve for this
model can be found in Figure 6.5. A list of the values used for the Steel02 material and truss
elements can be found in Table 6.5. The parameters used to control the transition from elastic to
plastic deformation—R0, CR1, and CR2 are values recommended by OpenSees.

7

https://openseespydoc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/src/steel02.html
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Figure 6.5: Steel02 Material Model

Table 6.5: Threaded Rod Numerical Model Input
Property
Yield Strength (Fy)
Elastic Modulus of Steel (E)
Strain-Hardening Ratio (b)
Cross-Sectional Area (ATR)
R0
CR1
CR2

Model Input
92.0 ksi
29,000 ksi
0.01
0.422 in2
10.0
0.925
0.15
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6.3

Analysis Methods

The displacement-controlled quasi-static reverse-cyclic loading procedure was replicated in the
numerical model using a linear time series analysis, plain load pattern, and series of
displacement-control integrators and analysis steps. Prior to applying lateral loads to the model,
gravity loads were applied to account for the self-weight of the system. Horizontal loads were
applied to nodes located at the exterior edge of the south pier panel at heights corresponding to
the centerline of the top and bottom spandrels. The node located in the middle of the top spandrel
panel was used to control the displacement of the system.

6.4

Comparison of Numerical Model & Experimental Results

In this section, the overall behavior of the pier-and-spandrel system from the physical test will be
compared to the behavior of the numerical model described in Section 6.2. The drift ratio versus
base shear is plotted for both the model and physical test in Figure 6.6. Both the model and
experimental results display the expected hysteretic response. The maximum base shear
experienced by the specimen during the physical test was 96.1 kips (south-direction), while the
maximum base shear experienced by the model was 95.4 kips (south-direction). The largest drift
ratio experienced by the specimen during the test was 2.07% (south-direction), while the largest
drift ratio experienced by the model was 2.11% (south-direction). The stiffness of the systems,
especially at low levels of drift were very similar. After significant deformation of the yield-link
occurred, the stiffness of the physical specimen, when loaded in the north-direction (positive
drift), decreased relative to that of the numerical model.
The axial deformation of Yield-Link 5 and Yield-Link 9 are shown in Figure 6.7 and
Figure 6.8, respectively. The general behavior of the yield-links from the test is similar to that of
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the modeled yield-links, however the modeled yield-links experienced greater deformations at all
levels of drift. During the physical test, Yield-Link 5 experienced a maximum axial deformation
of 0.246 inches (6.25 mm), while Yield-Link 9 experienced a maximum axial deformation of
0.395 inches (10.0 mm). In the numerical model, Yield-Link 5 experienced a maximum axial
deformation of 1.88 inches (4.78 cm), while Yield-Link 9 experienced a maximum axial
deformation of 3.93 inches (9.98 cm). Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 display the force in the top and
bottom threaded rods, respectively. The shape and magnitude of the plots are dissimilar, however
the yield stress, cross-sectional area, and Young’s modulus assigned to the threaded rod elements
in the numerical model are identical to the expected values for the threaded rods used in the
laboratory test. This suggests that the loading of the specimen is affecting the response of the
threaded rods. The uplift of the CLT pier panel base relative to the reinforced concrete
foundation beam is plotted in Figure 6.11. Modeling the panel base as a rigid element accurately
replicates the behavior of the pier-to-foundation interface at low levels of drift (0.4% and 0.7%).
The relative displacement of the bottom and top spandrels relative to the south pier panel are
shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, respectively. For both spandrels, the numerical model
predicts significantly larger displacements.
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Figure 6.6: Base Shear vs. Drift Ratio - Numerical Model and Experimental Results Comparison

Figure 6.7: Axial Deformation of Yield-Link 5 - Numerical Model and Experimental Results
Comparison
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Figure 6.8: Axial Deformation of Yield-Link 9 – Numerical Model and Experimental Results
Comparison

Figure 6.9: Force in Top Threaded Rod – Numerical Model and Experimental Results
Comparison
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Figure 6.10: Force in Bottom Threaded Rod – Numerical Model and Experimental Results
Comparison

Figure 6.11: Uplift of Pier Panel Base - Numerical Model and Experiemental Results
Comparison
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Figure 6.12: Relative Displacement of Bottom Spandrel Panel Base – Numerical Model and
Experimental Results Comparison

Figure 6.13: Relative Displacement of Top Spandrel Panel Base – Numerical Model and
Experimental Results Comparison
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7. CONCLUSIONS
7.1

General Conclusions

The purpose of this research project was to design, test, and numerically model a CLT pier-andspandrel retrofit solution for URM buildings. The 2/3-scale pier-and-spandrel system tested at
the OSU SERL displayed promising behavior when loaded using a quasi-static reverse-cyclic
loading procedure. The specimen was designed to experience 1% drift, however during the test
the specimen exceeded this target and experienced a maximum drift of approximately 2%. The
CLT panels and threaded rods did not experience any visible deformation during the test.
Similarly, none of the steel plates, threaded rods, or screws yielded. As expected, the yield-links
yielded first at approximately 1.3% drift. The numerical model developed displayed a similar
overall behavior to that of the test specimen. From the test results, it can be concluded that the
pier-and-spandrel system is a viable option for the seismic retrofit of URM buildings.

7.2

Future Work

Prior to implementation of the pier-and-spandrel seismic retrofit solution, additional testing
needs to be completed. Additionally, the numerical model developed in this thesis needs to be
further developed. This section contains a list of design considerations and recommendations for
future work.

Design Considerations:


The 1 ¼ inch diameter through holes drilled in the pier CLT panels for the ¾ inch
diameter A449 Type 1 threaded rods did not accommodate the outside diameter of the ¾
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inch high strength coupler nuts. It is recommended that the holes in the pier panel that
align with the spandrel panel centerline be made slightly larger than the outside diameter
of the coupler nuts.


Metal full-area shim plates will likely be needed between the spandrel CLT panels and
pier-spandrel yield-link flange plates to ensure that the yield-link aligns correctly with the
spandrel panel. The full-area shim plates should be the same size as the yield-link flange
plate.



Similarly, shim plates or plaster of Paris may be required between the pier-foundation
yield-links and foundation to ensure that the pier-foundation yield-links align correctly
with the pier panels.



The cut-outs made in the CLT panels to accommodate the steel shear-key plates may
need to be chamfered to ensure adequate room for the groove weld, as shown in Figure
7.1. Ideally, these welds would be ground flat.

Figure 7.1: The corners of the CLT panels were chamfered to accommodate the groove welds
that were used to attach the shear-key and base plates.
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Experimental Research:


Different methods of anchoring the pier-and-spandrel system to existing URM bearing
walls need to be tested. Helifix RetroTies/BowTies and more traditional bent anchors
with epoxy or grout should be considered. Ideally, the solution will be effective, quick to
implement, and have no negative effect on the building’s exterior façade.



The out-of-plane performance of the pier-and-spandrel system needs to be tested.



Combined in-plane and out-of-plane loading of the pier-and-spandrel system need to be
tested.



During future tests, strain gauges should be attached to the yield-links to provide data
over the duration of the test. In order to do this, a small notch needs to be made in the P.7
and P.8 plates for the pier-spandrel yield-links and the P.12 and P.13 plates for the pierfoundation yield-links. This notch will provide room for the strain gauge.

Numerical Modeling:


In the current numerical model, push and pull loading is only applied to the south pier
panel. A load pattern should be developed to apply push loading on both the south and
north pier panels to replicate the physical test.



The numerical model needs to be modified to account for the self-weight of the steel
plates and fasteners.



The numerical model needs to be modified to model the behavior of the pier-andspandrel in a URM building.
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APPENDIX A
A.1

KPFF Consulting Engineers Design Calculations

The hand-written design calculations for the pier-and-spandrel system can be found on the
following pages. These calculations were completed by Reid Zimmerman, Technical Director
and Associate at KPFF Consulting Engineers.
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APPENDIX B
B.1

Structurlam CLT Panel Shop Drawings

The shop drawings on the following pages were prepared by Structurlam and approved by
Oregon State University. Both the pier and spandrel panels were 5-ply, 175 E, grade E1M5
panels. The major-strength laminations were 1.8E SPF and the minor-strength laminations were
SPF #2 and better.
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B.2

RJH Enterprises, Inc. Shop Drawings

The shop drawings on the following pages were prepared by OSU and provided to the steel
fabricator for manufacture. The pier base plate (P.1) and the yield-link bottom plate (P.2) were
both manufactured using ASTM A36 steel.
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B.3

Simpson Strong-Tie Yield-Link & Plate Shop Drawings

The shop drawings on the following pages were prepared by OSU for Simpson Strong-Tie.
Simpson Strong-Tie donated these plates. The yield-link plates (Y.1 and Y.2) were manufactured
using ASTM Grade 50 and A36 steel. The other plates (P.3 through P.13) were manufactured
using ASTM A36 steel.
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Yield-Link Plate to be made of A572 GR. 50
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B.4

Corvallis Tool Company Shop Drawings

The shop drawings on the following pages were prepared by OSU for the steel fabricator. The
fabricator manufactured the actuator-to-specimen connection plates (plates A.1 through A.11).
These plates were constructed using ASTM A36 steel.
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APPENDIX C
C.1

Pier-and-Spandrel Specimen Construction Drawings

This section contains construction drawings provided to the construction team for the
construction phase of this project. Prior to construction, the shop drawings were reviewed by
both the construction team and OSU Personnel.
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APPENDIX D
D.1

Reinforced Concrete Foundation Beam Design Calculations

This section contains design calculations for the reinforced concrete foundation beams used
during testing. Nominal properties for the XTENDER HRC 555 Headed Rods used to transfer
shear into the foundation beams are also included. The A615 Grade 60 ksi reinforcing steel is
listed in Table D.1. A total of 2 cubic yards of 4,000 psi, 3/8-inch maximum diameter aggregate
concrete was used for casting.
Table D.1: Reinforceing Steel Supplied by Farwest Reinforcing
Bar No.
#4

Dimensions

10.5 in. (out-to-out)

3 in.

Qty.
68

14 in. (out-to-out)

#7

12

166
in.
166
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in.

Reinforced Concrete Beam Design:
Given:
Vb ≔ 90 kip
μ ≔ 0.3
ϕs ≔ 0.75
ϕb ≔ 0.9

(Base Shear Force)
(Assumed Coefficient of Friction)
(Shear Strength Reduction Factor)
(Flexural Strength Reduction Factor, TCL)

Yield-Link:
fy_YL ≔ 1.5 ⋅ 50 ksi = 75 ksi

(Yield Strength of A572, Gr. 50 Yield-Link)

tYL ≔ 0.5 in
bYL ≔ 1.25 in
AYL ≔ tYL ⋅ bYL = 0.625 in 2

(Thickness of Yield-Link)
(Width of Reduced Region of Yield-Link)
(Cross-Sectiononal Area of Red. Region of Y-L)

Rebar:
Fy_HB ≔ 18.6 kip
fy_stirrup ≔ 60 ksi
fy_long. ≔ 60 ksi

(Min Yield Strength of A615, Gr.60 #5 HRC 555)
(Yield Strength of #4 Stirrups)
(Yield Strength of #8 Long. Bars)

A4 ≔ 0.2 in 2
A5 ≔ 0.31 in 2
A7 ≔ 0.60 in 2
d4 ≔ 0.5 in
d7 ≔ 0.875 in

(Area of #4 Bar)
(Area of #5 Bar)
(Area of #7 Bar)
(Diameter of #4 Bar)
(Diameter of #7 Bar)

Anchor Rods:
fy_AR ≔ 105 ksi
dAR ≔ 1.25 in

(Minimum Yield Strength for A193-B7/F1554 Gr. 105)
(Diameter of Anchor Rod)

π
AAR ≔ ―⋅ dAR 2 = 1.227 in 2
4

(Cross-Sectional Area of 1 1/4" dia. Anchor Rod)

dYLR ≔ 0.625 in

(Diameter of Y-L Threaded Rod)

π
AYLR ≔ ―⋅ dYLR 2 = 0.307 in 2
4

(Cross-Sectional Area of 5/8" dia Threaded Rod)

Reinforced Concrete:
h ≔ 13 in
b ≔ 16 in
Cc ≔ 1.5 in
1
d ≔ h - Cc - d4 - ―d7 = 10.563 in
2
j ≔ 0.9

(Height of RC Beam)
(Width of RC Beam)
(Clear Cover > 3/4" Min.)
(Eff. Flex. Depth, 1.5" of clear cover, #4 stirrups,
and #7 long. bars)
Will assume 3/8" aggregate concrete.
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1. Friction: Anchor Rods
Anchor Rods: 1.25" dia. A193-B7 Threaded Rods.
Vb = 90 kip

(Base Shear)

μ = 0.3

(Assumed Coefficient of Friction)

Vb
N ≔ ― = 300 kip
μ

(Total Normal Force)

N
―= 75 kip
4

(Normal Forcer per Anchor Rod)

dAR = 1.25 in

(Diameter of Anchor Rod)

π
AAR ≔ ―⋅ dAR 2 = 1.227 in 2
4

(Cross-Sectional Area of Anchor Rod)

fy_AR ≔ 105 ksi

(Min. Yield Strength of A193-B7)

FAR ≔ fy_AR ⋅ AAR = 128.854 kip

N
> ―= 75 kip
4

Will use 4, 1 1/4" dia. A193-B7 Threaded Rods.
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2. Shear: Headed Bars
Vb = 90 kip

(Base Shear)

Fy_HB = 18.6 kip

(Min Yield Strength of A615, Gr. 60 #5 HB)

A5 = 0.31 in 2

(Cross-Sectional Area of #5 Bar)

Fy_HB
Fs_HB ≔ ―― = 10.739 kip
‾‾
3

(Shear Strength of Each Bar)

Vb
#_bars_req. ≔ ――= 8.381
Fs_HB

(#5 Bars Required)

12 ⋅ Fs_HB = 128.865 kip

> Vb = 90 kip

Will use 12 #5 HRC 555 Headed Bars. 10" in length (including head).

Alternative: 5/8" dia. ASTM A108 Type A Headed Anchor Weld Studs

Fy_A ≔ 49 ksi

(Min Yield Strength of A108, Type A)

Fy_A ⋅ A5
Fs_A ≔ ―――= 8.77 kip
‾‾
3

(Shear Strength of Each Bar)

Vb
= 10.262
#_bars_req. ≔ ――
Fs_A

(#5 Bars Required)

12 ⋅ Fs_A = 105.239 kip

> Vb = 90 kip

Will use 12 5/8" dia. ASTM A108 Type A Headed Anchor Weld Studs. 10-3/16" in length. After
welding, the studs will be ~10" in length.
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3. Shear: Strirrups

(Strut & Tie Model Not Drawn to Scale.)
Will conservatively assume concrete does not contribute to shear capacity.
Yield-Link Properties:
fy_YL = 75 ksi

(fy = 1.5*Fy,min)

(Yield Strength of A572, Gr. 50 Yield-Link)

tYL = 0.5 in

(Thickness of Yield-Link)

bYL = 1.25 in

(Width of Reduced Region of Yield-Link)

AYL ≔ tYL ⋅ bYL = 0.625 in 2

(Cross-Sectional Area of Red. Region of Y-L)

FYL ≔ fy_YL ⋅ AYL = 46.875 kip

(Max. Tensile Force in Y-L)

hstirrup ≔ h - 2 ⋅ ⎛⎝Cc⎞⎠ = 10 in

(Stirrup Height)
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Strut & Tie Model:
Assuming stirrups are spaced at 11" o.c. & struts are at 45 ° angles.
Node A:
ΣFy ≔ 0
FAB ≔ FYL = 46.875 kip
Node B:
FBA ≔ FAB = 46.875 kip
2 = 33.146 kip
FCB ≔ 0.5 FBA ⋅ ‾‾
FCB_y ≔ 0.5 ⋅ FBA = 23.438 kip
FCB_x ≔ FCB_y = 23.438 kip
Force per Stirrup Leg:
(Assuming 2 Stirrup Legs)

Fper_leg ≔ FCB_y = 23.438 kip

This assumes that there are two struts contributing a vertical force of FCB_y. Each
stirrup leg will resist half of the total force, so FCB_y.
Required Area of Stirrup:
ϕs = 0.75

(Shear Strength Reduction Factor)

Fper_leg
Astirrup_req. ≔ ――――= 0.521 in 2
ϕs ⋅ fy_stirrup

(Required Area of Steel per ft.)

Minimum Shear Reinforcement:
f'c ≔ 4000 psi

(Compressive Strength of Concrete)

fy_stirrup = 60 ksi

(Yield Strength of #4 Stirrups)

b
in 2
Amin ≔ max ⎛⎝0.75 ⋅ ‾‾‾‾‾‾
f'c ⋅ psi , 50 psi ⎞⎠ ⋅ ―――= 0.16 ――
fy_stirrup
ft
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b
in 2
Amin ≔ max ⎛⎝0.75 ⋅ ‾‾‾‾‾‾
f'c ⋅ psi , 50 psi ⎞⎠ ⋅ ―――= 0.16 ――
fy_stirrup
ft
Maximum Spacing (Table 10.7.6.5.2, ACI 318-14):
⎛d
⎞
Smax ≔ min ⎜―, 24 in ⎟ = 5.281 in
⎝2
⎠
A4 = 0.2 in 2

(Area of #4 bar)

A4
in 2
> Req. Area of Steel
=
0.533
―――
――
4.5
ft > Min. Area of Steel
ft
――
12

(#4 Stirrups at 4.5" Spacing- Area of 1 Leg)

Minimum Inside Bend Diameter & Hook Geometery for #4 Stirrups & #8 Long. Bars
(Table 25.3.2, ACI 318-14):
135-degree Hook:
dmin ≔ 4 ⋅ d4 = 2 in

(Min. Inside Bend Diameter)

lext ≔ max ⎛⎝6 ⋅ d4 , 3 in ⎞⎠ = 3 in

(Straight Extension)

Will use #4 stirrups in T2 pattern at 5" spacing.
Where:
G = A = 3"
C = E = 10.5"
B = D = 14"
Inside Bend Dia. = 2"
Note: C, E, B, and D are specified as out-to-out dimensions.
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4. Concrete Compressive Strength:
⎛
⎞
9 ⋅ ‾‾
2 in ⎟
⎜
Acs ≔ b ⋅ ――― = 101.823 in 2
2
⎜⎝
⎟⎠

(Cross-Sectional Area of Strut)

Fns ≔ FYL = 46.875 kip

(Nominal Compressive Strength of Strut
Assuming No Longitudinal Reinforcement)

Fns
= 460.356 psi
fce ≔ ――
Acs

(Effective Compressive Strength)

βs ≔ 0.6

(Strut Coefficient)

fce
= 902.659 psi
f'c_req. ≔ ―――
0.85 ⋅ βs

(Req. Compressive Strength of Concrete)

f'c ≔ 4000 psi

> f'c_req. = 902.659 psi

Will use 4,000 psi concrete.
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3. Flexure:

Modeled as Simply-Supported Beam. Note: Will assume load acts at center of beam.
FYL = 46.875 kip
Flexural Demand:
⎛⎝FYL ⋅ 8 ft ⎞⎠
= 93.75 kip ⋅ ft
Mu ≔ ――――
4

(Flexural Demand)

ϕb ⋅ Mn > Mu
Mu
Mu_new ≔ ――= 70.313 kip ⋅ ft
⎛ 24 ⎞
⎜―⎟
⎝ 18 ⎠
Mn = As ⋅ fy ⋅ ((jd))
Mu_new
Along._req. > ―――――
ϕb ⋅ fy_long. ⋅ j ⋅ d
Mu_new
= 1.644 in 2
Along._req. ≔ ――――――
⎛⎝ϕb ⋅ fy_long. ⋅ j ⋅ d⎞⎠

(Required Area of Long. Steel)

Will Try 3 #7 Bars for Top & Bottom Longitudinal Steel.
3 ⋅ A7 = 1.8 in 2

> Required Area of Long. Steel
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3 ⋅ A7 = 1.8 in 2
Minimum Reinforcement (Section 9.6.1, ACI 318-14):
Larger of:
f'c ⋅ b ⋅ d
3 ⋅ ‾‾
――――
fy

= 0.38 in^2

200 ⋅ b ⋅ d
―――
fy

= 0.4 in^2

< 1.80 in^2

Nominal Flexural Strength (Conservatively Ignoring Contribution from Comp. Steel)
d = 10.563 in

(Effective Flexural Depth)

f'c ≔ 4000 psi

(Compressive Strength of the Concrete)

3 ⋅ A7 ⋅ fy_long.
= 1.985 in
a ≔ ―――――
0.85 ⋅ f'c ⋅ b

(Depth of the WSB)

⎛
a⎞
Mn ≔ 3 ⋅ A7 ⋅ fy_long. ⋅ ⎜d - ―
⎟ = 86.129 kip ⋅ ft
2⎠
⎝

(Nominal Flexural Strength)

β1 ≔ 0.85
a
c ≔ ―= 2.336 in
β1

(N.A. Depth)

fy_long.
= 0.002
εy ≔ ――――
29000 ksi

(Yield Strain of Gr. 60 Rebar)

.003 ⋅ ((d - c))
εt ≔ ――――= 0.011
c

(Strain in Steel)

> εy ∴ Steel is Yielding
> .005 ∴ Tension Controlled Section
ϕb ≔ 0.9

(Flexural Strength Reduction Factor)

ϕb ⋅ Mn = 77.516 kip ⋅ ft

(Flexural Strength w/ out Comp. Steel)

> Mu = 70.3 kip-ft

(Note: Conservatively ignoring comp. steel)
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Longitudinal Rebar Spacing:
⎛⎝b - ⎛⎝2 ⋅ Cc⎞⎠ - ⎛⎝2 ⋅ d4⎞⎠ - ⎛⎝3 ⋅ d7⎞⎠⎞⎠
= 4.688 in (Clear Spacing)
S ≔ ――――――――――
2
(Center-to-Center Spacing)

Scc ≔ 6.0625 in
Minumum Clear Spacing:
Smin ≔ 1.5 in

<S

(1.5" dia. Vibrator)

Maximum Spacing (Table 24.3.2, ACI 318-14):
2
fs ≔ ―⋅ fy_long. = 40 ksi
3

(Stress in Deformed Reinf. at Service Loads)

⎛
⎛ 40000 psi ⎞
⎛ 40000 psi ⎞⎞
Smax ≔ min ⎜15 in ⋅ ⎜――――
⎟ - 2.5 ⋅ Cc , 12 in ⋅ ⎜――――
⎟⎟ = 11.25 in
fs
fs
⎝
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠⎠
Development Length of #7 Bars:
From Table 25.4.2.4, ACI 318-14:
λ ≔ 1.0
ψt ≔ 1.0
ψe ≔ 1.0
ψs ≔ 1.0

(Normal Weight Concrete)
(Casting Position, < 12" Fresh Concrete Below Reinf.)
(Uncoated or Zinc-Coated Reinf.)
(#7 Bars)

Transverse Reinforcement Index:
(Design Simplification, Table 25.4.2.2, ACI 318-14)
Ktr ≔ 0 in
Bar-Spacing Factor:
⎛ Scc ⎛
⎞⎞
1
, ⎜Cc + d4 + ―⋅ ⎛⎝d7⎞⎠⎟⎟ = 2.438 in
cb ≔ min ⎜――
2
⎠⎠
⎝ 2 ⎝
cb + Ktr
= 2.786
―――
d7

> 2.5
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>S

Development Length:
⎛⎛
⎞
⎞
3 ⋅ fy_long. ⋅ ψt ⋅ ψe ⋅ ψs
ld ≔ max ⎜⎜―――――――――⎟ ⋅ d7 , 12 in ⎟ = 22.349 in
⎛ cb + Ktr ⎞ ⎟
⎜⎜
⎟
4000 psi ⋅ ⎜―――
40 ⋅ λ ⋅ ‾‾‾‾
⎟⎟
⎜⎜
⎟
d
⎝
⎠⎠
⎝⎝
⎠
7

Will Use 3 #7 Bars for top/bottom longitudinal reinforcement (6 total).
Length of longitudinal bars = 13'-10" = 166"
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(25.4.2.3a)

4. Tension: Yield-Link Threaded Rods
5/8" Dia. F1554 Gr. 105 Threaded Rods
Fy_YLR ≔ 105 ksi

(Minimum Yield Stress for F1554 Gr. 105)

dYLR = 0.625 in

(Dia. of 5/8" Rod)

AYLR = 0.307 in 2

(Area of 5/8" Dia. Rod)

FYLR ≔ Fy_YLR ⋅ AYLR = 32.214 kip

(Max. Tensile Force in Y-L Rods )

FYL = 46.875 kip

(Max. Tensile Force in Y-L)

For 4 Threaded Rods:
FYL
= 11.719 kip
――
4

< FYLR = 32.214 kip

From Table C-2.1, 16.2-11, AISC 15th Edition:
Minumum nut dimensions for 5/8" dia. threaded rods:
W = 1 1/16"
H = 39/64"

(Width Across Flats)
(Height)

Portland Bolt Recommends A563 Grade DH Nuts for F1554 Threaded Rods.
However, for small quantities, ASTM A194 Grade 2H should be considered.
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Self-Weight:
l ≔ 14 ft
lb
lb
⋅ ((16 in ⋅ 13 in )) = 216.667 ―
wu ≔ 150 ――
3
ft
ft
2⎞
⎛
⎝wu ⋅ ((14 ft )) ⎠ ⎛
= ⎝5.308 ⋅ 10 3 ⎞⎠ lb ⋅ ft
Mu_sw ≔ ―――――
8
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210

D.2

Reinforced Concrete Foundation Beam Drawings

This section contains elevation and plan views of the reinforced concrete foundation beams.
These drawings were used to build the rebar cage and place the shear-key base plate.
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APPENDIX E
E.1

OpenSeesPy Script for the Pier-and-Spandrel Numerical Model

This section contains the script developed for the pier-and-spandrel system using OpenSeesPy in
Jupyter Notebook.
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Pier-and-Spandrel System Numerical Model

November 23, 2019

0.0.1 OSU CLT Pier & Spandrel Seismic Retrofit Solution - OpenSees Model:
Renee Engleson | 2018-2019
[ ]: import openseespy.opensees as ops
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
[ ]: ops.wipe()
ops.model('basic','-ndm',2,'-ndf',3) # 2-D, 3 DOF's/Per Node

#------------------------------------------------------------------# UNITS:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------kip = 1.0
inch = 1.0
feet = 12.0*inch
ksi = kip/inch**2
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATION:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ops.geomTransf('PDelta',1) # P-Delta Coordinate Transformation
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# GEOMETRY:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# CLT Panels:
wp = 33.0*inch # width of pier panel
wpr = 27.0*inch # reduced width of pier panel at base
lp = 233.5*inch # length of pier panel
ws = 39.0*inch # width of spandrel panel
wsr = 33.0*inch # reduced width of spandrel panel at base

1
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ls = 136.0*inch # length of spandrel panel
t = 6.875*inch # total thicness of 5-ply CLT panel
tl = 1.375*inch # thickness of 1 lamination
# Steel Plates:
tsk = 1.0*inch # thickness of shear key base plates
tyl = 0.5*inch # thickness of yield-link plates (excludes y-l flange)
tp = 1.0*inch # thickness of plates connecting CLT panels to yield-links (P.8/P.
,→13)
tpipe = 7.5*inch # height of pipe plate + plate washer @ right actuator-pier
,→connection (A.8 + A.4)
# Other Dimensions:
dp = ls+2*tsk+wp # distance from center of left pier to center of right (171")
hls = 90.0*inch # height of lower spandrel centerline above foundation
hus = 202.0*inch # height of upper spandrel centerline above foundation
hsp3 = 191.0*inch # height of string pot. #3 (11" below upper spandrel
,→centerline)
lyl = 15.0*inch # length of yield-link (base of flange plate to center of bolt
,→group)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# GAUSS-LOBATTO INTEGRATION:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Abscissas (20 Nodes)
# (Abscissas & Weights from keisan.casio.com)
A1 = -1.0
A2 = -0.980743705
A3 = -0.935934499
A4 = -0.866877978
A5 = -0.775368261
A6 = -0.663776402
A7 = -0.534992864
A8 = -0.392353184
A9 = -0.239551706
A10 = -0.080545937
A11 = 0.080545937
A12 = 0.239551706
A13 = 0.392353184
A14 = 0.534992864
A15 = 0.663776402
2
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A16
A17
A18
A19
A20

=
=
=
=
=

0.775368261
0.866877978
0.935934499
0.980743705
1.0

# Weights:
w1 = 0.005263158
w2 = 0.032237123
w3 = 0.057181802
w4 = 0.080631764
w5 = 0.1019915
w6 = 0.120709228
w7 = 0.136300482
w8 = 0.148361554
w9 = 0.156580103
w10 = 0.160743286
w11 = 0.160743286
w12 = 0.156580103
w13 = 0.148361554
w14 = 0.136300482
w15 = 0.120709228
w16 = 0.1019915
w17 = 0.080631764
w18 = 0.057181802
w19 = 0.032237123
w20 = 0.005263158
# Tributary Areas:
# (From CLTSPring_Locations&Weights_v3.xlsx)
# Pier:
T1 = 0.536167467*inch**2
T2 = 1.783823799*inch**2
T3 = 3.170448833*inch**2
T4 = 4.470766184*inch**2
T5 = 5.655109507*inch**2
T6 = 6.69295246*inch**2
T7 = 7.557440226*inch**2
T8 = 8.226189746*inch**2
T9 = 8.681883028*inch**2
T10 = 8.91271875*inch**2
# Spandrel:

3
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T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
T18
T19
T20

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.655315793*inch**2
2.180229088*inch**2
3.874993019*inch**2
5.46426978*inch**2
6.911800508*inch**2
8.180275229*inch**2
9.236871388*inch**2
10.05423191*inch**2
10.61119037*inch**2
10.89332292*inch**2

NODES:
[ ]: # Fixed Foundation Nodes (For CLT Compression Springs & Pier-Foundation Y-L's):
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~

# Left Pier:
ops.node(100,-0.5*wp-tp-0.5*tyl,0.0); ops.fix(100,1,1,1) # left Y-L to
,→foundation connection
ops.node(121,0.5*wp+tp+0.5*tyl,0.0); ops.fix(121,1,1,1) # right Y-L to
,→foundation connection
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Right Pier:
ops.node(122,dp-0.5*wp-tp-0.5*tyl,0.0); ops.fix(122,1,1,1) # left Y-L to
,→foundation connection
ops.node(143,dp+0.5*wp+tp+0.5*tyl,0.0); ops.fix(143,1,1,1) # right Y-L to
,→foundation connection
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Pier-Foundation Yield-Link Nodes:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Left Pier:
ops.node(300,-0.5*wp-tp-0.5*tyl,lyl) # left Y-L
ops.node(301,0.0,lyl) # pier centerline Y-L node
ops.node(302,0.5*wp+tp+0.5*tyl,lyl) # right Y-L
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# Right Pier:
ops.node(303,dp-0.5*wp-tp-0.5*tyl,lyl) # left Y-L
ops.node(304,dp,lyl) # pier centerline Y-L node
ops.node(305,dp+0.5*wp+tp+0.5*tyl,lyl) # right Y-L
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link Nodes:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Lower Spandrel Leftside:
# Pier Side:
ops.node(400,0.5*wp+tsk,hls-0.5*ws-tp-0.5*tyl) # bottom Y-L
# Node 1502 is the pier-side spandrel centerline node
ops.node(2600,0.5*wp+tsk,hls+0.5*ws+tp+0.5*tyl) # top Y-L
# Spandrel Side:
ops.node(401,0.5*wp+tsk+lyl,hls-0.5*ws-tp-0.5*tyl) # bottom Y-L
ops.node(1504,0.5*wp+tsk+lyl,hls) # spandrel centerline Y-L node
ops.node(2601,0.5*wp+tsk+lyl,hls+0.5*ws+tp+0.5*tyl) # top Y-L
# Lower Spandrel Rightside:
# Pier Side:
ops.node(403,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,hls-0.5*ws-tp-0.5*tyl) # bottom Y-L
# Node 1507 is the pier-side spandrel centerline node
ops.node(2603,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,hls+0.5*ws+tp+0.5*tyl) # top Y-L
# Spandrel Side:
ops.node(402,dp-0.5*wp-tsk-lyl,hls-0.5*ws-tp-0.5*tyl) # bottom Y-L
ops.node(1505,dp-0.5*wp-tsk-lyl,hls) # spandrel centerline Y-L node
ops.node(2602,dp-0.5*wp-tsk-lyl,hls+0.5*ws+tp+0.5*tyl) # top Y-L
# Upper Spandrel Leftside:
# Pier Side:
ops.node(2700,0.5*wp+tsk,hus-0.5*ws-tp-0.5*tyl) # bottom Y-L
# Node 3802 is the pier-side spandrel centerline node
ops.node(4900,0.5*wp+tsk,hus+0.5*ws+tp+0.5*tyl) # top Y-L
# Spandrel Side:
ops.node(2701,0.5*wp+tsk+lyl,hus-0.5*ws-tp-0.5*tyl) # bottom Y-L
ops.node(3804,0.5*wp+tsk+lyl,hus) # spandrel centerline Y-L node
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ops.node(4901,0.5*wp+tsk+lyl,hus+0.5*ws+tp+0.5*tyl) # top Y-L
# Lower Spandrel Rightside:
# Pier Side:
ops.node(2703,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,hus-0.5*ws-tp-0.5*tyl) # bottom Y-L
# Node 3807 is the pier-side spandrel centerline node
ops.node(4903,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,hus+0.5*ws+tp+0.5*tyl) # top Y-L
# Spandrel Side:
ops.node(2702,dp-0.5*wp-tsk-lyl,hus-0.5*ws-tp-0.5*tyl) # bottom Y-L
ops.node(3805,dp-0.5*wp-tsk-lyl,hus) # spandrel centerline Y-L node
ops.node(4902,dp-0.5*wp-tsk-lyl,hus+0.5*ws+tp+0.5*tyl) # top Y-L
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# CLT Panel Exterior/Interior Nodes:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
ops.node(1500,-0.5*wp,hls) # lower spandrel left exterior
ops.node(3800,-0.5*wp,hus) # upper spandrel left exterior
ops.node(1502,0.5*wp+tsk,hls) # lower spandrel left interior
ops.node(1503,0.5*wp+tsk,hls) # lower spandrel left interior
ops.node(3802,0.5*wp+tsk,hus) # upper spandrel left interior
ops.node(3803,0.5*wp+tsk,hus) # upper spandrel left interior

(pier side)
(spandrel side)
(pier side)
(spandrel side)

ops.node(1509,dp+0.5*wp,hls) # lower spandrel right exterior
ops.node(3809,dp+0.5*wp,hus) # upper spandrel right exterior
ops.node(1507,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,hls) # lower spandrel right interior
ops.node(1506,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,hls) # lower spandrel right interior
ops.node(3807,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,hus) # upper spandrel right interior
ops.node(3806,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,hus) # upper spandrel right interior

(pier side)
(spandrel side)
(pier side)
(spandrel side)

# ------------------------------------------------------------------# CLT Panel Remaining Centerline Nodes:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
ops.node(1501,0.0,hls) # left pier, lower spandrel centerline node
ops.node(3801,0.0,hus) # left pier, upper spandrel centerline node
ops.node(5000,0.0,lp) # left pier, top node
ops.node(1508,dp,hls) # right pier, lower spandrel centerline node
ops.node(3808,dp,hus) # right pier, upper spandrel centerline node
ops.node(5001,dp,lp) # right pier, top node
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# Upper Spandrel Center Node:
ops.node(38045,0.5*wp+tsk+0.5*ls,hus)
# String Pot. 3 Node:
ops.node(2650,dp,hsp3) # right pier, string pot. 3
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# CLT Compression Spring Pier Nodes:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Left Pier:
# Foundation Nodes:
ops.node(101,A1*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(101,1,1,1)
ops.node(102,A2*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(102,1,1,1)
ops.node(103,A3*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(103,1,1,1)
ops.node(104,A4*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(104,1,1,1)
ops.node(105,A5*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(105,1,1,1)
ops.node(106,A6*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(106,1,1,1)
ops.node(107,A7*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(107,1,1,1)
ops.node(108,A8*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(108,1,1,1)
ops.node(109,A9*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(109,1,1,1)
ops.node(110,A10*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(110,1,1,1)
ops.node(111,A11*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(111,1,1,1)
ops.node(112,A12*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(112,1,1,1)
ops.node(113,A13*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(113,1,1,1)
ops.node(114,A14*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(114,1,1,1)
ops.node(115,A15*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(115,1,1,1)
ops.node(116,A16*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(116,1,1,1)
ops.node(117,A17*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(117,1,1,1)
ops.node(118,A18*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(118,1,1,1)
ops.node(119,A19*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(119,1,1,1)
ops.node(120,A20*0.5*wpr,0.0); ops.fix(120,1,1,1)
# Pier Base Nodes:
ops.node(200,A1*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(201,A2*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(202,A3*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(203,A4*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(204,A5*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(205,A6*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(206,A7*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(207,A8*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(208,A9*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(209,A10*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(210,0.0,0.0) # pier centerline base node
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ops.node(211,A11*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(212,A12*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(213,A13*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(214,A14*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(215,A15*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(216,A16*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(217,A17*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(218,A18*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(219,A19*0.5*wpr,0.0)
ops.node(220,A20*0.5*wpr,0.0)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Right Pier:
# Foundation Nodes:
ops.node(123,A1*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(123,1,1,1)
ops.node(124,A2*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(124,1,1,1)
ops.node(125,A3*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(125,1,1,1)
ops.node(126,A4*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(126,1,1,1)
ops.node(127,A5*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(127,1,1,1)
ops.node(128,A6*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(128,1,1,1)
ops.node(129,A7*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(129,1,1,1)
ops.node(130,A8*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(130,1,1,1)
ops.node(131,A9*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(131,1,1,1)
ops.node(132,A10*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(132,1,1,1)
ops.node(133,A11*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(133,1,1,1)
ops.node(134,A12*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(134,1,1,1)
ops.node(135,A13*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(135,1,1,1)
ops.node(136,A14*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(136,1,1,1)
ops.node(137,A15*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(137,1,1,1)
ops.node(138,A16*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(138,1,1,1)
ops.node(139,A17*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(139,1,1,1)
ops.node(140,A18*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(140,1,1,1)
ops.node(141,A19*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(141,1,1,1)
ops.node(142,A20*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0); ops.fix(142,1,1,1)
# Pier Base Nodes:
ops.node(221,A1*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(222,A2*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(223,A3*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(224,A4*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(225,A5*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(226,A6*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(227,A7*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(228,A8*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(229,A9*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
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ops.node(230,A10*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(231,dp,0.0) # pier centerline base node
ops.node(232,A11*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(233,A12*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(234,A13*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(235,A14*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(236,A15*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(237,A16*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(238,A17*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(239,A18*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(240,A19*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
ops.node(241,A20*0.5*wpr+dp,0.0)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Lower Spandrel - Leftside:
# Pier Nodes:
ops.node(500,0.5*wp+tsk,A1*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(600,0.5*wp+tsk,A2*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(700,0.5*wp+tsk,A3*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(800,0.5*wp+tsk,A4*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(900,0.5*wp+tsk,A5*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1000,0.5*wp+tsk,A6*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1100,0.5*wp+tsk,A7*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1200,0.5*wp+tsk,A8*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1300,0.5*wp+tsk,A9*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1400,0.5*wp+tsk,A10*0.5*wsr+hls)
# Node 1502
ops.node(1600,0.5*wp+tsk,A11*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1700,0.5*wp+tsk,A12*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1800,0.5*wp+tsk,A13*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1900,0.5*wp+tsk,A14*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2000,0.5*wp+tsk,A15*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2100,0.5*wp+tsk,A16*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2200,0.5*wp+tsk,A17*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2300,0.5*wp+tsk,A18*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2400,0.5*wp+tsk,A19*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2500,0.5*wp+tsk,A20*0.5*wsr+hls)
# Spandrel Nodes:
ops.node(501,0.5*wp+tsk,A1*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(601,0.5*wp+tsk,A2*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(701,0.5*wp+tsk,A3*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(801,0.5*wp+tsk,A4*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(901,0.5*wp+tsk,A5*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1001,0.5*wp+tsk,A6*0.5*wsr+hls)
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ops.node(1101,0.5*wp+tsk,A7*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1201,0.5*wp+tsk,A8*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1301,0.5*wp+tsk,A9*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1401,0.5*wp+tsk,A10*0.5*wsr+hls)
# Node 1503
ops.node(1601,0.5*wp+tsk,A11*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1701,0.5*wp+tsk,A12*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1801,0.5*wp+tsk,A13*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1901,0.5*wp+tsk,A14*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2001,0.5*wp+tsk,A15*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2101,0.5*wp+tsk,A16*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2201,0.5*wp+tsk,A17*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2301,0.5*wp+tsk,A18*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2401,0.5*wp+tsk,A19*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2501,0.5*wp+tsk,A20*0.5*wsr+hls)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Lower Spandrel - Rightside:
# Pier Nodes:
ops.node(503,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A1*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(603,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A2*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(703,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A3*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(803,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A4*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(903,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A5*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1003,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A6*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1103,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A7*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1203,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A8*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1303,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A9*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1403,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A10*0.5*wsr+hls)
# Node 1507
ops.node(1603,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A11*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1703,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A12*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1803,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A13*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1903,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A14*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2003,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A15*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2103,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A16*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2203,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A17*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2303,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A18*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2403,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A19*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2503,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A20*0.5*wsr+hls)
# Spandrel Nodes:
ops.node(502,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A1*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(602,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A2*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(702,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A3*0.5*wsr+hls)
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ops.node(802,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A4*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(902,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A5*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1002,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A6*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1102,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A7*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1202,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A8*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1302,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A9*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1402,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A10*0.5*wsr+hls)
# Node 1506
ops.node(1602,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A11*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1702,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A12*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1802,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A13*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(1902,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A14*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2002,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A15*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2102,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A16*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2202,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A17*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2302,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A18*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2402,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A19*0.5*wsr+hls)
ops.node(2502,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A20*0.5*wsr+hls)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Upper Spandrel - Leftside:
# Pier Nodes:
ops.node(2800,0.5*wp+tsk,A1*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(2900,0.5*wp+tsk,A2*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3000,0.5*wp+tsk,A3*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3100,0.5*wp+tsk,A4*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3200,0.5*wp+tsk,A5*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3300,0.5*wp+tsk,A6*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3400,0.5*wp+tsk,A7*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3500,0.5*wp+tsk,A8*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3600,0.5*wp+tsk,A9*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3700,0.5*wp+tsk,A10*0.5*wsr+hus)
# Node 3802
ops.node(3900,0.5*wp+tsk,A11*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4000,0.5*wp+tsk,A12*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4100,0.5*wp+tsk,A13*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4200,0.5*wp+tsk,A14*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4300,0.5*wp+tsk,A15*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4400,0.5*wp+tsk,A16*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4500,0.5*wp+tsk,A17*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4600,0.5*wp+tsk,A18*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4700,0.5*wp+tsk,A19*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4800,0.5*wp+tsk,A20*0.5*wsr+hus)
# Spandrel Nodes:
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ops.node(2801,0.5*wp+tsk,A1*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(2901,0.5*wp+tsk,A2*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3001,0.5*wp+tsk,A3*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3101,0.5*wp+tsk,A4*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3201,0.5*wp+tsk,A5*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3301,0.5*wp+tsk,A6*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3401,0.5*wp+tsk,A7*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3501,0.5*wp+tsk,A8*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3601,0.5*wp+tsk,A9*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3701,0.5*wp+tsk,A10*0.5*wsr+hus)
# Node 3803
ops.node(3901,0.5*wp+tsk,A11*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4001,0.5*wp+tsk,A12*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4101,0.5*wp+tsk,A13*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4201,0.5*wp+tsk,A14*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4301,0.5*wp+tsk,A15*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4401,0.5*wp+tsk,A16*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4501,0.5*wp+tsk,A17*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4601,0.5*wp+tsk,A18*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4701,0.5*wp+tsk,A19*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4801,0.5*wp+tsk,A20*0.5*wsr+hus)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Upper Spandrel - Rightside:
# Pier Nodes:
ops.node(2803,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A1*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(2903,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A2*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3003,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A3*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3103,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A4*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3203,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A5*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3303,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A6*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3403,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A7*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3503,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A8*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3603,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A9*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3703,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A10*0.5*wsr+hus)
# Node 3807
ops.node(3903,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A11*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4003,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A12*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4103,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A13*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4203,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A14*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4303,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A15*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4403,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A16*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4503,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A17*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4603,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A18*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4703,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A19*0.5*wsr+hus)
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ops.node(4803,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A20*0.5*wsr+hus)
# Spandrel Nodes:
ops.node(2802,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A1*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(2902,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A2*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3002,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A3*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3102,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A4*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3202,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A5*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3302,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A6*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3402,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A7*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3502,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A8*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3602,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A9*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(3702,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A10*0.5*wsr+hus)
# Node 3806
ops.node(3902,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A11*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4002,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A12*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4102,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A13*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4202,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A14*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4302,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A15*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4402,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A16*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4502,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A17*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4602,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A18*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4702,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A19*0.5*wsr+hus)
ops.node(4802,dp-0.5*wp-tsk,A20*0.5*wsr+hus)
MATERIAL PROPERTIES & ELEMENTS:
[ ]: # ------------------------------------------------------------------# CROSS-LAMINATED TIMBER (CLT):
# -------------------------------------------------------------------

# Pier CLT Panel Material Properties:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Note: Below properties are for unreduced cross-sections. Effective area/moment
,→of inertia only account for laminations in strong-direction.
E_CLT = 2060.0*ksi # Elastic Modulus of CLT Panel (ksi) (From Structurlam
,→Production Data)
G_CLT = 70.0*ksi # Shear Modulus of CLT Panel (ksi) (From Framework Test at OSU)
Ap = wp*3*tl # Effective Cross-Sectional Area of Pier CLT Panel (in^2)
Ip = 12350.0*inch**4 # Effective Moment of Inertia of Pier CLT Panel (in^4) ,→From MatchCAD Sheet
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Avp = wp*t # Shear Area of Pier CLT Panel (gross-area) (in^2)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Pier CLT Panel Elements:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Left Pier:
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 210301, 210, 301, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 3011501, 301, 1501, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 15013801, 1501, 3801, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 38015000, 3801, 5000, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
# Right Pier:
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 231304, 231, 304, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 3041508, 304, 1508, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 15082650, 1508, 2650, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 26503808, 2650, 3808, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 38085001, 3808, 5001, E_CLT, G_CLT, Ap, Ip,
,→Avp, 1)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Spandrel CLT Panel Material Properties:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
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# Note: Below properties are for unreduced cross-sections. Effective area/moment
,→of inertia only account for laminations in strong-direction.
As = ws*3*tl # Effective Cross-Sectional Area of Spandrel CLT Panel (in^2) - 3
,→laminations
Is = 1962.0*inch**4 # Effective Moment of Inertia of Spandrel CLT Panel (in^4) ,→From MatchCAD Sheet
Avs = ws*t # Shear Area of Spandrel CLT Panel (gross-area) (in^2)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Spandrel CLT Panel Elements:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Lower Spandrel:
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 15031504, 1503, 1504, E_CLT, G_CLT, As, Is,
,→Avs, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 15041505, 1504, 1505, E_CLT, G_CLT, As, Is,
,→Avs, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam', 15051506, 1505, 1506, E_CLT, G_CLT, As, Is,
,→Avs, 1)
# Upper Spandrel:
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam',
,→Avs, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam',
,→Is, Avs, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam',
,→Is, Avs, 1)
ops.element('ElasticTimoshenkoBeam',
,→Avs, 1)

38033804, 3803, 3804, E_CLT, G_CLT, As, Is,
380438045, 3804, 38045, E_CLT, G_CLT, As,
380453805, 38045, 3805, E_CLT, G_CLT, As,
38053806, 3805, 3806, E_CLT, G_CLT, As, Is,

# ------------------------------------------------------------------# CLT Compression Springs:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# CLT Compression Spring Material Properties:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
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Apr = wpr*3*tl # Effective Area of Pier Panel Base
Asr = wsr*3*tl # Effective Area of Spandrel Panel Base
Fc = -1.875*ksi # Compressive Strength (from Structurlam Product Report)
Lplastic = 4.0 # Assumed Plastic Hinge Length
Kp = Apr*E_CLT/Lplastic # stiffness of pier panel base
Ks = Asr*E_CLT/Lplastic # stiffness of spandrel panel base
# Spring Stiffness:
# Dividing spring stiffnesses by 2, because Guass-Labotto weights sum to 2
,→instead of 1.
# Pier:
k1 = w1*Kp/2 # outer edge
k2 = w2*Kp/2
k3 = w3*Kp/2
k4 = w4*Kp/2
k5 = w5*Kp/2
k6 = w6*Kp/2
k7 = w7*Kp/2
k8 = w8*Kp/2
k9 = w9*Kp/2
k10 = w10*Kp/2 # close to center
# Spandrel:
k11 = w1*Ks/2 # outer edge
k12= w2*Ks/2
k13 = w3*Ks/2
k14 = w4*Ks/2
k15 = w5*Ks/2
k16 = w6*Ks/2
k17 = w7*Ks/2
k18 = w8*Ks/2
k19 = w9*Ks/2
k20 = w10*Ks/2 # close to center
# Spring Force:
# Multiplying compressive strength of CLT by trib area of spring
# Pier:
F1 = T1*Fc # outer edge
F2 = T2*Fc
F3 = T3*Fc
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F4 = T4*Fc
F5 = T5*Fc
F6 = T6*Fc
F7 = T7*Fc
F8 = T8*Fc
F9 = T9*Fc
F10 = T10*Fc # close to center
# Spandrel:
F11 = T11*Fc # outer edge
F12 = T12*Fc
F13 = T13*Fc
F14 = T14*Fc
F15 = T15*Fc
F16 = T16*Fc
F17 = T17*Fc
F18 = T18*Fc
F19 = T19*Fc
F20 = T20*Fc # close to center
gap = 0.0 # Assumed Initial Displacement
eta = 0.01 # Hardening Ratio
damage = 'Damage'
# Pier:
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
,→center
# Spandrel:
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap',

4, k1, F1, gap, eta, damage) # outer edge
5, k2, F2, gap, eta, damage)
6, k3, F3, gap, eta, damage)
7, k4, F4, gap, eta, damage)
8, k5, F5, gap, eta, damage)
9, k6, F6, gap, eta, damage)
10, k7, F7, gap, eta, damage)
11, k8, F8, gap, eta, damage)
12, k9, F9, gap, eta, damage)
13, k10, F10, gap, eta, damage) # close to

14,
15,
16,
17,
18,
19,
20,

k11,
k12,
k13,
k14,
k15,
k16,
k17,
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F11,
F12,
F13,
F14,
F15,
F16,
F17,

gap,
gap,
gap,
gap,
gap,
gap,
gap,

eta,
eta,
eta,
eta,
eta,
eta,
eta,

damage) # outer edge
damage)
damage)
damage)
damage)
damage)
damage)

ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap', 21, k18, F18, gap, eta, damage)
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap', 22, k19, F19, gap, eta, damage)
ops.uniaxialMaterial('ElasticPPGap', 23, k20, F20, gap, eta, damage) # close to
,→center
# CLT Compression Spring Material Properties:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Left Pier:
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',

101200,
102201,
103202,
104203,
105204,
106205,
107206,
108207,
109208,
110209,
111211,
112212,
113213,
114214,
115215,
116216,
117217,
118218,
119219,
120220,

101,
102,
103,
104,
105,
106,
107,
108,
109,
110,
111,
112,
113,
114,
115,
116,
117,
118,
119,
120,

200,
201,
202,
203,
204,
205,
206,
207,
208,
209,
211,
212,
213,
214,
215,
216,
217,
218,
219,
220,

'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',

4, '-dir', 2) # outside
5, '-dir', 2)
6, '-dir', 2)
7, '-dir', 2)
8, '-dir', 2)
9, '-dir', 2)
10, '-dir', 2)
11, '-dir', 2)
12, '-dir', 2)
13, '-dir', 2)
13, '-dir', 2)
12, '-dir', 2)
11, '-dir', 2)
10, '-dir', 2)
9, '-dir', 2)
8, '-dir', 2)
7, '-dir', 2)
6, '-dir', 2)
5, '-dir', 2)
4, '-dir', 2) # outside

# Right Pier:
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',

123221,
124222,
125223,
126224,
127225,
128226,
129227,
130228,
131229,
132230,
133232,
134233,
135234,
136235,
137236,
138237,

123,
124,
125,
126,
127,
128,
129,
130,
131,
132,
133,
134,
135,
136,
137,
138,

221,
222,
223,
224,
225,
226,
227,
228,
229,
230,
232,
233,
234,
235,
236,
237,

'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',

4, '-dir', 2)
5, '-dir', 2)
6, '-dir', 2)
7, '-dir', 2)
8, '-dir', 2)
9, '-dir', 2)
10, '-dir', 2)
11, '-dir', 2)
12, '-dir', 2)
13, '-dir', 2)
13, '-dir', 2)
12, '-dir', 2)
11, '-dir', 2)
10, '-dir', 2)
9, '-dir', 2)
8, '-dir', 2)
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ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',
ops.element('zeroLength',

139238,
140239,
141240,
142241,

139,
140,
141,
142,

238,
239,
240,
241,

'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',

7,
6,
5,
4,

'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',

2)
2)
2)
2)

# Lower Spandrel Left-side:
ops.element('zeroLength', 500501, 500, 501, '-mat', 14,
ops.element('zeroLength', 600601, 600, 601, '-mat', 15,
ops.element('zeroLength', 700701, 700, 701, '-mat', 16,
ops.element('zeroLength', 800801, 800, 801, '-mat', 17,
ops.element('zeroLength', 900901, 900, 901, '-mat', 18,
ops.element('zeroLength', 10001001, 1000, 1001, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 11001101, 1100, 1101, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 12001201, 1200, 1201, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 13001301, 1300, 1301, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 14001401, 1400, 1401, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 16001601, 1600, 1601, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 17001701, 1700, 1701, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 18001801, 1800, 1801, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 19001901, 1900, 1901, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 20002001, 2000, 2001, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 21002101, 2100, 2101, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 22002201, 2200, 2201, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 23002301, 2300, 2301, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 24002401, 2400, 2401, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 25002501, 2500, 2501, '-mat',

'-dir', 1)
'-dir', 1)
'-dir', 1)
'-dir', 1)
'-dir', 1)
19, '-dir',
20, '-dir',
21, '-dir',
22, '-dir',
23, '-dir',
23, '-dir',
22, '-dir',
21, '-dir',
20, '-dir',
19, '-dir',
18, '-dir',
17, '-dir',
16, '-dir',
15, '-dir',
14, '-dir',

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

# Lower Spandrel Right-side:
ops.element('zeroLength', 503502, 503, 502, '-mat', 14,
ops.element('zeroLength', 603602, 603, 602, '-mat', 15,
ops.element('zeroLength', 703702, 703, 702, '-mat', 16,
ops.element('zeroLength', 803802, 803, 802, '-mat', 17,
ops.element('zeroLength', 903902, 903, 902, '-mat', 18,
ops.element('zeroLength', 10031002, 1003, 1002, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 11031102, 1103, 1102, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 12031202, 1203, 1202, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 13031302, 1303, 1302, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 14031402, 1403, 1402, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 16031602, 1603, 1602, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 17031702, 1703, 1702, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 18031802, 1803, 1802, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 19031902, 1903, 1902, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 20032002, 2003, 2002, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 21032102, 2103, 2102, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 22032202, 2203, 2202, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 23032302, 2303, 2302, '-mat',
ops.element('zeroLength', 24032402, 2403, 2402, '-mat',

'-dir', 1)
'-dir', 1)
'-dir', 1)
'-dir', 1)
'-dir', 1)
19, '-dir',
20, '-dir',
21, '-dir',
22, '-dir',
23, '-dir',
23, '-dir',
22, '-dir',
21, '-dir',
20, '-dir',
19, '-dir',
18, '-dir',
17, '-dir',
16, '-dir',
15, '-dir',

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
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ops.element('zeroLength', 25032502, 2503, 2502, '-mat', 14, '-dir', 1)
# Upper Spandrel Left-side:
ops.element('zeroLength', 28002801,
ops.element('zeroLength', 29002901,
ops.element('zeroLength', 30003001,
ops.element('zeroLength', 31003101,
ops.element('zeroLength', 32003201,
ops.element('zeroLength', 33003301,
ops.element('zeroLength', 34003401,
ops.element('zeroLength', 35003501,
ops.element('zeroLength', 36003601,
ops.element('zeroLength', 37003701,
ops.element('zeroLength', 39003901,
ops.element('zeroLength', 40004001,
ops.element('zeroLength', 41004101,
ops.element('zeroLength', 42004201,
ops.element('zeroLength', 43004301,
ops.element('zeroLength', 44004401,
ops.element('zeroLength', 45004501,
ops.element('zeroLength', 46004601,
ops.element('zeroLength', 47004701,
ops.element('zeroLength', 48004801,

2800,
2900,
3000,
3100,
3200,
3300,
3400,
3500,
3600,
3700,
3900,
4000,
4100,
4200,
4300,
4400,
4500,
4600,
4700,
4800,

2801,
2901,
3001,
3101,
3201,
3301,
3401,
3501,
3601,
3701,
3901,
4001,
4101,
4201,
4301,
4401,
4501,
4601,
4701,
4801,

'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',
'-mat',

14,
15,
16,
17,
18,
19,
20,
21,
22,
23,
23,
22,
21,
20,
19,
18,
17,
16,
15,
14,

'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',
'-dir',

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

# Upper Spandrel Right-side:
ops.element('zeroLength', 2803802, 2803, 2802, '-mat', 14, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 29032902, 2903, 2902, '-mat', 15, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 30033002, 3003, 3002, '-mat', 16, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 31033102, 3103, 3102, '-mat', 17, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 32033202, 3203, 3202, '-mat', 18, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 33033302, 3303, 3302, '-mat', 19, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 34033402, 3403, 3402, '-mat', 20, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 35033502, 3503, 3502, '-mat', 21, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 36033602, 3603, 3602, '-mat', 22, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 37033702, 3703, 3702, '-mat', 23, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 39033902, 3903, 3902, '-mat', 23, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 40034002, 4003, 4002, '-mat', 22, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 41034102, 4103, 4102, '-mat', 21, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 42034202, 4203, 4202, '-mat', 20, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 43034302, 4303, 4302, '-mat', 19, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 44034402, 4403, 4402, '-mat', 18, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 45034502, 4503, 4502, '-mat', 17, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 46034602, 4603, 4602, '-mat', 16, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 47034702, 4703, 4702, '-mat', 15, '-dir', 1)
ops.element('zeroLength', 48034802, 4803, 4802, '-mat', 14, '-dir', 1)
# -------------------------------------------------------------------
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# ------------------------------------------------------------------# YIELD-LINKS:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Pier-Foundation Yield-Link Material Properties:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
A_pf = 0.625*inch**2 # Cross-sectional Area of Reduced Y-L Section
lrlink = 8.0*inch # Length of Reduced Y-L Section (8" for both P-F and P-S Y-L's)
Py_pf = 34.375*kip/A_pf # Expected Yield Stress of Pier-Foundation Y-L
Pr_pf = 48.75*kip/A_pf # Probable Maximum Tensile Stress of P-F Y-L
epy_pf = 0.0188*inch/lrlink # Strain in Y-L at Expected Yield
ep04_pf = 0.67*inch/lrlink # Strain in Y-L at Connection Rotation of 0.04 Rad
ep07_pf = 1.173*inch/lrlink # Strain in Y-L at Connection Rotation of 0.07 Rad
A1 = 1.0*inch**2 # Faux Area (actual cross-sectional area accounted for by Py
,→and Keff)
pinchX = 0.2
pinchY = 0.8
damfc1 = 0.0
damfc2 = 0.0
beta = 0.0
ops.uniaxialMaterial('Hysteretic', 1, Py_pf, epy_pf, Pr_pf, ep04_pf, Pr_pf,
,→ep07_pf, -1*Py_pf, -1*epy_pf, -1*Pr_pf, -1*ep04_pf, -1*Pr_pf, -1*ep07_pf,
,→pinchX, pinchY, damfc1, damfc2, beta)

# Pier-Foundation Yield-Link Elements:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Left Pier Y-L's:
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ops.element('Truss', 100300, 100, 300, A1, 1)
ops.element('Truss', 121302, 121, 302, A1, 1)
# Right Pier Y-L's:
ops.element('Truss', 122303, 122, 303, A1, 1)
ops.element('Truss', 143305, 143, 305, A1, 1)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link Material Properties:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
A_ps = 0.438*inch**2 # Cross-sectional Area of Reduced Y-L Section
Py_ps = 24.063*kip/A_ps # Expected Yield Stress of Pier-Spandrel Y-L
Pr_ps = 34.125*kip/A_ps # Probable Maximum Tensile Stress of P-S Y-L
epy_ps = 0.0177*inch/lrlink # Strain in Y-L at Expected Yield
ep04_ps = 0.79*inch/lrlink # Strain in Y-L at Connection Rotation of 0.04 Rad
ep07_ps = 1.383*inch/lrlink # Strain in Y-L at Connection Rotation of 0.07 Rad
ops.uniaxialMaterial('Hysteretic', 2, Py_ps, epy_ps, Pr_ps, ep04_ps, Pr_ps,
,→ep07_ps, -1*Py_ps, -1*epy_ps, -1*Pr_ps, -1*ep04_ps, -1*Pr_ps, -1*ep07_ps,
,→pinchX, pinchY, damfc1, damfc2, beta)
# Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link Elements:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Lower Spandrel Leftside Y-L's:
ops.element('Truss', 400401, 400, 401, A1, 2)
ops.element('Truss', 26002601, 2600, 2601, A1, 2)
# Lower Spandrel Rightside Y-L's:
ops.element('Truss', 402403, 402, 403, A1, 2)
ops.element('Truss', 26022603, 2602, 2603, A1, 2)
# Upper Spandrel Leftside Y-L's:
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ops.element('Truss', 27002701, 2700, 2701, A1, 2)
ops.element('Truss', 49004901, 4900, 4901, A1, 2)
# Upper Spandrel Rightside Y-L's:
ops.element('Truss', 27022703, 2702, 2703, A1, 2)
ops.element('Truss', 49024903, 4902, 4903, A1, 2)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# ------------------------------------------------------------------# THREADED ROD:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Threaded Rod Material Properties:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
E_TR = 29000.0*ksi # Elastic Modulus of Steel
D = 0.75*inch # Diameter of 3/4" Threaded Rod
Fy_TR = 92.0*ksi # Min Yield Strength of ASTM A449 Type 1 Threaded Rod
pi = 3.14159
A_TR = (pi/4)*D**2 # Cross-sectional Area of Threaded Rod
b = 0.01 # Strain-hardening Ratio
# Parameters to Control Transition Between Elastic and Plastic:
R0 = 10.0
cR1 = 0.925
cR2 = 0.15
ops.uniaxialMaterial('Steel02', 3, Fy_TR, E_TR, b, R0, cR1, cR2)
# Post-Tensioned Rod Elements:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
ops.element('Truss', 15001509, 1500, 1509, A_TR, 3)
ops.element('Truss', 38003809, 3800, 3809, A_TR, 3)
# -------------------------------------------------------------------
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# ------------------------------------------------------------------# RIGID-LINKS:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Rigid Link Material Properties:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
A = 1.0*inch**2
I = 1.0*inch**4
E = 1.0e10*ksi # large elastic modulus to create stiff element
# Rigid Link Elements:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Left Pier Yield-Link Rigid-Link:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 300301, 300, 301, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 301302, 301, 302, A, E, I, 1)
# Right Pier Yield-Link Rigid-Link:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 303304, 303, 304, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 304305, 304, 305, A, E, I, 1)
# Lower Spandrel Yield-Link Rigid-Links:
# Leftside - Pier-side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 4001502, 400, 1502, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15022600, 1502, 2600, A, E, I, 1)
# Leftside - Spandrel-side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 4011504, 401, 1504, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15042601, 1504, 2601, A, E, I, 1)
# Rightside - Pier-side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 4031507, 403, 1507, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15072603, 1507, 2603, A, E, I, 1)
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# Rightside - Spandrel-side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 4021505, 402, 1505, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15052602, 1505, 2602, A, E, I, 1)
# Upper Spandrel Yield-Link Rigid-Links:
# Leftside - Pier-side :
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 27003802, 2700, 3802, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38024900, 3802, 4900, A, E, I, 1)
# Leftside - Spandrel-side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 27013804, 2701, 3804, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38044901, 3804, 4901, A, E, I, 1)
# Rightside - Pier-side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 27033807, 2703, 3807, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38074903, 3807, 4903, A, E, I, 1)
# Rightside - Spandrel-side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 27021505, 2702, 3805, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38054902, 3805, 4902, A, E, I, 1)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Spandrel Panel Interior/Exterior Rigid-Links:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15001501, 1500, 1501, A, E, I, 1) # Lower
,→Left-side
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15011502, 1501, 1502, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15071508, 1507, 1508, A, E, I, 1) # Lower
,→Right-side
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15081509, 1508, 1509, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38003801, 3800, 3801, A, E, I, 1) # Upper
,→Left-side
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38013802, 3801, 3802, A, E, I, 1)
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ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38073808, 3807, 3808, A, E, I, 1) # Upper
,→Right-side
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38083809, 3808, 3809, A, E, I, 1)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# CLT Compression Zone Rigid-Links:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
# Left Pier:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',

200201,
201202,
202203,
203204,
204205,
205206,
206207,
207208,
208209,
209210,
210211,
211212,
212213,
213214,
214215,
215216,
216217,
217218,
218219,
219220,

200,
201,
202,
203,
204,
205,
206,
207,
208,
209,
210,
211,
212,
213,
214,
215,
216,
217,
218,
219,

201,
202,
203,
204,
205,
206,
207,
208,
209,
210,
211,
212,
213,
214,
215,
216,
217,
218,
219,
220,

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

# Right Pier:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',

221222,
222223,
223224,
224225,
225226,
226227,
227228,
228229,
229230,
230231,
231232,
232233,
233234,
234235,

221,
222,
223,
224,
225,
226,
227,
228,
229,
230,
231,
232,
233,
234,

222,
223,
224,
225,
226,
227,
228,
229,
230,
231,
232,
233,
234,
235,

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
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ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',

235236,
236237,
237238,
238239,
239240,
240241,

235,
236,
237,
238,
239,
240,

236,
237,
238,
239,
240,
241,

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Lower Spandrel - Leftside, Pier side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 500600, 500, 600, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 600700, 600, 700, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 700800, 700, 800, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 800900, 800, 900, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 9001000, 900, 1000, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 10001100, 1000, 1100, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 11001200, 1100, 1200, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 12001300, 1200, 1300, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 13001400, 1300, 1400, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 14001502, 1400, 1502, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15021600, 1502, 1600, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 16001700, 1600, 1700, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 17001800, 1700, 1800, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 18001900, 1800, 1900, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 19002000, 1900, 2000, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 20002100, 2000, 2100, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 21002200, 2100, 2200, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 22002300, 2200, 2300, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 23002400, 2300, 2400, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 24002500, 2400, 2500, A, E, I, 1)
# Lower Spandrel - Leftside, Spandrel side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 501601, 501, 601, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 601701, 601, 701, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 701801, 701, 801, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 801901, 801, 901, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 9011001, 901, 1001, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 10011101, 1001, 1101, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 11011201, 1101, 1201, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 12011301, 1201, 1301, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 13011401, 1301, 1401, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 14011503, 1401, 1503, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15031601, 1503, 1601, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 16011701, 1601, 1701, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 17011801, 1701, 1801, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 18011901, 1801, 1901, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 19012001, 1901, 2001, A, E, I, 1)
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ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',

20012101,
21012201,
22012301,
23012401,
24012501,

2001,
2101,
2201,
2301,
2401,

2101,
2201,
2301,
2401,
2501,

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Lower Spandrel - Rightside, Pier side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 503603, 503, 603, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 603703, 603, 703, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 703803, 703, 803, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 803903, 803, 903, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 9031003, 903, 1003, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 10031103, 1003, 1103, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 11031203, 1103, 1203, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 12031303, 1203, 1303, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 13031403, 1303, 1403, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 14031507, 1403, 1507, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15071603, 1507, 1603, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 16031703, 1603, 1703, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 17031803, 1703, 1803, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 18031903, 1803, 1903, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 19032003, 1903, 2003, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 20032103, 2003, 2103, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 21032203, 2103, 2203, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 22032303, 2203, 2303, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 23032403, 2303, 2403, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 24032503, 2403, 2503, A, E, I, 1)
# Lower Spandrel - Rightside, Spandrel side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 502602, 502, 602, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 602702, 602, 702, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 702802, 702, 802, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 802902, 802, 902, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 9021002, 902, 1002, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 10021102, 1002, 1102, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 11021202, 1102, 1202, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 12021302, 1202, 1302, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 13021402, 1302, 1402, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 14021506, 1402, 1506, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 15061602, 1506, 1602, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 16021702, 1602, 1702, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 17021802, 1702, 1802, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 18021902, 1802, 1902, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 19022002, 1902, 2002, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 20022102, 2002, 2102, A, E, I, 1)
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ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn',

21022202,
22022302,
23022402,
24022502,

2102,
2202,
2302,
2402,

2202,
2302,
2402,
2502,

A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)

# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Upper Spandrel - Leftside, Pier side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 28002900,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 29003000,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 30003100,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 31003200,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 32003300,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 33003400,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 34003500,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 35003600,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 36003700,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 37003802,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38023900,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 39004000,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 40004100,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 41004200,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 42004300,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 43004400,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 44004500,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 45004600,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 46004700,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 47004800,

2800,
2900,
3000,
3100,
3200,
3300,
3400,
3500,
3600,
3700,
3802,
3900,
4000,
4100,
4200,
4300,
4400,
4500,
4600,
4700,

2900,
3000,
3100,
3200,
3300,
3400,
3500,
3600,
3700,
3802,
3900,
4000,
4100,
4200,
4300,
4400,
4500,
4600,
4700,
4800,

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

# Upper Spandrel - Leftside, Spandrel side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 28012901, 2801,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 29013001, 2901,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 30013101, 3001,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 31013201, 3101,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 32013301, 3201,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 33013401, 3301,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 34013501, 3401,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 35013601, 3501,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 36013701, 3601,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 37013803, 3701,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38033901, 3803,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 39014001, 3901,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 40014101, 4001,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 41014201, 4101,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 42014301, 4201,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 43014401, 4301,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 44014501, 4401,

2901,
3001,
3101,
3201,
3301,
3401,
3501,
3601,
3701,
3803,
3901,
4001,
4101,
4201,
4301,
4401,
4501,

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
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ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 45014601, 4501, 4601, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 46014701, 4601, 4701, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 47014801, 4701, 4801, A, E, I, 1)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Upper Spandrel - Rightside, Pier side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 28032903,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 29033003,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 30033103,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 31033203,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 32033303,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 33033403,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 34033503,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 35033603,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 36033703,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 37033807,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38073903,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 39034003,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 40034103,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 41034203,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 42034303,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 43034403,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 44034503,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 45034603,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 46034703,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 47034803,

2803,
2903,
3003,
3103,
3203,
3303,
3403,
3503,
3603,
3703,
3807,
3903,
4003,
4103,
4203,
4303,
4403,
4503,
4603,
4703,

2903,
3003,
3103,
3203,
3303,
3403,
3503,
3603,
3703,
3807,
3903,
4003,
4103,
4203,
4303,
4403,
4503,
4603,
4703,
4803,

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

# Upper Spandrel - Rightside, Spandrel side:
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 28022902, 2802,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 29023002, 2902,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 30023102, 3002,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 31023202, 3102,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 32023302, 3202,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 33023402, 3302,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 34023502, 3402,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 35023602, 3502,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 36023702, 3602,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 37023806, 3702,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 38063902, 3806,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 39024002, 3902,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 40024102, 4002,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 41024202, 4102,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 42024302, 4202,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 43024402, 4302,
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 44024502, 4402,

2902,
3002,
3102,
3202,
3302,
3402,
3502,
3602,
3702,
3806,
3902,
4002,
4102,
4202,
4302,
4402,
4502,

A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,
A,

E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,
E,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
1)
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ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 45024602, 4502, 4602, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 46024702, 4602, 4702, A, E, I, 1)
ops.element('elasticBeamColumn', 47024802, 4702, 4802, A, E, I, 1)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# ------------------------------------------------------------------# SHEAR Transfer SPRINGS:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# CLT Compression Zone Shear Transfer Springs:
# ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
E = 290000.0*ksi
ops.uniaxialMaterial('Elastic', 24, E)
# Left Pier:
ops.element('Truss', 120200, 120, 200, A, 24)
ops.element('Truss', 101220, 101, 220, A, 24)
# Right Pier:
ops.element('Truss', 123241, 123, 241, A, 24)
ops.element('Truss', 142221, 142, 221, A, 24)
# Lower Spandrel - Leftside:
ops.element('Truss', 5002501, 500, 2501, A, 24)
ops.element('Truss', 5012500, 501, 2500, A, 24)
# Lower Spandrel - Rightside:
ops.element('Truss', 5022503, 502, 2503, A, 24)
ops.element('Truss', 5032502, 503, 2502, A, 24)
# Upper Spandrel - Leftside:
ops.element('Truss', 28004801, 2800, 4801, A, 24)
ops.element('Truss', 28014800, 2801, 4800, A, 24)
# Upper Spandrel - Rightside:
ops.element('Truss', 28024803, 2802, 4803, A, 24)
ops.element('Truss', 28034802, 2803, 4802, A, 24)
LOADS & OUTPUT:
[ ]: # ------------------------------------------------------------------# GRAVITY:
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# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Perform Analysis to get Equilibrium:
ops.timeSeries('Linear', 1) # Linear Time Series
ops.pattern('Plain', 1, 1) # Load Pattern
SW_p = 0.978*kip # self weight of pier panel
SW_s = 0.657*kip # self-weight of spandrel panel
# Left Pier:
ops.load(5000, 0.0, -SW_p*(15.75/lp)*kip, 0.0) # multiplying % of pier by weight
,→(e.g. 15.75 is the trib width of node 5000)
ops.load(3801, 0.0, -SW_p*(71.75/lp)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(1501, 0.0, -SW_p*(93.5/lp)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(301, 0.0, -SW_p*(52.5/lp)*kip, 0.0)
# Right Pier:
ops.load(5001, 0.0, -SW_p*(15.75/lp)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(3808, 0.0, -SW_p*(71.75/lp)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(1508, 0.0, -SW_p*(93.5/lp)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(304, 0.0, -SW_p*(52.5/lp)*kip, 0.0)
# Upper Spandrel:
ops.load(3803, 0.0, -SW_s*(7.5/ls)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(3804, 0.0, -SW_s*(34.0/ls)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(38045, 0.0, -SW_s*(53.0/ls)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(3805, 0.0, -SW_s*(34.0/ls)*kip, 0.0)
ops.load(3806, 0.0, -SW_s*(7.5/ls)*kip, 0.0)
# Lower Spandrel:
ops.load(1503, 0.0,
ops.load(1504, 0.0,
ops.load(1505, 0.0,
ops.load(1506, 0.0,

-SW_s*(7.5/ls)*kip, 0.0)
-SW_s*(60.5/ls)*kip, 0.0)
-SW_s*(60.5/ls)*kip, 0.0)
-SW_s*(7.5/ls)*kip, 0.0)

ops.constraints('Plain')
ops.numberer('RCM')
ops.system('ProfileSPD')
ops.test('NormDispIncr',1.0e-3,100)
ops.algorithm('Newton')
ops.integrator('LoadControl', 0.005)
ops.analysis('Static')
ops.analyze(200)
ops.loadConst('-time',0.0)
# Strain & Force in PT Rod:
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#ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "PTStrain_15001509_v99A",'-ele', 15001509,
,→'deformations')
#ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "PTStrain_38003809_v99A",'-ele', 38003809,
,→'deformations')
#ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "PTForce_15001509_v99A",'-ele', 15001509,
,→'axialForce')
#ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "PTForce_38003809_v99A",'-ele', 38003809,
,→'axialForce')
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# TIGHTENING OF THREADED RODS:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ops.load(1500,
ops.load(1509,
ops.load(3800,
ops.load(3809,

-1.0*kip, 0.0, 0.0)
1.0*kip, 0.0, 0.0)
-1.0*kip, 0.0, 0.0)
1.0*kip, 0.0, 0.0)

ops.analysis('Static')
ops.analyze(10)
ops.loadConst('-time',0.0)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# LATERAL LOAD PATTERN:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ops.timeSeries('Linear', 2) # Linear Time Series
ops.pattern('Plain', 2, 2) # Load Pattern
ops.load(1500, 0.308*kip, 0.0, 0.0)
ops.load(3800, 0.692*kip, 0.0, 0.0)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# RECORDERS:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Strain & Force in PT Rod:
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "PTStrain_15001509_v99A",'-ele', 15001509,
,→'deformations')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "PTStrain_38003809_v99A",'-ele', 38003809,
,→'deformations')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "PTForce_15001509_v99A",'-ele', 15001509,
,→'axialForce')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "PTForce_38003809_v99A",'-ele', 38003809,
,→'axialForce')
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# Displacement @ Node 38045:
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "node38045_xdirection_v99A_CY", '-time', '-node',
,→38045, '-dof', 1, 'disp')
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "node38045_ydirection_v99A_CY", '-time', '-node',
,→38045, '-dof', 2, 'disp')
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "node38045_rotation_v99A_CY", '-time', '-node',
,→38045, '-dof', 3, 'disp')
# Displacement @ Node 3809:
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "node3809_xdirection_v99A_CY", '-time', '-node',
,→3809, '-dof', 1, 'disp')
# Displacement @ Node 2650:
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "node2650_xdirection_v99A_CY", '-time', '-node',
,→2650, '-dof', 1, 'disp')
# Force in Yield-Links:
ops.recorder('Element', '-file',
,→100300, 'axialForce')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file',
,→121302, 'axialForce')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file',
,→122303, 'axialForce')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file',
,→143305, 'axialForce')

"YLForce_100300_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
"YLForce_121302_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
"YLForce_122303_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
"YLForce_143305_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',

# Vertical Displacement of Y-L:
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "YLDisp_100300_v99A_CY",
,→'-dof', 2, 'disp')
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "YLDisp_121302_v99A_CY",
,→'-dof', 2, 'disp')
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "YLDisp_122303_v99A_CY",
,→'-dof', 2, 'disp')
ops.recorder('Node', '-file', "YLDisp_143305_v99A_CY",
,→'-dof', 2, 'disp')

'-time', '-node', 300,
'-time', '-node', 302,
'-time', '-node', 303,
'-time', '-node', 305,

# Spring Forces:
# Left Pier:
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "SForce_101200_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
,→101200, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "SForce_102201_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
,→102201, 'force')
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ops.recorder('Element',
,→103202, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→104203, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→105204, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→106205, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→107206, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→108207, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→109208, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→110209, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→111211, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→112212, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→113213, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→114214, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→115215, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→116216, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→117217, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→118218, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→119219, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→120220, 'force')

'-file', "SForce_103202_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_104203_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_105204_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_106205_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_107206_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_108207_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_109208_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_110210_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_111211_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_112212_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_113213_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_114214_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_115215_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_116216_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_117217_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_118218_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_119219_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_120220_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',

# Right Pier:
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "SForce_123221_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
,→123221, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "SForce_124222_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
,→124222, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element', '-file', "SForce_125223_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
,→125223, 'force')
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ops.recorder('Element',
,→126224, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→127225, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→128226, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→129227, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→130228, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→131229, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→132230, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→133232, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→134233, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→135234, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→136235, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→137236, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→138237, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→139238, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→140239, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→141240, 'force')
ops.recorder('Element',
,→142241, 'force')

'-file', "SForce_126224_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_127225_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_128226_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_129227_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_130228_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_131229_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_132230_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_133232_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_134233_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_135234_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_136235_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_137236_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_138237_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_139238_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_140239_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_141240_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',
'-file', "SForce_142241_v99A_CY",'-time', '-ele',

# ------------------------------------------------------------------# CYCLIC LOADING:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# Simplified Loading History for Ordinary Ground Motions:
# Trailing and Primary Amplitudes are Equal.
deltaM = hus*0.01 # reference deformation = 1% drift-ratio (2.02")
Nstep = 50.0
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# Displacement Increments:
dUi = 0.05*deltaM/Nstep # initiation
dUp1 = 0.075*deltaM/Nstep # primary
dUt1 = dUp1 # trailing
dUp2 = 0.10*deltaM/Nstep
dUt2 = dUp2
dUp3 = 0.20*deltaM/Nstep
dUt3 = dUp3
Nstep = 50
ops.test('NormDispIncr', 1.0e-8, 1000)
ops.algorithm('Newton')
# 6 Initiation Cycles w/ Amplitude 0.05*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUi)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)

38045, 1, -1*dUi)
38045, 1, dUi)
38045, 1, -1*dUi)
38045, 1, dUi)
38045, 1, -1*dUi)
38045, 1, dUi)
38045, 1, -1*dUi)
38045, 1, dUi)
38045, 1, -1*dUi)
38045, 1, dUi)
38045, 1, -1*dUi)

ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUi) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 0.075*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp1)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
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ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp1)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp1) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Six Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)

38045, 1, dUt1)
38045, 1, -1*dUt1)
38045, 1, dUt1)
38045, 1, -1*dUt1)
38045, 1, dUt1)
38045, 1, -1*dUt1)
38045, 1, dUt1)
38045, 1, -1*dUt1)
38045, 1, dUt1)
38045, 1, -1*dUt1)
38045, 1, dUt1)
38045, 1, -1*dUt1)

ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt1) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 0.1*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp2)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp2)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp2) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Six Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt2)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
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ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)

38045, 1, -1*dUt2)
38045, 1, dUt2)
38045, 1, -1*dUt2)
38045, 1, dUt2)
38045, 1, -1*dUt2)
38045, 1, dUt2)
38045, 1, -1*dUt2)
38045, 1, dUt2)
38045, 1, -1*dUt2)
38045, 1, dUt2)
38045, 1, -1*dUt2)

ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt2) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 0.2*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp3)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp3)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp3) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Three Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',

38045, 1, dUt3)
38045, 1, -1*dUt3)
38045, 1, dUt3)
38045, 1, -1*dUt3)
38045, 1, dUt3)
38045, 1, -1*dUt3)
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ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt3) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
Nstep = 100.0
dUp4
dUt4
dUp5
dUt5
dUp6
dUt6
dUp7
dUt7
dUp8
dUt8
dUp9
dUt9

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.30*deltaM/Nstep
dUp4
0.40*deltaM/Nstep
dUp5
0.70*deltaM/Nstep
dUp6
1.0*deltaM/Nstep
dUp7
1.5*deltaM/Nstep
dUp8
2.0*deltaM/Nstep
dUp9

Nstep = 100
# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 0.3*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp4)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp4)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp4) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Three Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)

38045, 1, dUt4)
38045, 1, -1*dUt4)
38045, 1, dUt4)
38045, 1, -1*dUt4)
38045, 1, dUt4)
38045, 1, -1*dUt4)

ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt4) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
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# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 0.4*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp5)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp5)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp5) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Two Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)

38045, 1, dUt5)
38045, 1, -1*dUt5)
38045, 1, dUt5)
38045, 1, -1*dUt5)

ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt5) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 0.7*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp6)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp6)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp6) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Two Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)

38045, 1, dUt6)
38045, 1, -1*dUt6)
38045, 1, dUt6)
38045, 1, -1*dUt6)

ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt6) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 1.0*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp7)
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ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp7)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp7) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Two Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)

38045, 1, dUt7)
38045, 1, -1*dUt7)
38045, 1, dUt7)
38045, 1, -1*dUt7)

ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt7) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 1.5*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp8)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp8)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp8) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Two Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl',
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)

38045, 1, dUt8)
38045, 1, -1*dUt8)
38045, 1, dUt8)
38045, 1, -1*dUt8)

ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt8) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Primary Cycle w/ Amplitude 2.0*deltaM:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp9)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUp9)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
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ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUp9) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# Two Trailing Cycles:
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt9)
ops.analyze(Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, -1*dUt9)
ops.analyze(2*Nstep)
ops.integrator('DisplacementControl', 38045, 1, dUt9) # return to zero
ops.analyze(Nstep)
# ------------------------------------------------------------------# OUTPUT:
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ops.reactions()
ops.printModel('-file', "modeltest", '-node',)
print(' ')
print(' ')
print('Pier & Spandrel System Overall Behavior:')
print(' ')
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Top of Left Pier = ', ops.nodeDisp(5000,1),
,→'in')
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Top of Right Pier = ', ops.nodeDisp(5001,1),
,→'in')
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Center of Top Spandrel =', ops.
,→nodeDisp(38045,1), 'in')
print(' ')
print('Vertical Displacement @ Top of Left Pier = ', ops.nodeDisp(5000,2), 'in')
print('Vertical Displacement @ Top of Right Pier = ', ops.nodeDisp(5001,2), 'in')
print('Vertical Displacement @ Center of Top Spandrel =', ops.nodeDisp(38045,2),
,→'in')
print(' ')
print('Rotation @ Top of Left Pier =', ops.nodeDisp(5000,3), 'rad')
print('Rotation @ Top of Right Pier =', ops.nodeDisp(5001,3), 'rad')
print('Rotation @ Center of Top Spandrel =', ops.nodeDisp(38045,3), 'rad')
print(' ')
print('--------------------------------------------------------------------')
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print(' ')
print('Left Pier Multi-Spring Contact Element:')
print(' ')
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Node
,→outer edge of left pier base
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Node
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Node
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Node
,→Right outer edge of left pier base
print(' ')
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
,→outer edge of left pier base
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
,→outer edge of left pier base
print(' ')
print('Rotation @ Node
,→left pier base
print('Rotation @ Node
print('Rotation @ Node
print('Rotation @ Node
,→of left pier base

200 = ', ops.nodeDisp(200,1), 'in') # Left
209 = ', ops.nodeDisp(209,1), 'in')
211 = ', ops.nodeDisp(211,1), 'in')
220 = ', ops.nodeDisp(220,1), 'in') #

200 = ', ops.nodeDisp(200,2), 'in') # Left
209 = ', ops.nodeDisp(209,2), 'in')
211 = ', ops.nodeDisp(211,2), 'in')
220 = ', ops.nodeDisp(220,2), 'in') # Right

200 = ', ops.nodeDisp(200,3), 'rad') # Left outer edge of
209 = ', ops.nodeDisp(209,3), 'rad')
211 = ', ops.nodeDisp(211,3), 'rad')
220 = ', ops.nodeDisp(220,3), 'rad') # Right outer edge

print(' ')
print('--------------------------------------------------------------------')
print(' ')
print('Right Pier Multi-Spring Contact Element:')
print(' ')
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Node 221
,→outer edge of right pier base
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Node 230
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Node 232
print('Horizontal Displacement @ Node 241
,→Right outer edge of right pier base

= ', ops.nodeDisp(221,1), 'in') # Left
= ', ops.nodeDisp(230,1), 'in')
= ', ops.nodeDisp(232,1), 'in')
= ', ops.nodeDisp(241,1), 'in') #

print(' ')
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print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
,→outer edge of right pier base
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
print('Vertical Displacement @ Node
,→outer edge of right pier base
print(' ')
print('Rotation @ Node
,→right pier base
print('Rotation @ Node
print('Rotation @ Node
print('Rotation @ Node
,→of right pier base

221 = ', ops.nodeDisp(221,2), 'in') # Left
230
232
235
236
241

=
=
=
=
=

',
',
',
',
',

ops.nodeDisp(230,2),
ops.nodeDisp(232,2),
ops.nodeDisp(235,2),
ops.nodeDisp(236,2),
ops.nodeDisp(241,2),

'in')
'in')
'in')
'in')
'in') # Right

221 = ', ops.nodeDisp(221,3), 'rad') # Left outer edge of
230 = ', ops.nodeDisp(230,3), 'rad')
232 = ', ops.nodeDisp(232,3), 'rad')
241 = ', ops.nodeDisp(241,3), 'rad') # Right outer edge

ops.wipe()
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E.2

Numerical Model Input

This section contains calculations for CLT and yield-link properties used in the OpenSeesPy
numerical model.
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CLT Panel Moment of Inertia Calculations:

Thickness of Lamination = 1.375 inches
3

((5.5 in))
I0 ≔ 1.375 in ⋅ ――――
= 19.064 in 4
12
A ≔ 5.5 in ⋅ 1.375 in = 7.563 in 2

2
2
2⎞
⎛
I5_ply_pier ≔ 18 ⋅ I0 + 6 ⋅ A ⋅ ⎝((2.75 in)) + ((8.25 in)) + ((13.75 in)) ⎠ = ⎛⎝1.235 ⋅ 10 4 ⎞⎠ in 4

2
2
2
2⎞
⎛
I5_ply_spandrel ≔ 21 ⋅ I0 + 6 ⋅ A ⋅ ⎝((0 in)) + ((5.5 in)) + ((11 in)) + ((16.5 in)) ⎠

I5_ply_spandrel = ⎛⎝1.962 ⋅ 10 4 ⎞⎠ in 4
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Simpson Stong-Tie Strong Frame Moment Connection:
Pier-Spandrel Yield-Link: 1/2" x 4 3/4" x 1'-5 1/2" A572 Gr. 50
Yield-Link Properties:
byield ≔ 0.875 in
bcol_side ≔ 4.75 in
tstem ≔ 0.5 in
tflange ≔ 1 in
gflange ≔ 3.5 in
d ≔ 39 in
Lcol_side ≔ 4 in
sc ≔ 1.5 in
Ly_link ≔ 8 in
lv ≔ 0

Zero when four or fewer bolts are used at Yield-Link-to-beam connection.

Ry ≔ 1.1

Ratio of expected yield stress to specified minimum yield stress, Fy.
Taken as 1.1 for Yield-Link stem material.

Rt ≔ 1.2

Ratio of expected tensile strength to specified minimum tensile strength,
Fu, as related to overstrength in material yield stress, Ry. Taken as 1.2
for Yield-Link stem material.

Fy_link ≔ 50 ksi

Specified mimimum yield stress of Yield-Link stem material, ksi.

Fu_link ≔ 65 ksi

Specified minimum tensile stress of Yield-Link stem material, ksi.

E ≔ 29000 ksi

Modulus of Elasticity, ksi.

Ay_link ≔ byield ⋅ tstem = 0.438 in 2

Area of reduced Yield-Link section (byield)(tstem), in^2.
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Expected Yield Strength of Yield-Link:
Pye_link ≔ Ay_link ⋅ Ry ⋅ Fy_link = 24.0625 kip

(12.9-5)

Probable Maximum Tensile Strength of Yield-Link:
Pr_link ≔ Ay_link ⋅ Rt ⋅ Fu_link = 34.125 kip

(12.9-6)

Elastic Axial Stiffness Contribution due to Bending Stiffness in Yield Link Flange:
⎛ bcol_side ⋅ tflange 3 ⎞
0.75 ⋅ 192 ⋅ E ⋅ ⎜―――――⎟
12
kip
⎝
⎠ ⎛
K1 ≔ ――――――――――
= ⎝3.855 ⋅ 10 4 ⎞⎠ ――
3
in
gflange

(12.9-11)

Note: Per ESR-2802, bcol-side is used in place of wcol-side.

Elastic Axial Stiffness Contribution due to Nonyielding Section of Yield Link:
tstem ⋅ bcol_side ⋅ E
kip
K2 ≔ ―――――= ⎛⎝1.252 ⋅ 10 4 ⎞⎠ ――
Lcol_side + sc + lv
in

(12.9-12)

Elastic Axial Stiffness Contribution due to Yielding Section of Yield Link:
tstem ⋅ byield ⋅ E
kip
K3 ≔ ―――――
= ⎛⎝1.586 ⋅ 10 3 ⎞⎠ ――
Ly_link
in

(12.9-13)

Effective Elastic Axial Stiffness of Yield Link:
K1 ⋅ K2 ⋅ K3
kip
= ⎛⎝1.358 ⋅ 10 3 ⎞⎠ ――
Keff ≔ ―――――――――
⎛⎝K1 ⋅ K2 + K2 ⋅ K3 + K1 ⋅ K3⎞⎠
in

(12.9-14)

Axial Deformation in Yield-Link at expected yield, in:
Pye_link
= 0.017718045787961 in
∆y ≔ ―――
Keff

(12.9-19)
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Axial Deformation in Yield-Link at a connection rotation of 0.04 rad:
0.04 ⋅ ⎛⎝d + tstem⎞⎠
∆0.04 ≔ ―――――= 0.79 in
2

(12.9-17)

Axial Deformation in Yield-Link at a connection rotation of 0.07 rad:
0.07 ⋅ ⎛⎝d + tstem⎞⎠
∆0.07 ≔ ―――――= 1.3825 in
2

(12.9-18)

For OpenSees:
Fy ≔ Pye_link = 24.063 kip
Fy
= 55 ksi
Sy ≔ ―――
Ay_link
Pr_link
Sr ≔ ―――
= 78 ksi
Ay_link
∆y
εy ≔ ―――
= 0.002
Ly_link
∆0.04
= 0.099
ε0.04 ≔ ―――
Ly_link

∆0.07
= 0.173
ε0.07 ≔ ―――
Ly_link
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Simpson Stong-Tie Strong Frame Moment Connection:
Pier-Foundation Yield-Link: 1/2" x 4 3/4" x 1'-5 1/2" A572 Gr. 50
Yield-Link Properties:
byield ≔ 1.25 in
bcol_side ≔ 4.75 in
tstem ≔ 0.5 in
tflange ≔ 1 in
gflange ≔ 3.5 in
d ≔ 33 in
Lcol_side ≔ 4 in
sc ≔ 1.5 in
Ly_link ≔ 8 in
lv ≔ 0

Zero when four or fewer bolts are used at Yield-Link-to-beam connection.

Ry ≔ 1.1

Ratio of expected yield stress to specified minimum yeild stress, Fy.
Taken as 1.1 for Yield-Link stem material.

Rt ≔ 1.2

Ratio of expected tensile strength to specified minimum tensile strength,
Fu, as related to overstrength in material yield stress, Ry. Taken as 1.2
for Yield-Link stem material.

Fy_link ≔ 50 ksi

Specified mimimum yield stress of Yield-Link stem material, ksi.

Fu_link ≔ 65 ksi

Specified minimum tensile stress of Yield-Link stem material, ksi.

E ≔ 29000 ksi

Modulus of Elasticity, ksi.

Ay_link ≔ byield ⋅ tstem = 0.625 in 2

Area of reduced Yield-Link section (byield)(tstem), in^2.
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Expected Yield Strength of Yield-Link:
Pye_link ≔ Ay_link ⋅ Ry ⋅ Fy_link = 34.375 kip

(12.9-5)

Probable Maximum Tensile Strength of Yield-Link:
Pr_link ≔ Ay_link ⋅ Rt ⋅ Fu_link = 48.75 kip

(12.9-6)

Elastic Axial Stiffness Contribution due to Bending Stiffness in Yield Link Flange:
⎛ bcol_side ⋅ tflange 3 ⎞
0.75 ⋅ 192 ⋅ E ⋅ ⎜―――――⎟
12
kip
⎝
⎠ ⎛
K1 ≔ ――――――――――
= ⎝3.855 ⋅ 10 4 ⎞⎠ ――
3
in
gflange

(12.9-11)

Note: Per ESR-2802, bcol-side is used in place of wcol-side.

Elastic Axial Stiffness Contribution due to Nonyielding Section of Yield Link:
tstem ⋅ bcol_side ⋅ E
kip
K2 ≔ ―――――= ⎛⎝1.252 ⋅ 10 4 ⎞⎠ ――
Lcol_side + sc + lv
in

(12.9-12)

Elastic Axial Stiffness Contribution due to Yielding Section of Yield Link:
tstem ⋅ byield ⋅ E
kip
K3 ≔ ―――――
= ⎛⎝2.266 ⋅ 10 3 ⎞⎠ ――
Ly_link
in

(12.9-13)

Effective Elastic Axial Stiffness of Yield Link:
K1 ⋅ K2 ⋅ K3
kip
= 1827.57953508942 ――
Keff ≔ ―――――――――
⎛⎝K1 ⋅ K2 + K2 ⋅ K3 + K1 ⋅ K3⎞⎠
in

(12.9-14)

Axial Deformation in Yield-Link at expected yield, in:
Pye_link
= 0.018809031 in
∆y ≔ ―――
Keff

(12.9-19)
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